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professionalism in all aerospace disciplines;
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• To establish and maintain the highest standards of air safety
through the promotion of good airmanship among air pilots
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• To maintain a liaison with all authorities connected with
licensing, training and legislation affecting pilot or navigator
whether private, professional, civil or military.
• To constitute a body of experienced airmen available for
advice and consultation and to facilitate the exchange of
information.
• To strive to enhance the status of air pilots and air navigators.
• To assist air pilots and air navigators in need through a
Benevolent Fund.
The first concern of the Guild is to sponsor and encourage action
and activities designed to ensure that aircraft wherever they may
be, are piloted and navigated by highly competent, self reliant,
dependable and respected people. The Guild has therefore
fostered the sound educational and training of air pilots and air
navigators, from the initial training of the young pilot to the
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experience and accomplishment and those who, by their
outstanding achievement, have added to the lustre of their
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airlines and all the branches of Her Majesty’s armed forces but
also in every area of general aviation and sporting flying.

The Royal Aeronautical Society has 20 Specialist Interest Group
Committees, each of which has been set up to represent the
Society in all aspects of the aerospace world. These committees
vary in size and activity, but all their members contribute an
active knowledge and enthusiasm. The Groups meet four or five
times a year and their main activities centre around the
production of conferences and lectures, with which the Society
fulfils a large part of its objectives in education and the
dissemination of technical information.

The aviation work of the Guild is primarily conducted through its
two major ‘professional’ committees: the Education & Training
Committee and the Technical & Air safety Committee. The
particular strength and attraction of the Guild is its diverse spread
of interests together with an entirely non-political outlook,
forbidding any trade union activities.

In addition to planning these conferences and lectures, the
Groups also act as focal points for the information enquiries and
requests received by the Society. The Groups therefore form a
vital interface between the Society and the world at large,
reflecting every aspect of the Society’s diverse and unique
membership.
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The Clerk, Guild of Air Pilots and Air Navigators,
Cobham House, 9 Warwick Court, Gray’s Inn, London WC1R 5DJ
Tel: 020 7404 4032
Fax: 020 7404 4035
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administrative bodies, engineers and doctors, designers and
distributors, company directors and students, and every other
group of professionals who work within aerospace.

This document represents the views of the Guild’s Education and Training committee members and the Flight Operations Group of the Society that
were involved with its preparation. It has not been discussed outside the Learned Society Board or the Guild’s Secretariat. As such, it does not
necessarily represent the views of the Society or the Guild as a whole.
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SO YOU WANT
TO BE A PILOT?
by Captain Ralph Kohn FRAeS

This Document is intended to be a general, introduction to the world of flying aeroplanes. It is a guide on how to embark
on a flying career for those who want to become a pilot. The choice is one of two: Military Aviation or flying as a Civilian
pilot. This document addresses both. It offers readers information and advice on how to enter both worlds as a pilot,
but alternative options are discussed for those who cannot look to piloting for whatever reason but would like to get
airborne as aircrew in some form or other. However, the document focuses mainly on pilots and on how to achieve the
necessary qualifications to gain a military pilot’s ‘Wings’ and a career in one of the three Services, or to obtain the
necessary civilian professional pilot licences on the way to becoming a professional civilian aviator, whether as an Airline
pilot, a Fractional Operations or Executive Aviation pilot, a Flying Instructor or a General Aviation pilot.

IMPORTANT
Please note that ALL references made to Men ‘pilots in command’ in this Guide, equally apply to Lady ‘pilots
in command’. Hence, where He, Him and His are mentioned, read it to also mean She, Her and Hers;
respectively he/she, him/her or his /hers.
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Aircraft Register jurisdiction. Other ‘overseas’ Regulatory
Authorities were also helped on a consultancy basis to
achieve a similar status.

Captain Ralph KOHN FRAeS
Born in Alexandria, Egypt, Ralph Kohn was educated at
Victoria College (Alexandria) and at Nottingham. He
majored in Textiles prior to a career in aviation. Learning to
fly in 1950 whilst still at college, he served with the
RAFVR then obtained his commercial pilot licence in 1953.
He was an aero-club instructor before joining Eagle
Aviation as a First Officer in 1955. In 1960 he gained his
first command on Vikings, staying with the company as it
changed name until Eagle Airways ceased operations in
1968. After a short spell with Dan Air, he joined the British
Aircraft Corporation as a training captain, and then moved
to the UK CAA Flight Operations Inspectorate in 1971.
After retiring from the CAA as a senior flight operations
and training inspector in 1991, he went on to help the
Bermuda DCA as a principal inspector of flight operations
during the setting up of the necessary regulatory
infrastructure to satisfy ICAO, UK CAA and FAA norms for
the supervision of aircraft operations within the Bermuda

Ralph has flown some 16,500 hours of which over 11,000
were in command of such aircraft as the Vickers Viking,
DC6A/B, Vickers Viscount, Bristol Britannia 300, all the
BAC 1-11 variants, Boeing 707-100/300/720 and Boeing
747-100/200/400 series aircraft, not to mention a variety
of smaller aeroplanes like the HS 125, Beagle 205, Beech
90, DH Dove, DH Heron, Avro Anson, Airspeed Oxford
and Consul, DHC Chipmunk, Percival Proctor, DH 82A
Tiger Moth and various Austers, instructing on many of
these. The totals mentioned above do not include
countless hours spent on classroom instruction, the few
thousand hours spent in simulators instructing or
examining on a variety of jet aircraft, or the many hours
spent on flight inspections and checking / testing
simulators, over the last 30 years.
His experience ranges from ab initio instructing to
teaching pilots on conversion to a new aircraft type in an
airline training environment. He was a training inspector
and TRE/IRE on Boeing 747 and 707 aircraft with the UK
CAA and his duties included CAA Flying Unit instruction of
trainee Instrument Rating and Type Rating examiners at
Stansted, where airline pilots underwent training and
testing to achieve Authorised Examiner status.
A Fellow of the Royal Aeronautical Society, Captain Kohn
is a founder member of The Society’s Flight Operations
Group and was its chairman from 2003 to 2006. He is a
Liveryman of the Guild of Air Pilots and Air Navigators. He
was awarded the Guild’s Master Air Pilot Certificate in
1978 and is also a participating consultant to the
Education and Training Committee.

Publications Editorial team
Captain
David Martin, Captain Ron Macdonald, Captain Seamus Lyttle,
Peter Moxham, SEO Peter Richards,
Captain Phil Smith, Captain Ralph Kohn, Captain Chris White, Captain Dick Hadlow.
: Sqn Ldr Nick Goodwyn, Flt Lt Phil Kemp & Captain David H Thomas.
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The following Documents are joint
RAeS Flight Operations Group and
GAPAN publications
The Future Flight Deck (1992 - 93)
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Appendix E

DO’S AND DON’TS BEFORE SPENDING MONEY
ON TRAINING AS A CIVILIAN PILOT
DO’S

DON’TS

•

Do attain good academic qualifications.

•

•

Do make sure that you have the necessary educational
qualifications required by the employer that you would
like to work for.

Don’t pay up front for training when offered a discount
for so doing. You may lose all your money if the
training school fails.

•

Don’t expect a foreign licence gained in say the USA, to
qualify for the automatic grant of a licence to fly within
the EU. Further ground and air training will be required.

•

Don’t build up hours in an unstructured manner after
obtaining a PPL in the belief that the more solo hours
you have, the more motivated you will be perceived to
be by a prospective sponsor. Logging of unsupervised
flying hours after gaining a PPL may deter some
sponsors who believe that bad habits picked up whilst
so doing could be difficult to eradicate; hence their
preference to start from a clean sheet as it were, when
selecting candidates for sponsorship.

•

Don’t let the complexity of rules and requirements put
you off your chosen profession. Persevere. The rewards
are well worth striving for.

•

Don’t expect a potential employer to do all the work
for you. Show him you have the will and motivation to
succeed.

•

Do establish your aptitude and mental capability to
become a pilot by undergoing a truly independent
handling and job suitability selection test, such as the
one offered by the Guild of Air Pilots and Air Navigators
(GAPAN). Be guided by the result however unpalatable
this may be.

•

Do obtain a Class 1 Medical to check that your medical
standard is as required, before expending any money
on training.

•

Do explore all types of sponsorship.

•

Do make a plan of action and work out your personal
objectives.

•

Do achieve as much flying experience as you can afford
on the way to a PPL and after you have gained it, prior
to offering yourself for Airline sponsorship. Some
prospective sponsors favour those with the greatest
flying experience.

•

Do expect to fly more than the minimum hours when
aiming for a PPL.

•

Do remember that Airlines look for evidence of
motivation.

•

Do make sure you understand the rules and regulations
in respect of licensing. If you are not sure, ask the CAA
for clarification. Get the answers in writing.

•

Do remember that, as Winston Churchill said, “Advice
without Responsibility is dangerous”. Make sure you
get good advice.

The Appendices need to be read in
conjunction with the Main Paper. They are
complementary
corollaries
and
an
important part of this Document.
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GLOSSARY OF ABBREVIATIONS, ACRONYMS & TERMS
1. ABBREVIATIONS & ACRONYMS
A
AAC
AAT
Ab Initio
AIC
AME
ATC
ATC
ATPL
ATO

Aeroplane(s)
Army Air Corps
Aircrew Aptitude Test
Latin for “From the beginning”; as relating to
Elementary Flying Training
Aeronautical Information Circular (UK CAA)
Aviation Medical Examiner
Air Traffic Control
Air Training Corps (RAF)
Airline Transport Pilot Licence
Aviation Training Organisation; the new term which
covers both the old FTO and TRTO

BALPA

British Air Line Pilots Association

CAA

Civil Aviation Authority; UK National Regulatory Body
and EASA Executive Agency for the UK
Combined Cadet Force
Commercial Pilot Licence
Class Rating Examiner
Class Rating Instructor
Crew Resources Management

CCF
CPL
CRE
CRI
CRM

European Aviation Safety Agency; EASA is the
Regulatory Authority for the European Community
(EC). EASA also covers Iceland, Norway and
Switzerland.
EASA FCL Flight Crew Licensing Requirements for Aeroplane &
Helicopter pilots; includes Medical Requirements
EC
European Community
EU
European Union
ETOPS
Extended Twin (engine) Operations

MCC
ME
MEL
MPA
MPL

Multi Crew Co-operation
Multi Engine
Minimum Equipment List
Multi-Pilot Aeroplane
Multi-crew Pilot Licence

NAA
NCO
OML

National Aviation (Regulatory) Authority
Non Commissioned Officer
Operational Multi-crew Limitation; Class 1 Medical
certificate endorsement limiting the holder to operate
As or with co-pilot only

PIC
PLD
PPL
PVR

Pilot In Command
Personnel Licensing Department
Private Pilot Licence
Premature Voluntary Retirement (from one of the
Military Services)

QFI

Qualified Flying Instructor

RAeS
RAF
RN
RNAS

(The) Royal Aeronautical Society
Royal Air Force
Royal Navy
Royal Naval Air Station

SE
SFE
SFI
SPA

Single Engine
Synthetic Flight Examiner
Synthetic Flight Instructor
Single Pilot Aeroplanes

TE
TRE
TRI
TRTO

Twin Engine
Type Rating Examiner
Type Rating Instructor
Type Rating Training Organisation

UAS
UK
URNU
USA

University Air Squadron
United Kingdom
University Royal Naval Unit
United States of America

V1

Speed up to which take-off can be discontinued on a
particular runway
Rotation Speed; speed at which the aircraft is lifted off
the ground and into the air during the take-off run
Minimum Safety speed after becoming airborne, for a
given aircraft weight

EASA

FCL
FI
FRAeS
FTO

Flight Crew Licensing
Flying Instructor
Fellow of the Royal Aeronautical Society
Flying Training Organisation

GA
GAPAN
GASIL
GCSE
GCSE/S
GID

General Aviation
Guild of Air Pilots and Air Navigators
General Aviation Safety Information Leaflet (UK CAA)
General Certificate of Secondary Education
General Certificate of Secondary Education / Scotland
General Information Document (UK CAA)

H

Helicopter(s)

ICAO
IOT
IPA
I/R or IR
IRC
IRE

International Civil Aviation Organisation
Initial Officer Training
Independent Pilots Association
Instrument Rating
Intermediate Regular Commission
Instrument Rating Examiner

VR
V2

WSO

JAA
Joint Aviation Authority (now EASA)
JAR
Joint Aviation Regulations (now EASA Regulations)
LASORS Licensing, Administration & Standardisation,
Operating Requirements & Safety
(UK CAA Publication)
LMC
Last Minute Change
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Weapons Systems Operator (RAF)

2. TERMS
Regulatory Authority Every State with an aviation industry
sector has a National Aviation
(Regulatory) Authority (NAA). In the EC,
each State NAA acts as the executive
Agency for EASA which is the European
Community (Union) Regulatory Authority.
EASA also covers Iceland, Norway and
Switzerland.

1. ON HOW TO BECOME A
PROFESSIONAL PILOT
1.1 INTRODUCTION
From time immemorial, the dream of flying has prevailed.
Tentative thoughts given to the matter of emulating the flight of
birds were no doubt aired well before Icarus became ‘unstuck’
when he flew too close to the sun so melting the wax that held
his wings together, as legend would have it. One of the earliest
dreamers was the Italian Renaissance Florentine artist Grand
Master and engineer Leonardo da Vinci, who visualised and
designed flight oriented devices that were far ahead of his time
or existing technology of the period.
The French Montgolfier brothers developed an early hot air
balloon which carried two men aloft on 21 November 1783 over
a distance of some 3 kilometres at a height of 3000 feet. Later,
Otto Lilienthal experimented with heavier than air gliders in
Germany until he died in a crash in 1896. His work with gliders
achieved the flight experience needed to take advantage of the
internal combustion power when it became available. It provided
the initial impetus to the American Wright brothers who built a
man carrying kite, then the first flying machine which rose into
the air under its own power with Orville Wright at the controls
and the age of powered flight began in earnest. The place was
Kill Devil Hills near Kitty Hawk in North Carolina, USA, and the
date 17 December 1903 when the first controlled 12 seconds
man-carrying mechanical flight made history. On 16 October
1908, Samuel Franklin Cody made the first officially recorded
sustained flight of a powered aircraft in England, from Laffan’s
plain in Farnborough, using his own constructed aircraft named
British Army Aeroplane No 1. It was his fifth experimental flight
which ended in a crash, having lasted for a length of 1,390 feet.
In 1969 a human being first set foot on the moon. The American
Neil Armstrong spoke the words “a small step for man, one giant
leap for mankind”. This opened a new era in mankind’s
exploration of the universe. Let your chosen career lead you to
the stars and may your dream to fly come true.

1.2 LEARNING TO FLY
The development of powered flight is a technological
achievement that is second to none in the history of man.
Becoming a pilot has fired the imagination of countless
individuals, few of whom actually translated their dream into
reality by learning to fly and obtaining the now requisite
regulatory licence that allows holders to operate the flying device
of their choice in order to get airborne. The dream is alive and
doing well but how do those who want to achieve the
exhilaration of flight go about doing so? Whether for private
flying as a hobby or for a remunerative aviation career, the
fundamental motivation is the urge to fly and the necessary
resolve to achieve that ambition, whether in the fixed wing
environment or as a helicopter pilot.
Those who want to embark on a flying career and want to
become a pilot have two choices: Military Aviation or flying as a
Civilian pilot. Alternative options are discussed for those who
cannot look to piloting for whatever reason but would like to get
airborne as aircrew in some form or other. However, this
document focuses mainly on pilots and on how to achieve the
necessary qualifications to gain a military pilot’s ‘Wings’ and a
career in one of the three Services, or to obtain the necessary
civilian professional pilot licences on the way to becoming a
professional civilian aviator. This might be as an Airline pilot, a
Fractional Operations or Executive Aviation pilot, a Flying
Instructor or a General Aviation pilot.
This document is oriented toward piloting but it also mentions
alternative airborne occupations that are open to those who do
not, or cannot, achieve their ambition to fly at the controls of an
aeroplane for whatever reason. In these other categories fall the
Weapons Systems Operator (WSO) in the RAF, flight engineers
and cabin staff who take care of the passengers on civil airliners
or on military transports configured for the carriage of Service
personnel. Rewarding careers as graduate aeronautical engineers
or licensed aircraft engineers in the field of aircraft and engine
maintenance are of course also an option, as is the aerospace
programme for which more information can be obtained from
the Royal Aeronautical Society Careers Centre (See contact
details in Appendix F). Those who do not intend to fly as a career
and only look to learning to fly as a private pilot may also find
useful guidance in this document.
Professional needs and entry requirements for all such people are
catered for in other publications and will only be referred to in a
complementary manner in this guide that is essentially aimed at
those who wish to become pilots. For all who are interested in an
aviation-oriented career, useful reference material may be found
in the Appendices.
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2. OVERVIEW OF MILITARY
AVIATION AS A CAREER
Historically, the military route has been a first step into the air for
individuals who relish the thought of operating equipment such
as fast jet fighters that are only accessible in a Service
environment. The Service entry route is increasingly competitive
in this period of reduced Navy, Army and Air Force strength. To
maintain the Forces at the required level of staffing and to make
up for the normal turnover of personnel completing their service,
there is a constant and steady recruitment every year, albeit in
small numbers. The introduction of Typhoon into active service in
the RAF has increased the requirement for high calibre individuals
and a fast jet career is consequentially even more rewarding for
the successful few. A career with the military is then often
followed by a second career as a civilian pilot for those who leave
the Services at their normal retirement date aged 40.
The military pilot alternatives are one of three, since all three
Services operate aircraft. Both the Royal Navy with its Fleet Air
Arm and the Army Air Corps use a variety of aircraft as part of
their operational requirements. However, the Royal Air Force is
the primary Service dedicated to Air Power and as such is the
main Air Defence, Attack and Air Support force. The operational
environment within which a pilot operates in each of the three
Services is offered briefly for comparison. Only officers are
trained to be pilots in the RN and RAF. In contrast, Army pilots
are officers and non-commissioned officers.

2.1 ROYAL NAVY
Royal Navy Officers are responsible for managing and leading
operations that may be undertaken on ships, submarines,
aircraft, naval air stations and shore establishments. Their
particular role may include such duties as commanding a warship
in the Atlantic, flying a Lynx helicopter, supervising the safe
operation of a submarine nuclear propulsion plant or providing
emergency medical care. They are responsible for the
management and leadership of non-commissioned personnel.
Note that only officers may become RN pilots.
Officer specialisms include warfare, aviation, diving, Royal
Marines, hydrographical survey, meteorology, supply and training
management or engineering. You could also serve as a medical,
dental or nursing officer or as a chaplain.

Entry level
The minimum qualifications for Royal Navy officers are two A
levels/AH grades or three H grades and three GCSEs/S grades (AC/1-3), including English language and maths at either level.
Alternative qualifications may also be considered. There are
about 7,500 officers in the Royal Navy and, apart from
submarines and clearance diving, all jobs are open to men and
women.

routes for medical, dental and nursing officers or chaplains.
You would have to pass a series of selection tests held at the
Admiralty Interview Board at HMS Sultan, Gosport. These last
two days and include aptitude tests, practical initiative tests, gym
tests and interviews.

Making the grade
All new officers begin with Naval General Training at the
Britannia Royal Naval College at Dartmouth. This varies from two
to five terms, depending on your qualifications and entry route.
It includes six weeks on an operational warship. Specialist
training for your chosen branch begins at the end of this course.
Warfare officers, for example, follow their Naval General Training
with up to 12 months at sea, before moving on to further
professional training such as the 16-week Officer of the Watch
course. If they wish to specialise, they can progress to further
training in areas such as air traffic control or fighter control,
aircrew trainee pilot or observer, mine warfare and clearance
diver, submariner or hydrographical surveyor. They may also take
a Principal Warfare Officer course.

2.2 ARMY
The exact expertise and work of an army officer depends
on the arm or service chosen. This could be, for example,
a combat arm, such as the Infantry, Air Corps, Household
Cavalry, Special Air Service Regiment or Royal Armoured
Corps. It could be a combat support arm, such as the Royal
Artillery, Royal Engineers, Royal Signals or Intelligence
Corps. It could be one of the services corps, such as the
Royal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers, Royal Logistics
or one of the branches of the Adjutant General’s Corps
(staff and personnel support, education and training, legal
services, military police). It could be a specialism in
medicine, music or religion.
Whichever corps or regiment they serve in, officers lead
and manage a group of soldiers as well as developing their
own expertise in their arm or service. They fit into a highly
structured system of management of resources and
personnel. They would have to make decisions about the
welfare, training and deployment of the soldiers under
their command and would be expected to maintain the
morale of their soldiers, often in extreme conditions. A
typical first command would be a platoon of around 30
soldiers of different ages and ranks.

Entry level

You can join the Royal Navy as an officer from the age of 17. The
minimum height is 151.5 centimetres, and your weight must be
in proportion to your height. There are strict eyesight standards
and you must pass a medical. You must also meet the Royal Navy
nationality and residence requirements.

Around 80% of army officers are graduates, although the
minimum educational qualifications to join as an officer
are five GCSEs/S grades (A-C/1-3) and two A
levels/Advanced ‘Highers’ or three H grades, or equivalent.
You must normally have English language, maths and a
Standard Grade (1-3) in a science subject or a foreign
language

You would normally start through Naval College Entry (NCE) or,
if you have a degree, through Direct Graduate Entry (DGE). Your
rank on joining would be either midshipman or sub-lieutenant,
depending on your age. There are separate entry and training

Entry is possible between 17 years 9 months and 29 years.
You must pass a medical entrance test and meet the
army’s nationality requirements. Selection involves a series
of interviews with practical and written tests.
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Making the grade
If selected for officer training, you would start with the
commissioning course at the Royal Military Academy
Sandhurst. This 44-week course is uniquely demanding,
with many physical, mental and emotional challenges
alongside leadership and management training.
Following the Passing Out parade at Sandhurst, you would
join your regiment or corps and undertake specialist
training relevant to your chosen role, occupation or
profession. There would be many opportunities for you to
gain further academic and vocational qualifications as you
progress.
The length of specialist training can vary according to your
qualifications before you join. Individuals with professional
qualifications in law, medicine, dentistry and veterinary
studies, for example, train for just four weeks instead of
the usual 44.
You would normally be awarded a three-year (six-year in
the Army Air Corps) Short Service Commission (SSC) from
the date you leave Sandhurst. This may be extended to a
maximum of eight years. After two years’ service an SSC
officer, you may apply to convert to an Intermediate
Regular Commission (IRC).
The IRC offers a mid-length career, with service for up to
16 years. After two years as an IRC officer, you may apply
to convert to a full career Regular Commission. This offers
a full career, potentially for 34 years, or to the age of 60 if
that is earlier. There are also two short, gap year
commissions available for pre-university students or for
current undergraduates.

2.3 ROYAL AIR FORCE
RAF officers are part of the service that guards the airspace
of the UK and other areas of the world where the UK has
an active role. They are responsible for leading and
managing non-commissioned personnel on bases at home
and overseas, either in a flying role or in any of the
numerous support services on which pilots depend.
Among the 20 different specialisations for RAF officers,
pilots and weapons systems officers (WSO), previously
known as navigators, are employed almost exclusively in
flying during the early part of their careers, although they
may later combine flying with ground duties. RAF officers
are responsible for the welfare, discipline and career
development of their team of commissioned and noncommissioned RAF personnel (airmen and airwomen).
These responsibilities generally occur on promotion to
senior rank (Squadron Leader and above) for aircrew.
Other specialities include fighter controllers, who use radar
and other communications systems to monitor the UK air
defence region and direct fighters to intercept unknown
aircraft, air traffic controllers, RAF Regiment officers, flight
operations officers, intelligence officers, aero-systems
engineers, communications & electronics engineers and
supply officers. There are also officers responsible for
moving freight and people, specialists in personnel,
accounting and estate management, training officers,
catering
officers,
physical
education
officers,
provost/security officers, nursing officers, medical and

dental officers, legal officers and chaplains.

Entry level
To become an RAF officer, you need to be at least 17? and
below the upper age limit specified for each branch or
specialisation (23 on application, for pilot training). You
must also have been since birth a citizen of the UK, the
Republic of Ireland or a country that was a member of the
Commonwealth at the time.
Having met these
requirements, if you want to be a pilot, you have to pass a
series of selection tests held at the Officers and Aircrew
Selection Centre at the RAF College Cranwell in
Lincolnshire. The selection procedure lasts three days and
includes aptitude tests, practical initiative tests, fitness
tests, interviews and a medical.
While some 40% of applicants are graduates, you would
need at least 5 GCSEs/SCEs and 2 A-levels or 3 ‘Highers’
or equivalent. As a minimum, this will include English
Language and Maths GCSEs/SCEs at Grade C/3. Some
specialities require a professional qualification or
recognised degree.
You can apply for a permanent (PC) or a short service (SSC)
commission. A PC means being an officer to the age of 40
or for 18 years, whichever is the later. A SSC can be from
three to 12 years, depending on your specialism – for
aircrew this is normally 12 years.

Making the grade
Most new officer recruits start with the 30 week Initial
Officer Training course at RAF Cranwell, which includes
defence studies and general RAF service knowledge. You
would develop a high level of physical fitness on the
course, and have classroom lectures and practical exercises
to develop your leadership and management skills. You
would then progress, as a newly commissioned officer, to
specialist training in your chosen branch.

Personal qualities
You would need excellent leadership and team-working
skills, with the ability to accept responsibility, make
decisions and manage large groups of people. Being an
RAF officer would also involve communicating with people
of all abilities, explaining ideas, giving spoken and written
instructions and motivating others. You must be physically
fit and prepared to travel anywhere in the world.
Each branch has its own additional requirements. You
would need, for example, an aptitude for operating hightech equipment, together with the ability to think and
react quickly, as a pilot, WSO, fighter controller or air
traffic controller. Ground intelligence officers need
analytical skills and a wide general knowledge; engineer
officers must be logical, analytical and practically minded;
supply officers need to be methodical, with a flair for
organisation; RAF Regiment officers must have
outstanding physical fitness, good judgement and
communication skills, and the ability to think and react
quickly in any situation.

Looking ahead
There are more than 9,000 officers in the RAF and around
700 to 800 are recruited each year. Competition for places
is high, particularly for aircrew.
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3. FLYING WITH THE ARMED
FORCES

some AAC pilots also fly small fixed wing aircraft such as the
twin-engine Islander.

3.3 THE ROYAL AIR FORCE
Whilst still at school, youngsters can become members of the Sea
Cadets, the Air Training Corps (ATC), a Combined Cadet Force
(CCF) unit (Army, Navy or RAF sections) or the Air Scouts. ATC
and CCF (RAF) cadets are given ground instruction in
aeronautical subjects. During this period of introductory
affiliation with the Service environment, ATC cadets, CCF (RAF)
cadets and Air Scouts are given opportunities to fly in small
piston engine fixed wing aircraft through the Air Experience
Flight programme and on motor gliders or sailplanes operated by
the RAF Volunteer Gliding Schools. Summer camp for Sea, ATC
and CCF (RAF) cadets offers exposure to other aircraft and
Service life.
Air Training Corps and Combined Cadet Force cadets are eligible
to apply for a range of scholarships under the Air Cadet Pilot
Scheme. These provide flying training up to solo standard,
either in light aircraft or gliders. In addition, there are 10-hour
courses available for both flying and Pilot Navigation, with the
various Air Experience Flights around the UK, in the Grob 115E
Tutor aircraft. Some civilian flying awards are available from
organisations such as GAPAN, the Air League, and the Royal Air
Forces’ Association, who will all give, on request, details and
application forms for grants or scholarships available for a PPL
and other licence ratings

3.1 THE FLEET AIR ARM
The Fleet Air Arm (FAA) is very small and competition for places
as a pilot therein is even greater than for the RAF. FAA aircraft are
flown by Royal Navy pilots whilst Royal Marine officers fly Naval
Squadron aircraft in support of the Corps. Recruits for Naval
aviation come from the direct entry pilot stream, after graduation
as an officer, or from the already commissioned RN officer group.
The Royal Navy and the Royal Marines need helicopter and, for
the moment, fast jet pilots. The Royal Navy also offers a number
of flying scholarships open to anyone with an interest in the
Navy, without any obligation to join.

3.2 THE ARMY
The Army operates the largest helicopter fleet of all 3 services. It
operates attack, anti-tank, light utility and reconnaissance
helicopters as well as a few twin-engine fixed wing aircraft.
Army aircrew are made up of officers as well as noncommissioned officers (NCO’s). Officers undergo training at the
Royal Military Academy Sandhurst after which they complete the
Army Pilots Course. All Army aircrew are trained as helicopter
pilots. Officer pilots are selected from civilian life whilst NCO
pilots are selected up to the age of 30 and after they have served
a number of years as a soldier.
Officers are initially awarded a 6 year Short Service Commission,
extendable up to 8 years. After 2 years they may apply for an
Intermediate Regular Commission (IRC) which will give service up
to 16 years. After 2 years on an IRC, officers can apply for a
Regular Commission that allows service up to a total of 34 years
or age 60, whichever comes first. Soldiers can serve for 22 years
with the option of applying for a commission at any stage. The
Army Air Corps, with more rotary wing aircraft than the other
two Services put together, mainly employs helicopter pilots but
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The Royal Air Force employs a large number of pilots to fly a wide
variety of aircraft types.
Prospective pilot candidates for the RAF need to be between 17?
and 23 years old at the time of joining. Those without a degree
must have GCSE passes at Grade C or better in 5 subjects
including English Language and Mathematics and two A level
passes or their equivalent. Most RAF pilot recruits are University
Graduates. Some are sponsored through University, in which case
they are committed to joining the RAF on graduation. Others
may fly with the University Air Squadron as Volunteer Reservists
(VRs), with no guarantee of subsequent entry into the RAF.
However, some VRs may be encouraged to join depending on
their suitability and RAF requirements at the time. All UAS
students fly the Tutor (Grob 115) aircraft and are taught by
instructors who have graduated as RAF Qualified Flying
Instructors (QFI). Those who join the Forces with a Degree are
given substantive seniority upon graduation as an officer and
accelerated promotion to the rank of Flight Lieutenant in the RAF
thereafter, instead of after 5 years. (The Royal Navy equivalent is
Lieutenant and the Army’s is Captain). Promotion thereafter is
essentially on merit.
A form of sponsorship that includes the grant of “Sixth Form”
(Years 12 to 14) and/or “University” bursaries towards tuition
fees is available from all three Services, but comes with a
commitment to join the particular military branch for a defined
minimum amount of compulsory service. In the case of an RAF
Bursary under this arrangement, an immediate entry into the
UAS is made to maximize training opportunities. On the other
hand, uncommitted UAS VR undergraduates may decide to join
another Service on Graduation, or none if they decide that a
Military career is not for them after all.
You may apply to join the RAF after school, college, university or
employment. The RAF also offers Sixth Year and university
sponsorships. University Bursaries are granted only after a
selection process at the Officers and Aircrew Selection Centre at
the RAF College Cranwell that includes occupational health
assessment and co-ordination tests to establish the candidate’s
aptitude to fly and also his/her ability to lead others when serving
as an officer. On selection and prior to University entry, a period
of time may be spent with the parent sponsoring Service, such as
with the Royal Navy but not the RAF, at which time attendance
to a suitable University Air Squadron may also be arranged from
‘year one’ at College. The Royal Navy and Army run their own
officer selection centres, respectively the Admiralty Interview
Board and the Regular Commission Board. In the case of the
Navy, there also exists University Naval Squadrons akin to the RAF
UAS system, except that flying is not taught there.
Whatever the entry route, those selected for the RAF eventually
attend a 30 weeks Initial Officer Training course at Cranwell.
After IOT, student pilots go to an RAF Elementary Flying Training
Squadron, before progressing to more advanced flying courses.
Those destined for fast jets fly in the Tucano before moving on to
the Hawk, whereas others are streamed to fly in multi-engine
aircraft or helicopters.

As briefly explained earlier, there are two types of commission for
RAF officers. A permanent commission is for 18 years or until the
age of 40, whichever is later – this is known as the 40/18 point.
This commission can be extended to a full career up to the age
of 55. Service in a flying appointment may be offered until age
60 as a regular and 65 as a reservist – however this is dependent
upon service need. A short service commission is usually for six
years (12 years for pilots and WSOs). Officers wishing to leave the
RAF early may apply to do so under the Premature Voluntary
Retirement (PVR) system subject to existing rules at the time.
At the present time, if you retire after at least 18 years’ service,
you should have a good pension. You also get a tax-free lump
sum equal to three times your annual pension. The size of your
pension will depend on your length of service and final salary on
retirement.
Staff responsible for offering careers advice at secondary schools
may be able to help with information on life in the Forces and on
how to enlist. However, because enlistment procedures are
complicated and subject to change, it is best to enquire directly
from Service Recruitment Centres for details of conditions that
apply at the time. Internet ‘Career threads’ at dedicated web
centres can assist. (See www.royal-navy.mod.uk and
www.army.mod.uk or www.raf.mod.uk).

3.4 PILOT TRAINING IN THE SERVICES
Initial military entry induction training as an Officer or NCO must
be completed before any flying training commences. Flying
training leading to one of the Service aircraft type streams is
discussed further in Appendix C.

3.5 A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A
ROYAL AIR FORCE PILOT
(Extract from the RAF Internet
web site) Guy Lockwood’s
story ... Being on the front
line and flying one of the best
fast jets in the world is a real
privilege.
My role: My job at the moment is working as one of the
Squadron pilots bringing the Typhoon into active service. To
begin with, it will be involved in quick reaction alert, which
means intercepting unknown aircraft in British airspace. Then, in
the near future, it is going to be a multi-role aircraft and will be
used in both the air-to-air and air-to-ground roles. As a Typhoon
pilot, I will be sent wherever the aircraft is deployed.
My day: When we arrive at work, we get together for a ‘met
brief’ and find out about the day’s weather, aircraft serviceability
and the flying programme. Then we get into the planning cycle
which takes place two to three hours before take off. Every
aircraft has a “brick” that contains data for each mission. We
load this during our planning, get a map and take a brief from
the formation leader on the day’s tactics. We also brief the
Fighter Controllers and any other formations we are working
with that day.
We get an out-brief before we fly, just in case there have been
any changes with the weather, the aircraft or the airfield and
then we get changed. This takes about 10 minutes in winter
because you have an immersion suit, thermal layers, a ‘g-suit’
and a flight jacket to don.

In the RAF, elementary flying training is on the Grob 115E Tutor
light aircraft, at one of 3 Elementary Flying Training Squadrons
currently based at RAF Cranwell, Wyton and Church Fenton. This
is followed by Basic Fast Jet Training on Tucanos and then
Advanced Fast Jet training on Hawks for those selected to fly fast
jets.

Most sorties last for about an hour and a half, depending on
what we are doing. After we land we have a de-brief, usually
playing tapes to show what happened in the cockpit. Once that
is done, you have to deal with your secondary duties and any
‘admin’, then hopefully head to the gym. It is quite physically
demanding to fly the aircraft so it is good to get down to the gym
as often as you can.

Some pilots move to the Firefly T67 M260 as a lead-in to multiengine training on the Beech King Air 200 for those who will fly
multi engine aircraft, before being posted to a specialist
Squadron for type conversion training on Transport, Air
Refuelling, Early Warning or Communication flights aircraft.

My experiences: I became a qualified ski instructor after joining
the Air Force. I found myself in-between flying courses a couple
of times and when this happened in the winter, I was able to take
people away on adventurous training. I still do that sometimes,
but much more infrequently now that I’m on the front line.

Helicopter pilots selected for rotary wing training, go to
Shawbury in Shropshire to be taught how to fly helicopters,
starting on the Squirrel HT1. In due course pilots convert to other
types of helicopter operated by the Services, such as Chinook,
Puma, Merlin, Sea King or Apache helicopters among others.

My life: I know friends and family who have struggled to find
out what it is they want to do in life, but for me, the fact that the
RAF combines the outdoor life with plenty of challenges in the
workplace makes it the best of both worlds.
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3.6.1 Transfer to Civil Aviation
Many pilots choose to pursue another career at the 40/18 point
– often this is a lifestyle choice made whilst the individual has
time to fully develop a second career. So, a pilot may serve up to
20 years in the Forces, say to the age of 40, before becoming a
civilian pilot.
Some forethought could be usefully given to obtaining
appropriate civil pilot licences whilst still in the Service, to
minimise time spent unemployed after leaving the Forces. On
request, the CAA will indicate what requirements must be met to
obtain the targeted licence, for each an individual, depending
upon Service experience.
Service pilots intending to join an airline on retirement from

3.6 CAREER PROSPECTS, SALARIES AND
PENSIONS IN THE SERVICES
Military pilots are paid depending on rank and according to
published figures for all three services. Pay for an Officer Cadet
now is £14,852 per annum, rising to £36,160 for a Flight
Lieutenant and his equivalent in other Services, with annual
increments for time spent in the rank. Flying pay is added
according to an incremental scale which grows with time spent
as an active pilot in the Service.

Military flying could usefully seek advice from the British Air Line
Pilot’s Association or the Independent Pilots’ Association, to help
decide which airlines to target for employment, as salaries vary
widely in the world of civil aviation. Qualified direct entry pilots
from Service and other sources, could join as Jet First Officers
starting at between £28,000 and up to £44.000 depending on
the operator. The starting salary for a captain in a medium UK
airline is from £54,000 to £75,000, rising to more than £97,000
in yearly increments, or £144,000 for the major operators. Turbo-

Pay rises thereafter with promotion to more senior ranks,
generally on merit. On promotion to Squadron Leader, a pilot
starts at £45,549 per annum plus flying pay. In view of the
reduced size of the Services, appointment to higher ranks is very
competitive and the highest ranks beyond Wing Commander are
only achieved by very few.

prop salaries are generally lower. A guide to current airline salary
scale ranges may be found in Appendix D.
The examples given are for comparison and to explain why the
Services have had a historical pilot retention problem caused by
officers opting to leave for better paid employment as pilots in

Officers appointed on pension-earning terms which are noncontributory, are entitled to immediate retired pay and a tax-free
lump sum on leaving the service at the 40/18 point. This is paid
at 50% of the accrued pension and is fixed until age 55. At age
55, this is uplifted to 75% of the accrued pension and becomes
index-linked. At age 65, it is uplifted to the full pension and
remains index-linked. Those who serve a full career until age 55
may draw their full index-linked pension from age 55 and are
entitled to a tax-free lump sum worth 3 times their annual
pension. The value of the pension is based on the final year’s
salary and length of service and can be up to half the value of the
final salary.
If service beyond the 40/18 point is offered and accepted there
are two career paths – the Career Spine (CS) and the Professional
Aviator Spine (PAS). The CS offers service to 55 with full
promotion opportunity and earnings being composed of salary
plus flying pay. The PAS limits promotion to Sqn Ldr but the
significant difference is that flying pay is no longer paid and
salary is increased and continues to increase incrementally each
year. As flying pay is not pensionable this has the effect of
enhancing a PAS officer’s pension. PAS officers are generally,
though not exclusively, employed in flying appointments by
virtue of their extensive experience levels. The enhanced pension
rights are part of a service strategy to retain experienced aircrew
beyond the 40/18 point.
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“Civvy Street”, after their minimum engagement period.
Expect to be bonded for a period, particularly if Type Rating
training is given to qualify for operations on a company aircraft.
This method of recovering training costs has found favour in the
Low Cost Travel airlines and other smaller operators. Some
airlines expect payment up-front for conversion training, to be
repaid by the airline in monthly amounts over the bond period.
The cost of such bonds varies. To illustrate, it could be as high as
£26,000 and more for an A320 or B737 type rating, though
conversion training on smaller aircraft may cost less.

4. CIVIL AVIATION

aeroplanes engaged in non-commercial operations.

Generally, the first step is to learn to fly and maybe obtain a
Private Pilot licence in either a fixed or rotary wing aircraft. Those
who are so inclined might consider training as a flight instructor
to consolidate their primary flying experience, without becoming
professional pilots on a full time basis. Nonetheless, progress
towards a career as a professional pilot in General Aviation or in
an Airline might follow-on as an alternative to a humdrum life in
an office. Various ways of achieving this ambition are covered in
this document that tries to explain present day difficulties in the
air transport business and the rewarding result of surmounting
the numerous hurdles which exist, on the way to becoming a
civilian career pilot.

Notwithstanding, the holder of a PPL(A) may receive

4.1 FLYING AS A PRIVATE PILOT
In addition to the Private Pilot Licence (PPL), a new licence will
come into being under EASA rules for those wishing to fly other
than professionally. This will be known as the Leisure Pilot Licence
(LPL). Required training for theses licences may be found in
Appendix D at 3. Civil Pilot Licences Training Requirements.

remuneration for the provision of flight instruction for the
LPL(A) or the PPL(A).

4.1.4 The Private Pilot Licence Helicopters (PPL(H)): The
privileges of the holder of a PPL(H) are to act without
remuneration as pilot-in-command or co-pilot of
helicopters engaged in non-commercial operations.
Notwithstanding, the holder of a PPL(H) may receive
remuneration for the provision of flight instruction for the
LPL(H) or the PPL(H).

4.1.5 Types of flying other than as a professional pilot
• Recreational flying as owner or at an Aero-club
• Flying Instructor at an aero-club
• Flying training with a University Air Squadron
• Glider-towing (Glider tugging)
• Glider flying and/or Instruction

4.1.1 Basic Leisure Pilot Licence (LPL): Depending on the
amount of training undergone, the LPL may be issued as
a Basic Leisure Pilot Licence (BLPL) with restricted
privileges. The privileges of a Basic LPL shall be limited to
the class of aeroplane or, in the case of helicopters, to the
type of helicopters in which the skill test was taken. This
limitation may be withdrawn when the pilot has
completed in the other class of aeroplanes or in another
type of helicopters. Holders of a BLPL are restricted to fly,
without remuneration, as follows:
a.

b.

Aeroplanes. The privileges of the holder of a Basic
LPL for aeroplanes are to fly single engine Piston
aeroplanes or touring motor gliders (TMG) with a
maximum certificated take-off mass of 2000 kg or
less, carrying a maximum of 1 passenger, in local
flights within no more than 50 km from the
aerodrome of departure, with no intermediate
landings, and when, taking into account the
conditions of flight, the pilot is always able to return
to the aerodrome of departure.
Helicopters. The privileges of the holder of a Basic
LPL for helicopters are to fly single engine piston
helicopters with a maximum certificated take-off
mass of 2000 kg or less, carrying a maximum of 1
passenger, in local flights within no more than 50
km from the aerodrome of departure, with no
intermediate landings, and when, taking into
account the conditions of flight, the pilot is always
able to return to the aerodrome of departure.

• Dropping Parachutists
• Microlight aircraft, hang gliding or power para-gliding
for recreation

4.1.6 Aviation related activities for those who cannot
aspire to a piloting career for whatever reason
• Navigator
• Flight Engineer
• Cabin Crew
• Air Traffic Control
• Aircraft maintenance engineering
• Graduate aeronautical engineering in the aviation
manufacturing industry
• Aerospace engineering and related disciplines
• Flight Despatch
• Airline aircraft handling, load traffic and/or passenger
movements control
• Airline ground support staff in a number of other
disciplines.

4.1.2 Leisure Pilot Licence (LPL) (A) & (H): The privileges of
the holder of a LPL are, to act as pilot-in-command
without remuneration in non-commercial operations
within the appropriate aircraft category.
4.1.3 The Private Pilot Licence Aeroplanes (PPL(A)): The
privileges of the holder of a PPL(A) are to act without
remuneration as pilot-in-command or co-pilot of
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4.2 FLYING AS A PROFESSIONAL PILOT
Professional pilots fly for remuneration and may be employed in
a variety of roles, for example as airline pilots to fly aircraft on
scheduled and chartered flights, transporting passengers and
cargo. On an airliner, there are usually two and up to four pilots
on board, depending on the type of aircraft and length of
journey when rest relief must be catered for. The most senior is
the captain, who has full responsibility for the safety of the
aircraft and its occupants, aided by the first officer/s and cabin
crew. Professional pilots are employed in one of four areas:
passenger scheduled services, passenger charter services, freight
services and business aviation.
Before take-off, the work involves acquiring information about
the route, weather, passengers and aircraft, working out a flight
plan (the route, flying height, how much fuel to take),
supervising the loading and fuelling of the aircraft, carrying out
pre-flight checks on the navigation and operating systems, and
communicating with air traffic control. During the flight, pilots
make regular checks on the aircraft’s technical performance,
position, weather conditions and air traffic, communicate with
passengers and crew, and react promptly to environmental
changes and emergencies. Finally, they land the aircraft safely,
under instruction from air traffic control, and write a report on
the flight, including any problems experienced.

Qualified pilots from the armed forces, or with similar flying
experience, can take a conversion course for a professional
civilian pilot’s licence. Competition for pilot training in the forces
is intense. Pilots must then serve for a minimum of 12 years
before they can consider leaving, to take up employment with an
airline.

Making the grade
The training can take up to two years, although the average
scheme lasts 70 weeks. During the first 56 weeks, you would
learn basic flying skills and work towards a Commercial Pilot’s

Under the European EASA system, there are three types of
professional licence that are issued by the State Authority on
behalf of EASA, after formal tuition at approved flight training
centres for those who have never flown before. The three
licences are the Commercial Pilot Licence (CPL), the Airline
Transport Pilot Licence (ATPL) and the Multi-crew Pilot Licence
(MPL). Unlike the CPL and ATPL, an MPL limits holders to act only
as co-pilot on a multi-crew aircraft. Pilots undergo rigorous and
extensive training for an EASA pilot licence. Full details of courses
can be obtained directly from Flying Training Schools. A list of UK
flying training schools may be found in Appendix E. Full current
listings of approved training centres world-wide may be obtained
from the UK CAA Personnel Licensing Department at Gatwick
airport (South area) and on the UK CAA Web Site.

Licence with Instrument Rating and a ‘Frozen’ Airline Transport
Pilot’s Licence. Normally, the next step is a jet orientation course,
at the end of which, you could be offered employment. You
would then be given a type-rating course on a company aircraft.
You would start work as a co-pilot, alongside a training captain,
most probably on short-haul flights to give you maximum
experience of take-offs and landings. Eventually, you would
become a fully qualified first officer. A move to be a co-pilot on
long-haul flights might be possible if the airline operates long
range aircraft. Promotion to captain on a small airliner like an
ATR 72 requires around 2,000 hours of flight time. Major carriers
may demand many more flying hours before promoting a pilot to
command a large aircraft. Seniority and command vacancies are

Entry level

also part of the equation and it may take a lot longer to achieve

It is suggested, indeed strongly recommended that, due to the
very high cost of professional pilot training which may be in
excess of £100,000, you seek advice from flying training
providers (Approved FTO) before embarking on any training
project.

a command if the airline remains static in growth and retirements

You must be at least 18 to begin training and must hold a Class
1 medical certificate issued by the relevant aviation Regulatory
Authority. This will establish you are physically fit, with good
hearing, eyesight (wearing glasses is sometimes acceptable) and
normal colour vision. It is also recommended that you take a
computerised flying aptitude test to establish you have the
necessary manual dexterity and acceptable hand/eye coordination ability.

Personal qualities
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are slow. To work for international airlines, you would usually
need a passport allowing unrestricted worldwide travel. For
Europe, you must be entitled to live and work in the EU without
time restriction.

As a pilot, you would need excellent spatial awareness, allowing
you to interpret maps and three-dimensional displays. You
should be calm and able to take charge if an emergency arises,
and you must be able to give clear, confident instructions to crew
members and passengers. You would also need a high level of
numeracy for making mathematical calculations.

5. THE STATE OF THE INDUSTRY
5.1 THE EMPLOYMENT SITUATION

6. ROUTE INTO THE CIVIL FLYING
PROFESSION AND TRAINING
REQUIREMENTS

There are more civil flying opportunities than military flying ones.
Nonetheless, a job with a civil aircraft operator can be difficult to

Avenues leading to the necessary pilot qualifications are

obtain at the time of shrinking workforces. The changes in the

summarised and requirements are then discussed in greater

cost of aviation fuel has meant that many airlines cease

detail in the body of this specialist guide and in its appendices. As

operations, or reduce their fleets by grounding aircraft, whilst

there is a broader spectrum of civilian flying occupations,

also declaring redundancies in their workforce, including aircrew.

somewhat more time is spent addressing required civil pilot
qualifications.

The result of fewer passengers allied to the problem of lower
revenues caused by the need for cheaper travel at a time of

6.1 THE WAY AHEAD

recession, means that a permanent job cannot be guaranteed.

Unless the decision has been made to complete a professional

The rather constant turnover of airlines that have fallen by the

training course from the onset, entry to civilian piloting may start

wayside in the increasingly competitive market, has forced
weaker airlines to bow out of the scene with inevitable
redundancies. This has made a pool of experienced pilots readily

with flying as a Private Pilot, whether for recreation at an aeroclub, as a private owner, or indeed, as a student pilot on the way
to a professional licence. It is important to start with an EASA
PPL. After a period of consolidation, a private pilot can progress

available, presenting even greater challenges for those seeking a

to become a Restricted Flying Instructor then a Full Flying

first job.

Instructor, teaching ab initio pilots who are aiming for a BLPL, LPL
or PPL. This is one way of building flying hours and experience. A

The advent of the low-cost airlines has led to a substantial

Commercial Pilot Licence is required to instruct where approved

increase in the number of passengers which has now overtaken

professional pilot training is given. The term Private flying also

the downturn occasioned by the events of 9/11. However, it is a

covers other airborne activities such as gliding which is separately

cyclical industry that will always need the right type of person to
follow in the footsteps of the pioneers of our profession with its
‘downs’ that have always been followed by an upswing.
Notwithstanding, a career as a pilot can be extremely rewarding

licensed, piloting ‘microlight’ aircraft and such other devices as
hang gliders and paragliding.
Gliding is often a first step for some who may later progress to
powered flying and their first ‘solo’ at the minimum age of 16.

not only in financial terms, but also in the context of the

Gliding is also an attractive alternative for those who have retired

exhilaration of all that that flying has to offer for the true

from a career in aviation as a pilot but still want to fly. It appeals

enthusiast.

because of the lower costs gliding activities engender and that
there is no age limit barrier. The next step on the way to

The state of the employment market might discourage the
personal investment of no mean amount, both in money and in
effort that is required to obtain qualifications that may not then
be employed immediately to earn a living. However, the overall
need for pilots remains and a fulfilling, indeed rewarding career

becoming a professional pilot could be to obtain a PPL at 17
subject to proficiency, on the way to study for a professional pilot
licence, if so desired.
Progress to a professional licence may be through an integrated
full-time attendance course. Alternatively, the Modular Course

can still be enjoyed by those with the necessary personal

alternative may spread the cost for those who are not in a

qualities, patience and motivation to break through, whatever

position to undertake an Integrated Course. The integrated

the difficulties.

course is preferred for continuity.

To-day, once again we are seeing the need for a new generation

It is also wise to establish that one has the necessary intellectual

of professional civil aviation pilots in Europe and elsewhere. With
this in mind, it was thought useful to prepare this updated
briefing for aspiring pilots wishing to train for European Aviation
Safety Agency Flight Crew Licensing (EASA FCL) licences. Bearing

and co-ordination motor skills to join a professional pilot training
course with a fair chance of successful completion, before serious
amounts of money are spent and regardless of pre-entry
promises of guaranteed success made by some flying schools. It
is worth noting that even after graduation as a professional pilot

in mind the wide range of skills required of those for whom this

holding an appropriate licence, prospective airline employers

specialist guide is intended, it is necessary to look at the selection

apply selection procedures to find their preferred type of

process and the training to achieve the aim.

candidate for pilot vacancies.
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In the UK, the Guild of Air Pilots and Air Navigators offers the
opportunity of a flying aptitude assessment with a preliminary
interview package using the RAF Cranwell selection centre
facility, for those who aspire to become airline pilots and who
want to find out whether they have the necessary motor skills
and interpersonal communication qualities. A few organisations
also offer complementary tests of intellectual capability that
parallel those given by airlines looking for suitable pilots to fill
their vacancies. These very same co-ordination and intellectual
tests are also used by prospective sponsors with no in-house
selection programme, to get an insight on the personal suitability
and latent handling ability of a candidate pilot trainee; and to
give a fair expectation of success before large amounts of money
are spent on a course.
In conjunction with an FTO, at least one UK operator has started
a ‘mentored’ pilot training scheme which places student pilots on
courses tailored specifically for pilots selected for future
employment with the company. While the scheme does not
provide student pilots with any financial help, it does offer them
a direct tie-in with an airline once they have completed training.
The preference given to these FTO graduates at the end of
training makes these ‘mentored’ schemes extremely popular and
competition is fierce for a place on them.
There are advantages for the airline as well, in that they get to
pre-select a student before he or she starts training and can
monitor their training progress from day one. This is especially
helpful for the airline in ascertaining that the student is of a high
enough calibre before putting them through the expensive type
training course prior to joining one of their fleets. This scheme
has found favour with other operators who have adopted similar
‘mentoring’ schemes.
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6.2 SUMMARY OF OPPORTUNITIES AND
ALTERNATIVES FOR LICENCE HOLDERS
Professional flying includes all remunerated flying such as for an
Airline or in General Aviation. Alternative employment for
experienced pilots includes working for flight training
organisations, Private employers, Corporations owning aircraft,
aircraft manufacturers as a communications pilot and aircraft
type instructor, or as a test pilot once the necessary qualifications
are held.
Other possible employers for the more experienced pilot include
the National Regulatory Authority with a need for Airworthiness
test pilots, Flight Operations Inspectors (for aircraft operations
supervision) or Flight Crew Licensing examiners. Examples of the
various flying alternatives on single or multi engine aircraft that
are open to a suitably rated licence holder include:
Airline Transport Pilot Licence (ATPL) and Frozen ATPL and
Multi-crew Pilots Licence (MPL)
• Multi-crew and multi-engine aircraft operations
• Scheduled, inclusive tour, charter, cargo and other commercial
air transport operations
• Corporation and other Privately owned aircraft operations, for
remuneration
• Any of the following (subject to qualifications)
Commercial Pilot Licence (CPL)
• General Aviation (commercial air transport single pilot
operations)
• Flying Instructor at a flying club or school
• Agricultural spraying or bush flying in remote areas
(Not UK)
• Aerial Photography, Banner Towing or Ferry Flying

7. PILOT TRAINING COMPLIANT
WITH EASA FCL
7.1 PILOT TRAINING UNDER EASA FCL RULES
OVERVIEW
EASA rules relating to Flight Crew Licensing for aeroplanes and
helicopters have now been formally adopted throughout the EU.
As such, future UK pilots will be issued with EASA FCL licences by
the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA). A major advantage of EASA
licences is that they enable a holder to work as a pilot in any of
the EASA states who are also members of the European Union
(EU) and where the EU freedom of employment legislation
applies, without the need for formal acceptance of the holder’s
licence by the State concerned. The apparent freedom to work as
a pilot anywhere within the European Community is not as
simple as it seems to be, because most European Airlines require
specific entry requirements to be met including a work permit for
non-EU citizens. These are additional to the need for an
appropriate EASA flying licence and any need for a National
Certificate of Education to a particular local standard, and/or
fluency in the language of the State of the prospective employer
airline.

7.2 THE EUROPEAN AVIATION SAFETY
AGENCY (EASA)
It is important to note that in 2009, responsibility for Pilot
Licensing and Flight Operations will be assumed fully by EASA).
This new Agency is a part of the European Community and was
established in 2004. EASA has the full force of International Law
and its regulations over-ride the Regulations introduced by EC
Member States. Prospective pilots are advised to view the EASA
web-site (www.easa.eu.int) at frequent intervals to keep
themselves up to date with the introduction of EASA to Flight
Crew Licensing that will be introduced by this Agency.

7.3 PILOT LICENCES AND RATINGS
REQUIREMENTS UNDER EU EASA FCL
RULES
Qualifications and training required to obtain a pilot licence may
be found in EASA FCL which covers fixed wing (Aeroplanes) and
rotary wing (Helicopter) aircraft inter alia. EASA FCL regulations
establish a number of private pilot licence grades. These are the
Basic Leisure Pilot Licence (BLPL), the Leisure Pilot Licence (LPL)
and the Private Pilot Licence PPL that are restricted to recreational
pilots who are prohibited from receiving remuneration for
piloting, except when a PPL holder gives flying instruction for
theses licences. Other licences for use by professional pilots are
the Commercial Pilot Licence for Aeroplanes or Helicopters,
[CPL(A) or CPL(H)], the Airline Transport Pilot Licence for
Aeroplanes or Helicopters [ATPL(A) or ATPL(H)] and the Multi Pilot
Licence (MPL).
Holders of a CPL may act as pilot in command of single-pilot
aeroplanes (SPA) for commercial air transport and as co-pilot
generally. They may also act as PIC or co-pilot in any aeroplane
engaged in operations other than commercial air transport.
Provided the theoretical knowledge elements of the ATPL exam
are passed, a CPL/IR licence issued after completion of an ATPL
course is known as a `frozen’ ATPL until the holder achieves at
least 1500 hours as pilot, subject to various stipulations as to
how the hours are achieved.
Holders are then issued with an unrestricted ATPL. To exercise the

privileges of a professional pilot licence, a valid EASA FCL Class 1
medical and a Class or Type rating for the aircraft to be flown are
required in all cases. In general terms, a Class rating applies to
small piston engine or single engine turbo-prop aeroplanes and
helicopters, whilst a Type rating applies to all other aeroplanes or
helicopters. There are a few exceptions that can be found by
referring to EASA FCL, but this general rule will suffice for the
purposes of this guide. EASA FCL sub-section K addresses the
new MPL training requirements.
The Instrument Rating Test is probably the most daunting part of
adding to, or obtaining a licence. The Instrument rating (IR) is
required to permit operation of an aircraft solely by reference of
instruments in controlled airspace. An ATPL is not valid without a
current instrument rating.
Trainees for the new Multi-crew Pilot Licence (MPL) undertake
substantially less flying hours that required for the issue of the
CPL but this is offset by a significant increase in the number of
hours required to be undertaken in simulators, much of which
will be required in advanced Full Flight Simulators. This Licence
includes a specified Type Rating using the specific procedures of
the airline to which they are accredited and therefore is initially
restricted to flying with that airline only, in the type specified on
the licence.
Most potential employers have indicated that they will continue
to accept the current Frozen ATPL as a suitable qualification to
enter this career. It is strongly recommended that before deciding
to train for an MPL, the student has a job guarantee using the
proposed type rating for licence issue.

7.4 TRAINING MILESTONES
There are some providers of specialist advice that have emerged
in the flying training environment and who can help to resolve
the problem of where best to go by offering guidance based on
their experience during self-sponsored training, having lived
through many of the pitfalls. Being well placed to offer others the
benefit of their experience, their guidance starts at the selection
process. Before contemplating the expenditure of vast sums of
money on flying training, those who are not selected for flying
training by an airline or other sponsor are encouraged to find out
if they have the necessary potential to successfully become
professional pilots. To that end, a major improvement on the UK
flying training scene has been the introduction of a readily
available Pilot Aptitude Tests programme organised, for a modest
fee, by the Guild of Air Pilots and Air Navigators (GAPAN). The
Guild can be contacted for information and to make the
necessary arrangements for the tests. These aptitude tests are
conducted at the Royal Air Force Cranwell Aircrew Aptitude
Testing (AAT) facility in England. The programme is run for selfsponsored potential pilots. A full debriefing for the selfsponsored candidate is given after the AAT.
It is generally accepted that the better route to becoming a
professional pilot is by way of an integrated training course at an
EASA FCL approved FTO, before which a candidate is not
required to have had any previous experience. To achieve an ATPL
(Frozen), the student pilot will undergo at least 750 hours of
structured and progressive theoretical knowledge instruction and
spend a minimum of 195 hours flying training. In contrast, the
CPL/IR requires around 180 hours flying instruction and 500
hours in the classroom before taking the flying skill tests and
theoretical knowledge examinations that are obligatory in either
case.
The alternative is to use the modular training route which
requires that candidates commence the course having already
reached the PPL(A) level of skill and a minimum of 150 hours
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flying experience. The approved, modular course consists of at
least 25 hours flight training and about 200 hours of theoretical
knowledge instruction before taking the same flying skill tests
and ground school examinations as those who followed the
integrated course. The applicant for a modular CPL(A) is required
to have logged at least 200 hours flying time prior to its issue.
For either ex-military pilots or civilian pilot licence holders coming
from outside the European Union (EU), the total flying hours
already achieved will be considered on an individual basis by the
Regulating Licensing Authority concerned, so the qualifying
requirements for the issue of an EASA licence may differ or be
reduced in certain cases. Similarly, individual pilots may be
exempt from some of the theoretical knowledge examinations
on the basis of their previous experience. This may apply to those
who have done some flying training overseas, for instance in the
USA.
To complete the package and before the newly licensed pilot can
be usefully employed in an airline where specific aircraft type
training is given, formal training must be attended and exams
passed in Crew Resource Management (CRM) and Multi Crew
Co-operation (MCC).

7.5 JOBS FOR LICENCE HOLDERS
The general public tends to think of professional flying as that
carried out by the airlines but there is also a large corporate or
General Aviation (GA) community that is required to operate to
the same technical and operational standards and whose pilots
must undergo the same initial and recurrent training as for airline
operators. In fact the GA community is the largest sector of
aviation both in Europe and in the world as a whole.
General Aviation is one of the two categories of civil aviation
encompassing all aircraft flights other than scheduled airline
activity. It includes both private and commercial flights and
everything from privately-owned light single-engine aircraft to
business jets or rotorcraft. It involves news-gathering, police
work, pipeline patrol, emergency medical flights, crop-dusting,
gliding, sport ballooning and many other aerial activities. The
work is not routine and can be demanding but for those who are
impatient for an early command instead of waiting for a
promotion vacancy whilst serving as a co-pilot in one of the
‘major airlines’, this type of job has often proved to be more
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fulfilling. It can also form a good training ground as a co-pilot for
the inexperienced pilot, because the flying is varied and often up
to the permitted Flight Time Limitations, so the accumulation of
flying hours towards the full ATPL is more rapid. However, a
single pilot operation in a small but very often highly
sophisticated aeroplane and in controlled airspace can be most
demanding. Such flying is therefore not to be embarked upon
lightly but may often better suit the ex military pilot with the
necessary experience who does not relish the thought of sitting
again in the right hand seat for a number of years.
Once appropriately licensed, a possible occupation is as a Flying
Instructor Aeroplanes (FI(A)) or Helicopters (FI(H)) and later, as an
examiner after the necessary experience has been obtained. An
instructor must hold a professional pilot licence with an
appropriate FI rating and must have attended an EASA FCL
approved FI course. Restricted privileges apply until the
completion of at least 100 hours flight instruction plus the
supervision of at least 25 student solo flights. To conduct flight
training for the issue of professional pilots licences, the FI(A) is
required to have completed a minimum of 500 hours flying of
which not less than 200 hours must have been spent carryingout flight instruction. Further ratings are required in respect of
night flying instruction, Instrument Rating instruction, singlepilot multi-engine instruction and instruction for the FI rating
itself. Finally there is the Flight Instructor Examiner (Aeroplanes or
Helicopters) who conducts skill tests and proficiency checks for
the issue or revalidation of the FI(A) or FI(H). The examiner is
required to have at least 2000 flying hours in aeroplanes and not
less than 100 hours of flight time instructing potential FIs. Special
rules apply to instructors whose medical certificate has an
operational multi-crew limitation (OML).
Other than airline or GA and corporate flying jobs, there are
many alternatives that may be considered by licence holders to
build up experience, such as flying related to the checking of
radio aids, towing gliders or banners and aerial photography to
name but a few. A highly skilled but often overlooked type of
flying is agricultural work where pilots fly solo at very low level
for long periods in a day, spraying crops or in some special cases,
on mosquito control at night. This is not a job for the
inexperienced and newly qualified pilot trying to build hours, so
should be respected as such by any who may consider it as an
alternative to multi-pilot aeroplane operations.

8 BEFORE AND AFTER
8.1 DECIDING ON A CAREER AS A PILOT
Medical fitness is a pre-requisite for any type of flying as are the
necessary educational achievements for military flying, an airline
sponsorship, or if self-sponsored. To reduce the chance of
wasting money, it is important to establish before starting a
course that the required mental capability and handling aptitude
also exist.
These include a wide spectrum of psychometric tests offered to
groups of 12 to 40 candidates at a time, to obtain individual
suitability profiles. Details can be obtained from The Guild of Air
Pilots Navigators (GAPAN) or the Royal Aeronautical Society
(RAeS). The order in which each of the three series of tests is best
carried out is difficult to advise on and is a question of judgement
and available funds for the self-sponsored. All three need
addressing, if an expensive mistake is not to be made by the
hopeful pilot-to-be who may find that he is unsuitable in some
respect in the middle of an expensive flying training course,
resulting in a drop out. It may be that the pre-training
commencement tests mentioned should be attempted in
ascending order of cost, so that the next more expensive step is
not attempted if an earlier test is not satisfactory. Nevertheless,
medical fitness is paramount.
Before consideration of a grant, scholarship or sponsorship is
entertained, it is required that the applicant should pay for an
Initial ‘medical’. It may be that a friendly Aviation Medical
Examiner (AME) can be persuaded to give a comprehensive check
for a more modest sum, to see if the aspirant generally meets the
necessary fitness standard pending the full medical exam. Details
of local AMEs may be obtained from the CAA medical unit at
Aviation House, Gatwick or from the CAA Internet site. The
applicant should also ideally have already have logged some
flying time. If funds allow, embarking on the training for a PPL up
to, say, first solo is a good way of confirming the aptitude test
indications as to how suited the aspiring professional pilot is to
the career.

8.2 PAYING FOR PILOT LICENCE TUITION
COURSES
It is strongly recommended that, having raised the notinconsiderable funding to cover the training and other fees for a
professional pilot qualification at an approved ATO, payments
should be made at appropriate stages during the course and not
paid in full prior to course commencement. Available funds
should be placed in an escrow account, bank or building society
deposit account in the name of the trainee and bills paid against
invoices as the course progresses.
All reputable FTOs will have no difficulty in this method of
payment or by agreed instalments. As a corollary, monies held on
account by a bank or building society will accrue interest thus
benefiting the student financially pending disbursement during
the training.
Advice on how best to safeguard course funds is available from
the RAeS or GAPAN.

8.3 GETTING A JOB AFTER OBTAINING A
LICENCE
The proud owner of a new professional pilot licence now has the
task of trying to find employment. Some will find it more difficult
to get employment with only few hours logged and will need to
find an employer with whom they can build their hours and
operational experience, before becoming suitable for
employment by the larger operators. The round of applications,
interviews leading to an offer of employment is a daunting, timeconsuming and often frustrating experience. Representative
bodies for Pilots that maintain an employment register, such as
BALPA and IPA, can be of help.
In the present atmosphere of difficult trading conditions for
operators wanting to keeps costs down, there has been a
tendency for new entrants not only to be paid low salaries but
also to either be ‘bonded’ on joining, to pay in full for their
conversion training to an assigned aircraft type. Some companies
even charge to process the application and later, for a command
course when a pilot is considered suitable for promotion.
The preference for long haul or short haul flying might influence
the choice of operator to whom an application for a job is sent
but a mix of operational lifestyles is generally available with most
of the larger operators. Lucky is he who is offered a job by the
preferred employer on the desired aircraft type and route
network, at a first attempt.
At the time of writing, flying school graduates can expect up to
£20,500 per annum when joining one of the lesser remunerated
operations, to fly as a co-pilot. Smaller turbo prop operators pay
around £2,000 less, hence the constant move of pilots to better
paying jobs and the resulting competition for access to better
employment environments, both in life-style and income. Entry
salaries are higher in larger companies. A fully sponsored pilot
joining one sponsoring airline can expect a first salary on a jet of
as low as £23,900 per annum as a new Second Officer, whereas
more experienced pilots could join as jet First Officers starting at
between £28,000 and up to £44,000 depending on the
operator. The starting salary for a captain in a medium UK airline
is from £54,000 to £75,000, rising to more than £97,000 in
yearly increments, or £144,000 for the major operators. Turboprop salaries are generally lower. Generalised examples are given
in Appendix D.
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9. THE MORE EXPERIENCED PILOT
9.1 FLYING INSTRUCTION
Apart from instructing at a flying training centre, another aspect
of flying instruction is within the airline industry itself, where the
instructor teaches qualified pilots to fly a new (to the aspirant)
aeroplane type, probably but not necessarily at an approved
EASA FCL Type Rating Training Organisation (TRTO). To teach
qualified pilots and contrary to what may seem to be obvious,
the instructor is not required to hold a FI (A or H) qualification in
this case. What is required is a Type Rating Instructor (TRI (A or
H)) qualification that is acquired after attending an approved TRI
(core) course followed by a technical course on the aeroplane
type on which instruction is to be given. Then there are the
recurrent competency checks on large aeroplanes that can only
be given by a Type Rating Examiner [TRE] (A or H) whose approval
may only be considered by the Regulating Authority for
candidates who already hold a TRI rating. Finally there is the Line
(or Route) Training pilot who is nominated and appointed by the
employer airline without the need of a formal Regulatory
Authority permission. His task it is to supervise pilots new to the
aircraft and/or the route whilst they familiarise themselves with
the new operation. Line Training Captains also carry out the
recurrent annual line checks required by Regulations.

9.2 FLYING IN RETIREMENT
Airline retirement ages vary from age 55 or 60 in British Airways
to 65 elsewhere. Age 60 has been the normal retirement point in
most European airlines until recently (65 in some companies
operating smaller aircraft within the UK). A move to a new career
with an operator where pilots can now fly up to age 65 is often

Both TRIs and TREs are required to hold professional licences and
be Type-Rated to fly in command on the aeroplane on which it is
proposed that they exercise the privileges of the rating. The same
rules apply to the Class Rating Instructor (CRI) and the Class
Rating Examiner (CRE) for smaller aeroplanes. In contrast, a Line
Supervisory Captain is not legally required to hold any training
qualification and is appointed by the airline to supervise the line
training of company pilots only. However, he/she must be
acceptable to the Regulating Authority and, as such, is normally
an experienced and respected line captain within the airline.
Alternative instructor employment may be as a Synthetic Flight
Instructor Aeroplanes or Helicopters (SFI(A) or (H)) or as a
Synthetic Flight Examiner Aeroplanes or Helicopters (SFE(A) or
(H)), to instruct and examine pilots in simulators of various grades
and descriptions. Accordingly, a rating holder is allowed to train
or examine pilots on a flight simulator for the issue or
revalidation of a type rating and can also give MCC instruction.
Before appointment as SFI, a pilot must hold or have held a
professional pilot licence issued by an EASA member state or a
non EASA FCL licence acceptable to the Regulating Authority
and have completed at least 1500 hours in appropriate aircraft,
then successfully complete an approved TRI course. The
instructor/examiner-to-be must have also conducted a number of
type rating courses under supervision and to the satisfaction of a
TRI(A) or (H) approved by the Regulating Authority for the
purpose and to have flown as an observer on at least 3 sectors
on the aircraft type on which he is required to instruct or
examine. In practice many operators have TRIs and TREs who are
also qualified as SFIs and/or as SFEs.

an option for retirees who leave their last employment on a
pension (or a deferred pension for tax purposes), to join another
airline for 5 or 10 more years of income producing work and
additional benefits. Remaining final salary airline pension
schemes are generally geared to achieve 1/3 salary after 20 years
or 1/2 salary after 30 years employment and pro rata for lesser
time.
When airline flying is no longer an option, gliding is an attractive
alternative for those who have retired from a career in aviation as
a pilot but still want to fly. It appeals because of the lower costs
gliding activities engender and that there is no age limit barrier
after reaching the present age 60 legal bar to flying in the Public
Transport role, arbitrarily imposed by ICAO. This age limit has
been raised to 65 by some National Aviation Authorities such as
the UK CAA; but the practical applicability of the new age limit
depends on the rules applied by an individual National
Regulatory Authority in whose airspace a UK licensed pilot may
wish to operate.
Of course, a retired pilot’s enthusiasm for flying can be usefully
re-channelled by a move to the ‘instructor’ role after retirement
from airline flying where possible, when the experience and
‘airmanship’ acquired over many years can be usefully passed-on
to those who will inevitably follow in his footsteps. Flying and
other specialist schools teach basic airmanship in Crew Resources
Management courses. CRM is then regularly addressed by

A job teaching ab initio pilots who are working towards a CPL or
frozen ATPL may be favoured by some. This career path,
culminating as a multi-engine CPL/IR or ATPL instructor and even
CFI of an ATO is a viable alternative to airline flying, though
perhaps only for a few. EASA requires an instructor to hold at
least the same licence as the one he is teaching students to
obtain (CPL, CPL/IR or ATPL as applicable).
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operators during recurrent refresher training and testing periods
thereafter. The success of CRM depends on the attitude of those
attending courses or refreshers and whether they then apply the
precepts taught. Here, as in every other flight related occupation,
the will to succeed in the need to satisfy improved flight safety at
all times, must remain of primary import to the true professional.

10. QUALITIES OF A PROFESSIONAL
AIRLINE PILOT AND LIFESTYLE
10.1 PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS
Enthusiasm and motivation for flying need to be complemented
by a self confident, calm, reliable, disciplined, level-headed and
responsible attitude. Good co-ordination and aircraft handling
skills, with the ability to take charge in an emergency, are three
more attributes sought for in a pilot. In addition, first-rate
technical capabilities with good, clear and confident
communications skills are important, as is a clear speaking voice.
Pilots also need an excellent level of health and fitness, with
normal colour vision and eyesight to a high standard. In
consequence, there is a need for a commensurate lifestyle to
keep fit for the regular yearly health and fitness checks
throughout a pilot’s career, which become half-yearly after age
40.

in such a case, the handling abilities and qualities as a pilot of the
person(s) considered for promotion. Insurance companies may
have a behind-the-scene interest and say in the matter of
minimum experience before promotion.
In addition to scheduled airline flying, charter operations, general
aviation, freighting or instructing, there are many alternative
ways of earning a living as a pilot. Some excellent jobs flying
corporate aircraft with attractively good Conditions of Service
may appeal but these are rarely advertised and it then becomes
a question of who you know rather than what you know, as is
the case with most of the better jobs where news of vacancies
get around by word of mouth. Other examples, albeit not always
so well remunerated, include flying for a private owner, ferryflying, banner or target-towing, sign-writing in the sky, bushflying in remote areas and agricultural flying in equally remote
areas.

10.3 THE WORK OF AN AIRLINE PILOT
10.2 SELECTION AND CAREER PROSPECTS
The range of jobs is almost limitless for holders of an airline
transport pilot licence. Every type of flying has its pros and there
are cons, whether in a scheduled airline or with a charter
operator. Scheduled operations tend to be evenly spread
throughout the year whereas charter flying is liable to be cyclical
in that the work is hard during the summer season whilst winters
can be relatively quiet because of the seasonal holiday traffic
engendered by the travel trade. Then there are jobs involving
freighting, from the short haul distribution of mail and
newspapers at night, to moving cargo on long haul routes in time
sensitive operations which make the operation virtually a
scheduled one, because of the need to deliver the goods on time
and with minimum delay.
Selection criteria vary and every airline has a preferred system of
induction with a career path set for its pilots. For example, a large
airline like British Airways may employ newly trained co-pilots on
short-haul routes for up to five years, after which there may be a
chance to transfer to long-haul operations, albeit still as a copilot. Depending upon the age group make-up of the pilot force,
promotion to Captain is unlikely to come until mid-career, unless
the airline expands its route structure and aircraft fleet, when
command may be achieved earlier subject to suitability and in
seniority sequence. At the other end of the line, although pilots
can fly in the UK and some EC countries commercially until 65
years of age, most airline pensions are geared to a retirement age
of 60 or less, such as in the case of British Airways where some
pilots can retire at 55. For the future, new ‘Age Legislation’
introduced in 2006, has forced airlines to review their retirement
age for Professional Pilots.
A career with an operator could include flying as a line pilot, a
route training pilot, as instructor or as a flight examiner. Some
pilots may find their way to positions at fleet management level,
whilst a selected few move into the ranks of senior company
management where flying takes second place. The type of
aircraft and routes liable to be flown depend upon the employer,
the route network and the aircraft operated, be they jets or
turbo-propeller aircraft. Because turboprop aircraft are seen to
be less demanding than jets, salaries reflect this, making the
salary scale for a captain on a turboprop close to what a first
officer gets paid on a jet. Promotion to captain depends on
seniority, suitability and vacancies. The minimum experience prior
to being considered for a command may be as low as 2,000
hours, although it is usually higher and in the region of 5,000
hours, which may take an average commercial pilot some seven
to ten years to achieve. This could be less, depending upon such
factors as the company’s need for suitable pilots to promote and,

Airline pilots are usually given their duty roster well in advance so
that they can plan their social life around their allocated flights
pattern, though flight delays can mean long, irregular working
hours and a disruption of the original duties plan. Pilots inevitably
need to work anti-social hours but the number of hours they are
permitted to be on duty and to fly is strictly controlled by Flight,
Duty and Rest regulations. A crew may go through several time
zones on long-haul route flights after which enforced stopovers
allow for rest periods, though it might only be for a single night
with not much time for shopping or sightseeing. Alternatively,
pilots on short-haul routes may fly four or more consecutive
sectors in one duty period without even leaving the aircraft and
be home again to sleep in their beds most nights. Some of the
less sociable operations that carry newspapers by night are less
appealing because of the late in the day flying, night after night.
This aspect is again controlled by the Rest, Flight and Duty Times
limitations rules that limit the number of consecutive night flights
before a pilot is given adequate time off. Days off averaging eight
per four-week period are taken at home on return, after an
away-from-base duty tour and generous annual leave can also be
expected.
The quality of life when on long-haul flying operations can be
attractive, provided that the individual does not mind being away
from home for many days at a time and can cope with the
numerous time zone changes of up to 8 hours, and more, on a
single jet sector and in the same duty period.
Long haul crew members have been heard to remark that when
returning to base in the UK after a series of sectors to the Far East
or Australia on a rostered round-trip, their metabolism and bodily
functions are only just becoming adjusted to Singapore time
Eastbound, as they pass Bombay heading West on the way
home.
On one hand, scheduled flying may be preferred because fewer
delays can be expected due to airport movements ‘slot’ problems
and also because crews are able to get to see a lot of the world
yet still have adequate time at home for social activities. Much
night flying may be necessary, although night departures and
arrivals are restricted because of noise considerations, addressed
so as not to disturb sleep of those living near airports. However,
passengers must still be carried overnight from far-flung
departure points, to arrive outside curfew hours, usually after six
in the morning or before midnight. On the other hand, scheduled
flights can be less varied than charter flying in which a lot of
night flying may also be demanded because of the nature of the
work.
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10.4 SO WHAT IS LIFE LIKE IN THE
DAY OF AN AIRLINE PILOT ?
Duties normally begin one hour before take-off when the
crew reports for duty and the pilots go through the pre
flight preparation routine when they collect their mail,
read the latest Company orders and take note of any new
Operational Notices. Next comes a check of the manually
prepared or computer generated flight plan that sets out
the route to be taken, the height at which the aircraft
should be flown for optimum economy and calculates
necessary fuel. Meteorological conditions for the route
and at destination are carefully studied and the required
fuel is confirmed, based on the forecast wind speeds and
distances to be travelled to the destination and beyond, to
a diversion airport in case a landing cannot be made at the
intended destination for whatever reason. Calculated fuel
includes an amount for “holding” (or waiting to land after
arrival overhead when arrival traffic is heavy) and for
navigational contingencies; such as a different route
assigned by Air Traffic Control or to cover higher fuel
consumption due to a change of cruising level or a wind
different from that forecast.
Maximum permissible take-off and landing weights are
then calculated for the load and trim sheet, after which
the crew moves to the aircraft assigned for the flight, to
check that its equipment and instruments are working
properly and that the navigation computers on board are
programmed as necessary. The pilots brief the cabin crew
about the weather en route and also supervise loading
and refuelling prior to the embarkation of passengers,
then departure routes are established to satisfy noise
regulations for take-off and radio contact is made with air
traffic control who give the pilot the slot time at which the
flight is to take off. Finally, Last Minute Changes (LMC) are
entered on the load and trim sheet and corrected take-off
decision and safety speeds (V1, VR and V2) are worked out
for the actual take-off weight, before the aircraft is taxied
to the departure runway.
The take-off is probably the most demanding aspect of a
flight, after which the pilots must continuously monitor its
progress by checking instruments and making adjustments
as necessary even when the aircraft is on auto-pilot. Fuel
consumption is closely watched and navigation radio aids
are tuned as necessary during the flight’s progress, to
ensure accuracy of position in the crowded sky where
many other aircraft are in close proximity, yet safely
separated by adequate height and distance margins
controlled by Air Traffic Control (ATC). Radio contact is
maintained with ATC throughout the flight, to report
positions and to receive instructions relative to the route or
cruise height, to keep the required separation between
aircraft.
Contact is also kept with the cabin crew in flight and, from
time to time, one of the pilots speaks to the passengers
using the aircraft public address system, to give
information on the flight’s progress; such as the estimated
time of arrival, aircraft position, cruising speed, height and
details of the places overflown. On occasion, due to local
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weather conditions encountered, warnings of turbulence
may need to be given to those on board so that both
passengers and cabin crew resume their seats and fasten
their seatbelts as appropriate, to ensure their personal
safety. Towards the end of the cruise phase, the arrival
route and the instrument approach and landing
procedures are discussed before the descent from cruising
level is commenced for the arrival. A landing is eventually
completed either manually or automatically when
conditions of very low visibility prevail, then the aircraft is
taxied to its parking position to disembark passengers, the
engines are shut down and preparation is made for the
return or for the continuation flight, after completing the
sector paperwork.
A record is made in the aircraft technical log of certain
flight details, such as the departure and arrival times, for
the attention of the engineering department that needs to
know how much time an aircraft spends in the air, to plan
the necessary maintenance which is generally based on
hours flown and/or time elapsed between checks.
Technical problems or mechanical malfunctions observed
during the flight are also noted in the technical log and a
judgement is then made on whether the faults may be
carried according the engineering Minimum Equipment
List (MEL) guidance document, or they have to be repaired
before the aircraft flies again. On the last sector of the day
for the crew, the captain may also have to write a flight
report to bring pertinent operational facts to the notice of
fleet management, for their information and action as
necessary within the company, or if need be, with third
parties such as handling agencies.
Most aircraft on short-haul flights are flown by just a
captain and a co-pilot, with a flight engineer on older
aircraft. On long-haul operations, two captains may be on
board with one or two co-pilots, to extend flight and duty
limitations for single crew operations by way of in-flight
relief from duty. In such cases, the sole responsibility for
the aircraft and for the safety of its passengers remains
with one of the captains who is nominated as the
operating commander responsible in Law for the safety of
the aircraft and its occupants at all times. The crew that is
relieved in flight can rest in a comfortable fully reclining
seat away from the passenger cabin, or in bunks, where
fitted and as the preferred option, on long distance flights
of more than 10 hours, when two crews are carried.
All in all, the satisfaction of a well-operated flight takes a
lot of beating and a difficult instrument approach followed
by a good landing gives enormous professional
satisfaction. Dealing safely and correctly with the rare inflight emergency brings to the fore skills gained during the
long hours spent training in simulators or in the air and is
the culmination of all the effort put in by a pilot, to remain
constantly at peak ability. It is not often that one hears of
pilots walking away from flying, unless medical grounds
force retirement or when age makes it compulsory. Of
course, other flying activities remain open at that time for
those fit enough and who wish to remain active in the
third dimension, or in an aircraft related peripheral
occupation.

APPENDIX A
DO’S AND DON’TS PRIOR TO
SPENDING MONEY ON TRAINING
AS A CIVILIAN PILOT
DO’S

DON’TS

•

Do attain good academic qualifications. This also
applies to Military flying, where a University Degree will
get you accelerated promotion in the first few years.

•

Don’t pay up front for training when offered a discount
for so doing. You may lose all your money if the
training school fails.

•

Do make sure that you have the necessary educational
qualifications required by the employer that you would
like to work for.

•

Don’t expect a foreign licence gained in say the USA, to
qualify for the automatic grant of a licence to fly within
the EU. Further ground and air training will be required.

•

Do establish your aptitude and mental capability to
become a pilot by undergoing a truly independent
handling and job suitability selection test, such as the
one offered by the Guild of Air Pilots and Air Navigators
(GAPAN). Be guided by the result however unpalatable
this may be.

•

•

Do obtain a Class 1 Medical to check that your medical
standard is as required, before expending any money
on training.

Don’t build up hours in an unstructured manner after
obtaining a PPL in the belief that the more solo hours
you have, the more motivated you will be perceived to
be by a prospective sponsor. Logging of unsupervised
flying hours after gaining a PPL may deter some
sponsors who believe that bad habits picked up whilst
so doing could be difficult to eradicate; hence their
preference to start from a clean sheet as it were, when
selecting candidates for sponsorship.

•

•

Do explore all types of sponsorship.

•

Do make a plan of action and work out your personal
objectives.

Don’t let the complexity of rules and requirements put
you off your chosen profession. Persevere. The rewards
are well worth striving for.

•

Don’t expect a potential employer to do all the work
for you. Show him you have the will and motivation to
succeed.

•

Do achieve as much flying experience as you can afford
on the way to a PPL and after you have gained it, prior
to offering yourself for Airline sponsorship. Some
prospective sponsors favour those with the greatest
flying experience.

•

Do expect to fly more than the minimum hours when
aiming for a PPL.

•

Do remember that Airlines look for evidence of
motivation.

•

Do make sure you understand the rules and regulations
in respect of licensing. If you are not sure, ask the CAA
for clarification. Get the answers in writing.

•

Do remember that, as Winston Churchill said, “Advice
without Responsibility is dangerous”. Make sure you
get good advice.
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APPENDIX B
1. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR A
CAREER AS A PILOT
1.1 HEALTH
Pilots must be of good health. They are required to pass a
Class 1 (Civil) or an OASC (Military) pre-entry medical
examination before being allowed to fly in any role, with a
few exceptions such as for gliding. Thereafter, military
pilots are given medical exams at regular intervals. For
civilian pilot licence holders, the frequency of renewal
medical examinations depends on the age of the pilot and
the licence he holds. After the initial medical exam,
‘medical renewals’ are regular features of a pilot’s life
every year, or every six months for those who are over 40
years old. ‘Medicals’ every 3 months may be required in
special cases or if a pilot is above a certain age.
Applicable standards vary between candidates for a Private
Pilot Licence (Class 2 medical) and those who aspire to
hold a professional licence or fly with the military. Eyesight
must be of a high standard and normal colour vision is
essential. Some allowance is made for small corrections to
sight by wearing corrective spectacles before becoming a
pilot in civil aviation. Military pilots normally require
perfect 20:20 eyesight on entry, but the wearing of
spectacles for small corrective conditions is acceptable
afterwards.

1.2 HEIGHT
Dictated by the size of the intended flight deck (cockpit),
it varies between airlines and the military but on average
is between 1.58 m (5ft 2 inches) and 1.91 m (6 ft 3
inches).

1.3 EDUCATION
There are no educational requirements for the issue of a
civil pilot licence, but there is an ICAO requirement for a
minimum level of fluency in the language used for radio
communications. It is defined as level 4 for those where
the language is not their mother tongue. For EASA, the
language is English, without which a licence cannot be
issued if it needs and includes the Flight Radio Telephony
Operator Licence (FRTOL). To join the UK Armed Forces as
a pilot and for Airline employers in general, the demand is
for a Secondary School Education with passes in a
minimum of five GCSE/S at Grade A to C (1-3) or their
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equivalent (seven for British Airways). These must include
English Language and Mathematics with Science for some
airlines, plus two good A Levels, preferably in Mathematics
and Physics. Advanced GNVQ/GSVQ level three and
BTEC/SCOTVEC National Awards are also acceptable,
preferably in a relevant area such as Science or
Engineering. A well balanced educational package goes a
long way when a first sift of qualifications is carried out by
employers looking through applications received, whether
for some form of sponsorship, mentoring or for direct
entry pilot employment. Some employers may require a
University degree.

1.4 AGE
Prospective pilot candidates for the RAF need to be
between 17? and 23 years old when applying to join, to
allow for the necessary time for pre-entry selection and
recruitment procedures.
A student pilot shall be at least 16 years of age before the
first solo flight on a powered aircraft or on a glider and
varies from 17 for holding a PPL, to 18 for a CPL and 21
years for an ATPL. The age group for selection is from 17?
to 23 for the RAF. The Services tend to favour ‘Graduates’
when selecting applicants for pilot training. Age is more
flexible for airline employment generally. For example, in
the case of civil pilot applicants, British Airways recruit
recent FTO graduates with a frozen ATPL with low
experience and they also recruit experienced pilots with an
ATPL. Age seems to be a flexible variable not generally
mentioned in recruiting advertisements. Apart from the
age limits mentioned, there is no formal upper age limit
for learning to fly nor is there an age limit for the issue of
licences to ‘older’ candidates or for employment as a
professional pilot. Of course, younger pilots may be
preferred by an employer because of the longer service
span that can be expected from those with limited flying
experience after obtaining their coveted new professional
pilot licence.

1.5 FLYING EXPERIENCE
No previous flying experience is required before starting a
flying training course. However, experience does count
when selection is made for the employment of qualified
pilots, though some operators employ pilots with low
flying hours straight out of flying school.

APPENDIX B
2. ROUTES TO A CAREER IN
MILITARY AVIATION

undergraduates who have already been recruited
into the RAF, having been awarded flying
cadetships or bursaries. Other undergraduates may
also join as Volunteer Reservists without any
commitment to join the RAF after Graduation.
2.1.3 Fixed wing or helicopter training to become a
RAF Pilot (or its equivalent)
• Selection procedures and Medical screening
• Dartmouth / Sandhurst / Cranwell - (RN & Royal
Marines / Army / RAF Officer Training)
• RAF Short Service or Permanent Commission. (12
year Short Service Commission with option to
break after 6 years productive service; or
Permanent Commission with a review break-point
at age 40, or 18 years service, whichever is later.
Navy and Army may vary from RAF enlistment
rules.
2.1.4 Military Flying Training
• Elementary Flying Training School (EFTS)
• Basic/Advanced Fast Jet training; or
• Multi-Engine
Lead-In
Training/Multi-Engine
Training; or
• Basic/Advanced Rotary Wing Training
• Operational Conversion Unit : Fast Jet, Multi
Engine or Rotary

Extracts from Services information Web sites
2.1 STEPPING STONES TO MILITARY FLYING
TRAINING
2.1.1 When at Secondary School :
• Satisfy educational requirements for a Service
and/or a Civilian Career.
• Join an appropriate youth training organisation,
such as the Sea Cadets, the CCF (Army, Navy & Air
Force sections), the Air Training Corps (ATC) or the
Air Scouts. Try Gliding and apply for a PPL
Scholarship.
• Consider applying for a Service University grant
leading to a military aviation career.
• Sixth Form and University grants by the Services are
available to those who elect to join a Service like
the RAF before University entry, then flying with
the UAS.
• The Royal Navy offers Sea Cadets and others
interested in the Navy, up to 30 gliding
scholarships annually and 3 two-week flying
courses, without any commitment to join.
2.1.2

2.1.5 Military aircrew opportunities other than pilot
training
• Weapons Systems Operator, Flight Engineer,
Aerospace Battle Manager and Air Loadmaster.
Other disciplines directly involved with aeroplanes open to
those who do not achieve pilot wings or an active aircrew
role in the Armed Forces include Flight Operations,
Engineering, Weapons systems, Fighter Control,
Intelligence and Air Traffic Control.

Whilst at University :
• University Royal Naval Units (URNU) offer
opportunities for flying during study breaks.
• RAF University Air Squadrons (not necessarily only
for a military career) are used to give flying
experience
and
leadership
training
to
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APPENDIX B
3. ROYAL NAVY PILOT TRAINING

to meet the demanding fast jet standards, all is not lost as
they will be re-streamed into the Rotary Wing (RW)
pipeline where experience shows they should have the
necessary aptitude and skills to complete training. The RN
also takes a small number of rotary wing pilots out of the
frontline and retrains them for the fast jet pipeline. Known
as the ‘AIR 309 Course’ this has been a rich seam of fast
jet talent over the years.

3.2 RN HELICOPTER PILOTS
No.1 Dress sleeve wings
All RN pilots are Officers, so pilot applicants must be
suitable for officer training.

3.1 FIXED WINGS PILOTS
Pilot training is extremely demanding. Whilst civilian pilots
are required to fly from Airport A to Airport B military
pilots need to operate their aircraft in demanding
environments over hostile terrain around the world. As
well as flying the aircraft they are increasingly system and
weapon operators and many of the attributes associated
with the Observer are equally important to a pilot. They
complete the same basic selection process as the
Observers with an annual requirement of around 60 places
at the Britannia Royal Naval College (BRNC) to be filled.
Grading takes place at Plymouth on a light piston aircraft
and those that are successful join in-service candidates,
such as Royal Marine Officers, at the Defence Elementary
Flying Training School (DEFTS) to complete Elementary
Flying Training (EFT) on the Slingsby Firefly T67. The RN has
up to 60 places a year at DEFTS and aims to select around
10 pilots a year into the fast jet pipeline with the rest being
selected for rotary wing training.
DEFTS teaches core flying skills such as general handling
instrument and navigation flying and introduces some
advanced sorties such as low flying, formation and
composite sorties. Students can expect to go solo after
about 10 hours and successful students who also
complete a small CAA-accredited ground-school package
are eligible for the award of a Private Pilots’ Licence.
Fast jet candidates will follow the RAF fast jet pipeline and
need to be fully committed to complete the training and
be selected for a single-seat fast jet cockpit and
employment in the Joint Harrier Force flying the GR7 or 9.
With 10 candidates selected from EFT and 5 slots a year on
the Harrier Operational Conversion Unit (OCU), there is
stiff competition because RN pilots cannot be given
training for twin-seat cockpit aircraft like the Tornado F3
or GR4 that are only flown by the RAF. The pipeline
involves up to a year at RAF Linton- on-Ouse flying the
Tucano as a first step in the Basic Fast Jet Training stream.
On completion, RN students move to RAF Valley for a year
to fly the Hawk and complete Advanced and Tactical Fast
Jet training. The Harrier OCU is at RAF Cottesmore and on
completion, the RN fast jet pilot will find himself employed
and deployed onboard ship or ashore in operational
theatres like Afghanistan. If at anytime the RN Pilots fails
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Those selected for Rotary Wing Pilot, on completion of
EFT, go to the Defence Helicopter Flying School (DHFS) at
RAF Shawbury, the tri-service helicopter school where the
RN trains a number of students each year. The students
complete Basic and Advanced Rotary Flying Training on
the single engine Squirrel aircraft before being streamed
for OCU. Courses last around 6 months.
DHFS at Shawbury has a similar training profile to DEFTS at
Barkston Heath inter alia, with basic handling being
taught on 660 Squadron before more advanced
techniques are taught on 705 Squadron. The RN Pilots
conduct low level navigation down to 100 feet, mountain
flying, winching, instrument and formation-flying as well
as a very important captaincy phase where all disciplines
are drawn together. This latter phase is vital in inculcating
the naval pilot in the multi crew concept whilst operating
independently.
On completion, a number of RN students are streamed to
the Sea King Mk IV, a Commando Support Helicopter
which operates in the Commando Helicopter Force as part
of the Joint Helicopter Command, and a few more are
streamed to the Merlin OCU and some to the Lynx OCU.
RN Sea King Search and Rescue (SAR), Sea King Airborne
Surveillance and Area Control (SKASaC) and Sea King
Anti-Submarine (SKAS) pilots are normally drawn from the
frontline types. However, the RN currently has a small
requirement to train ab initio students in these roles.
Royal Marine (RM) Pilots take a slightly different route
after DHFS, going to the School of Army Aviation at
Middle Wallop and staying on the Squirrel to complete the
Army Operational Training Phase, before converting to the
Lynx on 847 NAS at RNAS Yeovilton. Merlin and Lynx Mk
8 pilots eventually join-up with their observer counterparts
conducting mostly joint training building the crew
concept.
Commando pilots convert to the Sea King IV at RNAS
Yeovilton and go onto learn to operate the aircraft in the
Support Helicopter (SH) role maintaining a focus on the
amphibious environment. Initially completing groundschool and simulator training at RNAS Culdrose they are
trained in Night Vision Goggles (NVG) operations from an
early stage and complete mountain flying detachments
and an embarked phase to gain deck landing
qualifications. The course is capped by a deployed exercise
where the pilots put everything together in the field.

APPENDIX B
4. ARMY AIR CORPS (AAC)
AIRCREW SELECTION AND
TRAINING

Service Dress wings

No.1 Dress wings

The School of Army Aviation (SAAvn) at Middle Wallop in
Hampshire trains Army pilots using the Army’s front line
aircraft, the Gazelle, the Lynx and the Apache AH Mk 1. It
also trains soldiers to support these aircraft on the ground,
to protect its operating bases, to provide communications
between the ground and aircraft, and to arm and refuel
them. The training activity conducted by SAAvn is divided
into ground training and flying training.

The AAC Centre at Middle Wallop is under the direction of
the Army Training and Recruitment Agency (ATRA). There
is also a detachment of 132 Aviation Support Squadron,
Royal Logistics Corps, which comes under the Joint
Helicopter Command, based at the AAC Centre. The
Headquarters of the Director of Army Aviation is also
based at Middle Wallop. There are 12 Attack Helicopters
allocated to the School of Army Aviation for training
purposes.

4.1 THE THREE PHASES TO SELECTION FOR
ARMY PILOT TRAINING
Aircrew Selection tests are conducted at RAF College
Cranwell. These tests are common to the three Services
and last two days. Army candidates require a minimum
aircrew aptitude score of 80/180 to progress onto the next
phase. RAF/RN require higher scores, but the Army is able
to accept a lower score at this point as Army candidates
also have to pass Army Flying Grading which the AAC
considers a far more accurate indicator of potential to be
an Army pilot.

The AAC recruits pilots from three main sources:
• Direct Entry (Officers only)
• The ranks of the AAC (Corporals and above)
• Officers and soldiers from other arms and branches of
the Service (Corporal and above)
Officers join the Corps after completing the
Commissioning course at the Royal Military Academy
Sandhurst. Unlike the all-officer Navy and Air Force
helicopter pilot establishments, almost two-thirds of AAC
aircrew are non-commissioned officers. Within the Army,
NCOs, of at least L/Cpl rank with a recommendation for
promotion, from within the AAC and from the remainder
of the Army may also apply for pilot training. NCO pilots
spend the majority of their service flying and many go on
to be commissioned as Officers, normally to fill specialist
flying appointments such as flying instructors.
Ground training is conducted by 2 Regiment AAC and
consists of:
• Phase 2 training to provide special to arm training for
recruits on completion of their basic training at
Winchester Army Training Regiment, and,
• Phase 3 training to provide career progress courses for
trained soldiers.
Flying training is conducted by Flying Wing and consists of:
•
•
•
•

Army Flying Grading – AAC Middle Wallop
Elementary Flying Training at RAF Barkston Heath
Basic Rotary Training at DHFS – RAF Shawbury
Operational Training Phase of the Army Pilots Course –
AAC Middle Wallop
• Conversion to the Army Air Corps operational aircraft –
AAC Middle Wallop

Army Flying Grading (AFG) is conducted at Middle Wallop.
This consists of 13 hours, over a three week period, in a
Slingsby Firefly T67. The aim of this course is to test
aptitude in a live flying environment and to identify
whether students have the capability to become an Army
pilot.
Students who have successfully demonstrated the
necessary flying potential at AFG will progress onto the
final phase at the Pilot Selection Centre. This is run by HQ
SAAvn and selection includes aptitude tests, a medical,
and finally a selection interview.

4.2 FLYING TRAINING
4.2.1 Ground school
The Army Flying Course starts with four weeks of groundschool instruction at RAF College Cranwell. Students learn
the basic building blocks of aviation - such as Meteorology,
Principles of Flight, Aircraft Operations, Navigation and
Technical instruction.
4.2.2 Elementary Flying Training (EFT)
EFT is the first element of Army Flying Training at RAF
Barkston Heath. This phase consists of 40 flying hours of
elementary fixed- wing flying training over 14 weeks on
the Slingsby Firefly T67.
4.2.3 Aeromedical and Survival Training
After EFT, students complete a week of aeromedical and
survival training at RNAS Yeovilton, Lee-on-Solent and
Plymouth.
4.2.4 Defence Helicopter Flying School
The Defence Helicopter Flying School (DHFS) at RAF
Shawbury provides basic single-engine helicopter training
for the three Services and some overseas countries. The
DHFS also provides advanced twin-engine helicopter
training for RAF aircrew and other special courses for the
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three Services. At the DHFS, much of the training effort is
contracted out to FBS Ltd, a consortium of Flight
Refuelling Aviation, Bristow Helicopters Ltd and Serco
Defence. All DHFS military and civilian instructors are
trained by the Central Flying School (Helicopter) Squadron.
The single-engine basic flying course incorporates some 36
flying hours over nine weeks on the Squirrel helicopter
with the instructors of No 660 Squadron. Army students
complete nine weeks training before they leave to start
their Operational Training Phase at Middle Wallop.
4.2.5 Operational Training Phase (OTP)
The penultimate phase is conducted at the School of Army
Aviation at Middle Wallop. Training is focused on
converting helicopter pilots into Army pilots. It starts with
a week of tactics training, preparing students for the
military part of the course. The OTP phase involves 82
flying hours in 18 weeks, and is conducted on the Squirrel
helicopter.
4.2.6 Conversion to Type (CTT)
The final phase is conducted at the School of Army
Aviation at Middle Wallop. Before being posted to a
regiment, students have to convert onto an operational
helicopter type. The Conversion to Type (CTT) course takes
around nine weeks. At Middle Wallop, Apache aircrew
and ground crew training is conducted by Aviation
Training International Limited (ATIL).
4.2.7 Conversion to Role (CTR)
Once a pilot has been converted onto type at Middle
Wallop, he or she will proceed to a Regiment. At the
Regiment a special CTR course will be held to bring the
pilot up to combat ready status.

5. ROYAL AIR FORCE AIRCREW
SELECTION AND TRAINING

ast jet pilots go on to Basic Fast Jet Flying Training School
(BFJTS) on the Tucano T-1 at RAF Linton-on-Ouse and then
on to the Hawk T-1 at RAF Valley for Advanced Fast Jet
Training.
Multi-engine pilots do a course on the Firefly T67M260 (the Multi-Engine Lead-in course (MELIN)), then on to the
King Air B200/B350 at RAF Cranwell.
Rotary Wing pilots go to the Defence Helicopter Flying
School (DHFS) at RAF Shawbury. There they fly on three
separate squadrons organised in the style of Army, Navy or
RAF squadrons. Initial training on the Squirrel HT-1 is flown
on the Army Squadron, intermediate training is also flown
on the Squirrel on the Navy Squadron and advanced
training is on the Griffon HT-1 on the RAF Squadron.
Operational training is then carried out on the appropriate
operational aircraft (See-flow chart at 6).

5.1 INTER-SERVICES DIFFERENCES
RN and Army student pilots complete pre-selection
grading on the Grob 115D2 Heron and the Firefly
T67M160 respectively. If successful they proceed to
elementary flying training at the Defence Elementary
Flying Training School at RAF Barkston Heath – a unit
parented by RAF Cranwell. RN students fly the same
syllabus as their RAF counterparts, with a small number
being selected for fast jet training for the RN Harrier Force,
while the Army fly a shorter (40-hour) syllabus before
proceeding to Basic Rotary Wing Training, along with the
RN and RAF pilot cadets selected to fly helicopters. Rotary
wing training is undertaken at DHFS at RAF Shawbury
The aircraft used for RN and Army training is the Slingsby
Firefly T67M260, a similar aircraft to the Tutor. The Firefly
is also used for RAF multi-engine lead-in (MELIN) training.

No.1 Dress wings
The aircrew selection process is carried out at the Officers
and Aircrew Selection Centre (OASC) at RAF Cranwell. The
process covers medical examination, aptitude tests,
practical problem solving exercises and interviews. Initial
Officer Training is carried out at Cranwell. Initial flying
training is carried out at one of 3 Elementary Flying
Training (EFT) squadrons; 16(R) Sqn at RAF Cranwell, 57(R)
Sqn at RAF Wyton and 85(R) Sqn at RAF Church Fenton.
Limited flying training is given at 14 University Air
Squadrons (UAS) to undergraduates with a RAF Cadetship
or Bursary and those joining the UAS as Volunteer Reserve
cadets. UAS training does not count towards flying
training totals for those joining the RAF as pilots.
After EFT pilots are streamed into three categories - Fast
Jet, Multi-Engine or Rotary Wing.
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Grob 115E Tutor

Firefly T67 M260

Squirrel helicopter
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6. SERVICES FLYING TRAINING FLOW CHART
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6.1 Services Flying Training Flow Chart Colours & Acronyms Decode

7. MILITARY SALARIES & PENSIONS
7.1

RAF SALARY SCALE EXEMPLAR FOR A SELECTION OF OFFICER RANKS
1 April 2008 to 31 March 2009) – Rates are reviewed each year
(The Scale reads across to equivalent ranks in the other Services)
Officer Cadet
Acting Pilot Officer
Pilot Officer
Flying Officer
Flight Lieutenant
Squadron Leader
Wing Commander
Group Captain

£14,852
£20,800
£23,475
£28,216
£36,160
£45,549
£63,927
£77,545

initially,
initially,
initially,
initially,
initially,

(then
(then
(then
(then
(then

4
8
8
8
8

annual
annual
annual
annual
annual

increments
increments
increments
increments
increments

to
to
to
to
to

£31,188)
£43,002)
£54,550)
£74,023)
£85,268)

Professional Aviator Spine (PAS): A ‘PAS’ Flt Lt/Sqn Ldr could expect to earn approx £57,000 on appointment
at age 40, rising to a limit of £74,000 at age 55, dependent on time served.

7.2 FLYING PAY
(For ranks to Squadron Leader except for PAS
Initial
Middle
Top
Enhanced

£4,850
£8,227
£13,081
£15,399

per annum
(after 4 years on Initial rate)
(after 4 years on Middle rate)
(after 4 years on Top rate)

7.3 ARMED FORCES PENSIONS
Military personnel enjoy the privilege of non-contributory pensions that keeps pace with the cost of living,
(plus a tax free lump sum (gratuity) on retirement).
Normal Rates of Immediate Retired Pay - Officers of the Rank of Air Commodore and Below
The following indicative annual rates of maximum retired pay apply to officers of the rank of Air Commodore and
below (based on April 08 pay rates).

7.3.1 Net Service Pension on retirement
The Armed Forces Pension Scheme 05 is a final salary scheme. Each year of reckonable service is worth 1/70th of final
pensionable pay, up to a maximum of 40 years.
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8. TRANSFER TO CIVIL AVIATION FLYING
8.1 CONVERTING RAF QUALIFICATIONS TO EASA CIVIL LICENCES (With UK CAA assistance)
Consideration could be usefully given to obtaining a professional civilian pilot licence whilst in the Services, to ensure
that age limits for conversion do not interfere should a transition to civil aviation eventually becomes an option, or if a
late career change to the civil role becomes desirable. Certain dispensations are available to qualified military pilots
undergoing an ‘approved’ conversion course to obtain an appropriate civil pilot licence, such as for Helicopters, Fixed
wing aircraft or for a Helicopter to Fixed wing conversion. The web-link for the UK Ministry of Defence/CAA agreement
for military pilots is :
http://www.tgda.gov.uk/CAA_Accreditation/CAAAccreditation.htm

8.2 OPTIONS OPEN TO HOLDERS OF A CIVIL LICENCE AFTER LEAVING THE SERVICE
Pilots leaving the Services could opt for a semi-military type of job with a civilian contractor used to provide training to
overseas Air Forces such as in Saudi Arabia through ‘BAE Systems’, the UK Aerospace manufacturer. There, a civilian
licence may not be a pre-requisite but Service experience is; or a move to the world of general civil operations and/or
airline flying may be considered. The range of flying opportunities is quite extensive, from Air Taxi flying in General
Aviation at one end of the spectrum, to long-haul wide-body operations when flying with an International carrier at the
other end. Please refer to the chapter dealing with a Civilian career for more ideas.
Civil aviation is in need of good quality recruits but expect to spend time in the right hand seat before a command is
offered. Executive and Fractional operations might suit better as command prospects there may be greater because it is
a growing sector of the industry. However promotion in the Airline world may not be as slow as all that in the smaller
airlines when compared with the major carriers. Going overseas is an option, such as flying in the Middle East where the
life style may please and the lure of tax free salaries (all found, including accommodation) may be an attraction. The
European Community is of course wide open to all UK citizens these days, because EASA licences are recognised all over
Europe.
Possible employers for holders of a professional EASA licence include Airlines, General Aviation operators, Flying Training
Organisations, Aircraft Manufacturers or the Regulatory Authority for Airworthiness test flying, Flight Operations
supervision and Licensing (examining pilot candidates).

Grob 115E Tutor

© Flt Lt Philip Kemp RAF
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CIVIL AVIATION OPPORTUNITIES & INTRODUCTION TO LICENSING
1. EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS
After the current recession which it is hoped is only a temporary one, when the commercial airline industry resumes its
recovery rate to restructure and rebuild fleet levels, it will inevitably impose strains on the skilled labour market. Demand
for fixed wing and rotary wing pilots, cabin crew, maintenance engineers and other support personnel will progressively
increase again, with implications for the whole industry, suppliers and other industrial sectors.

1.1 IN THE LONG TERM
The long-term aviation employment scene is much like it was six years ago when a study was made of the forecast pilot
employment situation world-wide by ALTEON, a Boeing Company. Although a certain amount of retrenchment is being
carried out by some airlines in this crisis period of high fuel costs, with aeroplanes grounded for economy and a
consequential standing down of aircrew, the prospect of continued expansion and return to pre-crisis levels, remains
much as it was before this latest downturn. Globally, the future requirement for pilots will continue to grow.

1.2 PILOT SHORTAGE EXPECTED.
Over 15,000 pilots will be on furlough in 2008. Although the mandatory retirement age has moved from 60 to 65 in
most countries (61 in India), this has not affected pilot recruitment requirements outside the USA and Europe where a
pilot shortage exists. It is interesting to note that foreign pilots are now allowed to work in China and India, flying jobs
hitherto closed to non-nationals. The Middle East has an expanding requirement for pilots. For example Emirates airlines
employ 1,350 pilots who come from 70 countries. Overall, salaries may be dropping in the USA, but this is not so
elsewhere.

1.3 THE GLOBAL AIRCRAFT FLEET
The global fleet will almost double within 20 years A large number of pilots will be required to fill the forecast global
fleet as illustrated (Information Source : The Boeing Co).

Aircraft manufacturers are selling more planes than ever. Many of those planes are going to parts of the world where
operators are very short of pilots. As the world’s commercial aircraft fleet is expected to double over the next 20 years,
airlines are facing a serious shortage of pilots, specially in India, China, Asia overall and the Middle East.
The International Air Transport Association (IATA) is taking steps to address the looming pilot and mechanic shortage
facing airlines globally. IATA’s training and qualification initiative looked at manufacturers’ market outlook studies, which
predict that 17,650 new passenger aircraft will be delivered by 2018, requiring more than 200,000 new pilots, or nearly
19,000 pilots a year
The supply of pilots is liable to be much less than required, particularly as FTOs face a shortage of qualified instructors,
a situation that compounds the problem. In the face of this, a more effective quality pilot training and supply system is
needed. One step in that direction is the introduction of the MPL, although that does not solve the short supply of
qualified instructors.
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1.4 PILOT SHORTAGE ILLUSTRATED
This chart shows the number of pilots required for the new airplanes deliveries as forecast in 2005. The trend is for an
increasing demand.
.

1.5 TRAINING NEEDS
With such demand, Alteon forecasts that, from 2007 to 2027, airlines will take delivery of 29,400 new aircraft to replace
old fleets and cope with the growth in demand for air travel. This will require an average of 18,000 new pilots and
24,000 maintainers a year to be trained to replace those who retire and also to crew and service the increasing numbers
of aircraft in the world fleet. Only by training at those annual rates will the industry be able to meet the estimated need
over the next 20 years for a total of 360,000 new pilots and 480,000 new maintainers. This trend is expected to rise in
the light of a global demand for even more aircraft.
Alteon calculates that North America heads the league in terms of the number of pilots it will need in the next two
decades, at 98,000. Europe follows at 70,000. Other regional predicted requirements are: China 49,900, South- East
Asia and Indonesia 32,000, Latin America 22,800, Japan 19,000, the Middle East 17,500, the Commonwealth of
Independent (Russian) States (CIS) 11,500, Africa 10,100 and Australasia 7,200.

1.6 NEW TRAINING METHODS
In order to meet such a greatly increased demanded for trained pilots, the new Multi-crew Pilot Licence (MPL) concept,
pioneered by a major European operator and now accepted by ICAO, is being tested by a number of European and
Australasian Regulatory Authorities to increase the training throughput without loss of quality. The MPL syllabus requires
less actual initial flying training in an aeroplane but students then spend a lot more time carrying out a comprehensive
syllabus of Simulator training.
The relatively new multi-crew pilot licence, as opposed to the traditional commercial pilots’ licence/instrument rating
(CPL/IR), is designed to get maximum benefit from new devices and advanced full flight simulation. Similar to an ATPL,
the IR is an integral part of the MPL.
The licence is not complete until the pilot has passed his/her type rating training for the sponsoring airline. It is gained
via an International Civil Aviation Organisation specified performance-based course, designed to confer traditional
aviation skills and knowledge. The course includes instruction on Crew Resources Management (CRM) and on Threat and
Error Management (TEM). Both are skills needed by airline pilots.
This contrasts with the skills needed by lone aviators, which is what the traditional CPL/IR course is designed to produce.
In conclusion, a number of European Airlines have successfully employed MPL holders trained to their Standard
Operating procedures by FTOs that are authorised to offer the course by their Regulatory Agency and provided well
trained pilots that integrated well and easily in the sponsoring airline operation.
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2. PILOT LICENCES FOR PRIVATE AND PROFESSIONAL FLYING AND THEIR
PRIVILEGES
Leisure and Private flying Licences allow the holder to fly aeroplanes, helicopters, sailplanes and balloons in a private
capacity, subject to certain limitations and without remuneration, except that the holder of a PPL with an appropriate
Flying Instructor (FI) Rating may receive remuneration when instructing pilots for a BLPL, LPL or PPL. An appropriate
professional pilot licence must be held for all other remunerated flying. All the EASA licences that can be obtained for
fixed wing (Aeroplanes) and rotary wing aircraft (Helicopters), with their privileges, are:

2.1

EASA LICENCES FOR PRIVATE PILOTS

2.1.1 Basic Leisure Pilot Licence Aeroplanes, BLPL(A) – Allows the holder to fly single engine piston aeroplanes or
touring motor gliders (TMG) with a maximum certificated take-off mass of 2000 kg or less, carrying a maximum
of 1 passenger; in local flights within no more than 50 km from the aerodrome of departure, with no intermediate
landings and when, taking into account the conditions of flight, the pilot is always able to return to the
aerodrome of departure
2.1.2 Basic Leisure Pilot Licence Helicopters, BLPL(H) – Allows the holder to fly single engine piston helicopters with
a maximum certificated take-off mass of 2000 kg or less, carrying a maximum of 1 passenger, in local flights
within no more than 50 km from the aerodrome of departure, with no intermediate landings, and when, taking
into account the conditions of flight, the pilot is always able to return to the aerodrome of departure.
2.1.3 Leisure Pilot Licence Aeroplanes, LPL(A) – Allows the holder to fly as pilot-in-command on non-commercial
operations within the appropriate aircraft category, single-engine piston aeroplanes or touring motor gliders
(TMG) with a maximum certificated take-off mass of 2000 kg or less, carrying a maximum of 3 passengers, such
that there are never more than 4 persons on board of the aircraft. It is limited to the class of aeroplanes in which
the skill test was taken, unless varied subject to additional training conditions.
2.1.4 Leisure Pilot Licence Helicopters, LPL(H) – Allows the holder to fly as pilot-in-command on non-commercial
operations within the appropriate aircraft category, single-engine piston helicopters with a maximum certificated
take-off mass of 2000 kg or less, carrying a maximum of 3 passengers, such that there are never more than 4
persons on board. It is limited to the specific type of helicopter in which the skill test was taken unless varied
subject to additional training conditions.
2.1.5 Private Pilot Licence, PPL(A) & PPL(H) – The holder of a PPL may act as in-command or as co-pilot of
Aeroplanes or Helicopters, engaged in non-commercial operations. The holder of a PPL may receive remuneration
for the provision of flight instruction for the BLPL, LPL or the PPL. A PPL allows flying private or Aero-club fixedwing Aeroplanes (A) or Helicopters (H) of the Class and/or of the Type for which the licence is endorsed.
Passengers may be carried in an aircraft (but not for hire and reward).
2.1.6 Private Pilot Licence Airships, PPL(As) – The holder of a PPL(As) may act as pilot-in-command or co-pilot of
airships engaged in non-commercial operations but the holder may receive remuneration for the provision of
flight instruction for the PPL(As).
2.1.7 In addition to the ‘powered-flying’ licences, holders of a Sailplane Pilot Licence (SPL) and a Balloon Pilot
Licence (BPL) may fly as pilot-in-command of the appropriate aircraft categories.

2.2

EASA LICENCES FOR PROFESSIONAL PILOTS

2.2.1 Commercial Pilot Licence, CPL(A) Aeroplanes – Allows the holder to exercise all the privileges of the holder of
a PPL and, within the appropriate aircraft category, to act as pilot-in-command or co-pilot of any aircraft engaged
in operations other than commercial air transportation. The holder may also act as co-pilot in commercial air
transportation.
The holder of a CPL(A) shall only act as pilot-in-command (PIC) in commercial air transport on a single pilot
aeroplane provided that, when carrying passengers under VFR outside a radius of 50 NM (90 Km) from an
aerodrome of departure, he/she has a minimum of 500 hours of flight time on aeroplanes or holds a valid
instrument rating? or when operating on a multi-engine type under IFR, he/she has a minimum of 700 hours of
flight time on aeroplanes, including 400 hours as PIC. These hours shall include 100 hours under IFR and 40 hours
in multiengine operations. The 400 hours as PIC may be substituted by hours operating as co-pilot within an
established multi-pilot crew system prescribed in the Operations Manual, on the basis of two hours of flight time
as co-pilot for one hour of flight time as PIC.
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2.2.2 Commercial Pilot Licence Helicopters, CPL(H ) – Allows the holder to exercise all the privileges of the holder
of a PPL and, within the appropriate aircraft category, act as pilot-in-command or co-pilot of any aircraft engaged
in operations other than commercial air transportation. The holder may also act as co-pilot in commercial air
transportation.
The holder of a CPL(H) shall only act as pilot-in-command (PIC) in commercial air transport on a single pilot
helicopter provided that when operating under IFR, he/she has a minimum of 700 hours total flight time on
helicopters, including 300 hours as PIC. These hours shall include 100 hours under IFR. The 300 hours as PIC may
be substituted by hours operating as co-pilot within an established multi-pilot crew system prescribed in the
Operations Manual on the basis of two hours of flight time as co-pilot for one hour flight time as PIC. When
operating under visual meteorological conditions (VMC) at night, he/she has a valid instrument rating or 300 hours
flight time on helicopters, including 100 hours as PIC and 10 hours as pilot flying at night.
2.2.3 Commercial Pilot Licence with instrument Rating, (CPL/IR) – Aeroplanes (A) or Helicopter (H) – Allows the
holder to fly on commercial air transport operations in command of single-pilot fixed-wing aeroplanes (A) and
Helicopters (H), subject to certain restrictions (See CPL above) and as co-pilot on commercial transport operations
in controlled airspace and in Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) conditions. Subject to having passed the necessary
academic tests for an ATPL (Frozen ATPL), an ATPL is issued when the necessary flying experience has been
achieved. The holder is also allowed to fly as pilot in command or as co-pilot in operations other than commercial
air transportation (carrying cargo) and he may exercise all the privileges of a PPL with an I/R. In all cases, this must
be on aircraft of the Class and/or of the type for which the licence is valid.
2.2.4 Commercial Pilot Licence Airship category, CPL(As) – The holder of a CPL(As) Allows the holder to act as
pilot-in-command (PIC) in commercial air transport provided that for operations under IFR, he/she has a minimum
of 500 hours total flight time on airships. These hours shall include at least 100 hours under IFR, and 700 hours
as co-pilot within an established multi-pilot crew system prescribed in the Operations Manual of an operator, or
250 hours as PIC. Also, for operations under VMC at Night, that he/she has a valid instrument rating or 300 hours
total flight time on airships, including 100 hours as PIC and 10 hours as pilot flying at night.
2.2.5 Airline Transport Pilot Licence (ATPL) – Aeroplanes (A) or Helicopter (H) – Allows the holder to exercise all the
privileges of the holder of a PPL, a CPL or CPL/IR and to fly in command or as co-pilot in aircraft engaged in air
transportation on of the Class and/or of the type for which the licence is endorsed. An ATPL or a “Frozen ATPL”
is required to fly as a co-pilot for Air Transportation (Scheduled, Inclusive tours, general charter). An ATPL is valid
only if the integral Instrument Rating is current.
2.2.6 Multi-crew Pilot Licence (MPL) for fixed wing aircraft only– Allows the holder to exercise the privileges of a
Frozen ATPL but it is limited to a specific aircraft type, which must be certificated for multi-pilot operation only.
The holder may only fly as a co-pilot thereon. He is also limited to flying Solo ‘in command’ only as a Private Pilot
on single engine aircraft, unless he holds additional type ratings and class ratings on his PPL. The MPL is designed
specifically for those individuals aiming to fly only for an airline and who have already identified their employer
and the aircraft type that the specified employer wishes the holder to be type-rated upon. The amount of training
in an aircraft is very limited, although sufficient to satisfy the issue of a PPL but the amount of full-flight simulator
training required is very extensive and the licence does include an Instrument Rating and a type rating on a specific
multi-crew operated aircraft type.
After completion of the MPL if, for whatever reason, it becomes desirable or necessary to have removed the multicrew co-pilot limitation for a specific aircraft type & company SOP, it is possible to revert to a normal unrestricted
CPL or Frozen ATPL status by way of additional training, to satisfy the flying requirements of pilot training and
prepare for the single-pilot skill tests that the CPL/IR demands. The additional flying training required is discussed
in Appendix D at 3.10, captioned “CONVERSION OF THE MPL TO A ‘TRADITIONAL’ PROFESSIONAL PILOT
LICENCE”.
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CIVILIAN FLYING TRAINING REQUIREMENTS - SUMMARY
Requirements in this Appendix are quoted from CAA LASORS 2008 (2.02.08 Issue) and EASA FCL.

1.

PREFACE

1.1
MINIMUM EXPERIENCE
The flying hours that are necessary to achieve a particular qualification quoted in this Guide generally, but specifically in
this Appendix, are MINIMUM totals set by the Regulator. Student pilots may need additional instruction over and above
the set minimum to achieve the required standard. It is interesting to note that, in the light of experience, some airline
sponsors demand that a higher number of hours be flown by their cadets during their flying school training, than the
minimum set by the regulator. The cost estimate of a course given as examples may therefore vary accordingly, but due
to marketing pressures, Flight Training Organisations (FTO) invariably quote the costs of a minimum hours syllabus to
achieve the qualification.
1.2
TRAINING COURSES
Pilots undergo rigorous and extensive training. Training to become a pilot may be either integrated (ab-initio) or modular,
but must in all cases be approved by the Regulatory Authority (EASA in Europe, enforced by the CAA in the UK). Full
details of courses can be obtained directly from Flying Training Organisations (FTOs
After qualifying as a pilot, continuation training and periodic testing continues throughout a pilot’s career. Handling skills
and operational competency are regularly tested both on aeroplanes and helicopters and regular health and physical
fitness tests are also undergone at established intervals that depend upon the pilot’s age.
Foreign professional pilot licences can be converted to an EASA/FCL licence subject to passing appropriate tests and
examinations. Full details of conversion requirements and the costs involved may be obtained from the UK Licensing
Executive Agency for EASA, CAA Personnel Licensing Department (PLD) (Gatwick).
1.3
SERVICE PERSONNEL (MATURE PILOTS)
Military pilots from the Royal Navy, the Army or the Royal Air Force can be issued with an Airline Transport Pilot Licence
(ATPL) on transfer to Civil Aviation after undertaking an approved “Short course”. This route to a civil licence is under
constant review and varies on a person to person basis depending upon the military background and type of flying
experience of the individual concerned.
It is therefore best for those who intend to transfer from military to civil flying to refer personal details of experience to
the UK CAA Flight Crew Licensing Department for a decision on what individual conversion terms apply.
1.4
FROM HELICOPTER TO FIXED WING FLYING LICENCES
Holders of helicopter pilot licences (H) may transfer to fixed wing flying and obtain an appropriate (A) licence following
a conversion course, the requirements of which may be obtained from the Regulatory Authority. This also applies to
Service helicopter pilots who want a civilian (H) licence or would like to convert to (A).

2.

CONSIDERATIONS & CHOICES AT VARIOUS STAGES OF CIVIL PILOT LICENCE TRAINING
(Sponsored (where occasionally available), Mentored or Privately Funded)

2.1

CIVIL AIRCREW MEDICAL STANDARDS.
• A less than 20:20 visual acuity corrected by glasses may be acceptable.
• Only an ‘Approved’ medical centre can give the initial pre flying-training physical fitness exam.
MEDICAL & APTITUDE TESTS PRIOR TO EMBARKING ON A FLYING CAREER
• Airline or military pre-entry screening; or
• Medical; and
• Airline or FTO aptitude and psychometric tests (e.g., Morrisby tests); and
• Independent aptitude and psychometric tests (e.g., GAPAN aptitude test & interview using RAF Cranwell
facilities).

2.3

ROUTES TO A PROFESSIONAL PILOT LICENCE
• Integrated Training course at an approved Flying Training Organisation (FTO); or
• PPL and then hours building followed by a series of modular training courses at a FTO; or
• Obtaining an overseas licence and then converting it to an EASA PPL, CPL or ATPL.
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2.3.1

Flying Club
• Obtain PPL followed by
• Instructor qualification [FI (Restricted) then FI]
• Commercial pilot licence and instrument rating and/or
• Frozen ATPL (modular route)

2.3.2

Approved Integrated course at a FTO
• Commercial pilot licence and/or
• Frozen ATPL

2.3.3

University Degree (combined course)
• Degree course which includes flying training for a professional pilot licence as part of the course

2.3.4 Build hours prior to an approved flying school modular course to a CPL/IR or frozen ATPL
• As PPL co-pilot in a “private” non-remunerated aircraft operation
• Whilst pleasure flying on any aircraft class or type for which the PPL is valid
• As a private pilot dropping parachutists, etc.
• Via a series of approved modular academic and flying courses
• Glider tugging
2.4

TUITION FEES SOURCES FOR LICENCES AND UNIVERSITY COURSES
• Fully Sponsored (very rare)
• Part Sponsored (a few)
• Independently funded (self sponsorship)

2.4.1

Independent funds sources
• Bursaries, Scholarships, Grants,
• Private funding (Savings, Loans, Gifts)
• Savings (target fund depends on desired licence or rating)
• Bank Loan, Savings, Inheritance, Family funds
• Government Career Development Loan (repayable maximum of £8000)

2.4.2

PPL Funding
• Private funding
• Sponsorships
• GAPAN
• The Air League
• RN flying scholarships
• RAF ATC/CCF limited flying hours Scholarships; and
• RAF PPL scholarships for serving personnel
• Work at flying clubs, schools and airfields in exchange for flying training (for a PPL or aircraft ratings)

3.

CIVILIAN PILOT LICENCES TRAINING REQUIREMENTS
All Technical instruction and flying training must be carried out at an Approved Flying Training Centre.

3.1

PRIVATE PILOT LICENCES

3.1.1 Basic Leisure Pilot Licence (BLPL) – An applicant for a BLPL must be at least 16 years of age and must pass a
Flying Skill Test to conclude flying training, after passing theoretical examinations in Air law, Human performance,
Meteorology, Communications and in specific subjects concerning the different Aircraft Categories, Principles of
flight, Operational procedures, Flight performance & planning, Navigation and Aircraft general knowledge.
Aeroplanes: Applicants for a Basic LPL(A) shall have completed at least 20 hours of flight instruction in aeroplanes
or TMG, including at least, 10 hours of dual instruction, 4 hours of supervised solo flight time and 3 hours of
navigation training.
Helicopters: Applicants for a Basic LPL(H) shall have completed at least 35 hours of flight instruction in helicopters,
including at least 20 hours of dual instruction, 6 hours of supervised solo flight time and 3 hours of navigation training.

3.1.2 Leisure Pilot Licence (LPL) – An applicant for an LPL must be at least 16 years of age and must pass a Flying Skill
Test to conclude flying training, after passing theoretical knowledge examinations in Air law, Human performance,
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Meteorology, Communications and in specific subjects concerning the different aircraft categories on their
Principles of flight, Operational procedures, Flight performance & planning, Navigation and Aircraft general
knowledge.
Aeroplanes: Applicants for a LPL(A) shall have completed at least 30 hours flight time in aeroplanes or TMG,

including at least 15 hours of dual instruction, 6 hours of supervised solo flight time, including at least 3 hours of
solo cross-country flight time with at least 1 cross-country flight of at least 150 km, during which 1 full stop
landing at an aerodrome different from the aerodrome of departure shall be made.
Helicopters: Applicants for the LPL(H) shall have completed 45 hours of flight time in helicopters, including at
least 25 hours of dual instruction and 10 hours of supervised solo flight time, including at least 5 hours of solo
cross-country flight time with at least 1 cross-country flight of at least 150 km, during which one full stop landing
at an aerodrome different from the aerodrome of departure shall be made.
3.1.3 Private Pilot Licence (PPL): The applicant for a PPL must be at least 17 years old and must pass a Flying Skill Test
to conclude flying training, after passing theoretical knowledge examinations in Air Law, Aircraft general
knowledge, Human Performance and Limitations, Flight Performance and Planning, Meteorology, Navigation,
Radio Aids, Communications, Operational procedures and in specific subjects concerning the Principles of Flight
of the different aircraft categories.
Aeroplanes: Applicants for a PPL(A) shall have completed at least 45 hours of flight time in aeroplanes, 5 of
which may have been completed in a Flight Simulation Training Device (FSTD), including at least 25 hours of dual
instruction and 10 hours of supervised solo flight time, including at least 5 hours of solo cross-country flight time
with at least 1 cross-country flight of at least 270 km (150 NM), during which full stop landings at two aerodromes
different from the aerodrome of departure shall be made.
Helicopters: Applicants for a PPL(H) shall have completed at least 45 hours of flight time in helicopters, 5 of
which may have been completed in a FSTD, including at least 25 hours of dual instruction, including at least 5
hours instrument dual instruction time and 10 hours of supervised solo flight time, including at least 5 hours of
solo cross-country flight time with at least 1 cross-country flight of at least 185km (100 NM), with full stop
landings at two aerodromes different from the aerodrome of departure.
Airships: Applicants for a PPL(As) shall have completed at least 35 hours of flight time in airships, 5 of which may
have been completed in a FSTD, including at least 25 hours of dual instruction, including 3 hours of cross-country
flight training, with 1 cross-country flight of at least 65 km (35 NM) and 3 hours of instrument instruction. Within
the 35 hours total, at least 8 hours of supervised solo flight time must be completed as well as 5 take-offs and
landings to a full stop at an aerodrome.
Sailplane Pilot Licence and the Balloon Pilot Licence: Those who are at least 16 years of age may apply for
a SPL or a BPL in addition to, or instead of, a Leisure powered-flying licence (BLPL or LPL). Applicants for these
licences must undergo an appropriate flying instruction training course at an Approved training organisation for
the aircraft category wanted. The necessary theoretical knowledge is to be demonstrated through examinations
in the same subjects as for a PPL. The requirements must also be fulfilled for the class or type rating for the aircraft
used in the end-of-course Skill Test.

3.2

AIRCRAFT CLASS AND/OR TYPE RATING(S) – FOR LAND OR WATERBORNE OPERATIONS
Class or Type ratings are attached to a licence and permit the holder to fly a simple “Class” of aircraft (e.g. Single
engine Piston Land) or a more complex specific “Type” of aircraft (e.g. BAe 146):
• Single engine (Below 5,700 kilos maximum take-off mass)
• Multi-engine (Below and above 5,700 kilos maximum take-off mass)
• Flying boat, Seaplane or amphibian, (only after specialised related training)

3.2.1

At an aero-club, flying school, airline or TRTO; or as part of Airline training after employment
• Free Type rating and all recurrent competency tests and licence ratings renewals
• Bonding conditions (imposed by some operators)
• For Type rating (amount and period); and
• On promotion to Captain (amount and period)

3.2.2

Privately obtained type rating at a training centre acceptable to the Regulatory Authority
• With an airline, at cost to candidate (not employed by the airline)
• At a Type Rating Training Organisation (TRTO) teaching and simulation centre
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3.3

PROFESSIONAL PILOT LICENCES
Fixed Wings Aeroplanes (A), Rotary Wing Helicopters (H) and Airships (As)

Steps to a professional pilot civil licence (CPL, CPL/IR or ATPL) are explained under this heading. Note that a stand-alone
CPL without an instrument rating is not much use since it only allows the holder to fly in visual meteorological conditions
(VMC) subject to range and experience limitations. Training alternatives for those wanting to learn to fly in civil aviation
are either via a full- time attendance (Integrated) course, or progress may be made in stages by way of non-continuous
tuition periods (Modular course), though not for the MPL.
a.

You may progress by way of a ‘Modular’ course on a part-time and non-continuous basis, starting with a PPL that
has a Night Rating and/or a Twin-engine rating. Flying hours are then built-up on pleasure flying or as a Flying
Instructor, after obtaining the appropriate rating (Restricted FI(R) or Full Unrestricted (FI). When the necessary flying
experience has been achieved (150 hours minimum), Modular training can be started. The academic and flying
course modules need completing in stages, on the way to a CPL, CPL/IR or frozen ATPL. A Multi Crew Cooperation (MCC) course is necessary if a multi-pilot aircraft type rating is sought. A Threat & Error Management
(TEM) module may be useful. A Jet-orientation module is also of use if employment on jet aircraft is contemplated.
The Jet Orientation Course at some FTOs is considered to meet the MCC requirements. However, CRM and LOFT
courses are not adequate for this purpose

b.

The alternative is to attend an approved Flying Training School for a full-time residential course, to carry out
‘Integrated’ CPL, CPL/IR, ATPL or MPL training. Note that Multi Crew Co-operation (MCC), Threat & Error
Management (TEM) and Jet Orientation courses are part of the integrated tuition which includes single and multiengine Type Ratings preparation. Integrated course graduates are preferred by airlines. Note that an MPL can only
be completed by way of an ‘integrated course’.

FTOs market their courses based on the minimum hours required by the regulations to achieve the qualification sought.
The hours of academic and flying training which prove necessary to reach the standard required by the regulator will
depend on the aptitude and application of the individual and the quality of the FTO. This emphasises the need for
individuals to complete a valid assessment of their aptitude prior to commencing training and the need for them to
research the reputation and quality of the FTO where they intend to train. A training course which looks very inexpensive
may prove not to be so by the time the qualification is finally achieved.
3.4

PROFESSIONAL PILOT MODULAR TRAINING COURSES

Experienced private pilots can progress in steps towards obtaining a CPL or an ATPL (A) or (H). Candidates for the CPL,
IR or ATPL who cannot attend a full time integrated course for whatever reason, can undertake an approved modular
training course instead. Theoretical knowledge courses and examinations may be completed before starting the flying
training phase which requires more flying hours than for an Integrated Course. This modular approach may suit some
individuals who perhaps cannot commit to a lengthy period of continuous training. However, it is fair to say that
‘Integrated’ training course graduates are generally favoured by employer airlines because they have received training
which is of ‘known quality’ compared with the modular routes which comprise a series of courses chosen by the
individual.
3.4.1

CPL(A) - Commercial Pilot Licence Aeroplanes modular course

Prior to commencing a CPL(A) modular course, the holder of a PPL (A) must have completed 150 hours of flight time
as a pilot. The theoretical examinations can be attempted before reaching 150 hours of flying experience required to
enter the CPL(A) modular course of flying training. The CPL(A) modular course for the holder of a PPL(A) requires 200
hours of theoretical knowledge instruction and a minimum of 25 more hours of dual flying instruction, including 10
of instrument flight instruction, of which 5 may be ground time in a simulator. An additional 5 hours of night flying is
necessary if the PPL holder does not have a “night rating”. If an “Instrument Rating” (I/R) is held by the holder of the
PPL, the course is reduced to 15 hours of dual training. At least 200 flying hours are required for the issue of a Modular
Route CPL(A) after all tests are satisfactorily completed.
3.4.2

IR(A) - Instrument Rating Aeroplanes modular course

An applicant for a modular IR(A) course (single engine or twin engine) shall be the holder of a PPL(A) or a CPL(A), either
licence to include the privileges to fly by night. In addition, applicants must hold a Flight Radiotelephony Operator’s
Licence. An applicant for an IR(A) shall complete an approved modular course of training at an EASA Approved Flying
Training Organisation (FTO). An applicant must also undertake EASA FCL IR(A) theoretical knowledge instruction as
determined by the Head of Training of an approved training provider and pass all the theoretical knowledge exams at
IR level. Applicants who wish to attempt the ATPL(A) examinations must undertake the full 650 hour course of approved
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theoretical knowledge instruction and pass all JAR-FCL ATPL(A) examinations.
Single-engine (SE) IR(A): The course shall consist of at least 50 hours instrument time under instruction, which may
include 20 hours (maximum) in a FNPT 1 or 35 hours (maximum) in a FNPT 2 or in a Flight Simulator where approved by
the Regulator. With the agreement of the approving Authority not more than 10 hours of FNPT II or flight simulator
instrument ground time may be conducted in a FNPT 1. A single engine IR can be upgraded to a ME/IR(A) subject to
additional hours of tuition in a multi engine aircraft followed by a competency test.
Multi-Engine (ME) IR(A): The course shall include 55 hours of instrument time under instruction, which may
incorporate 25 hours (maximum) in FNPT I or 40 hours (maximum) in FNPT II or Flight simulator and must include 15
hours in ME aeroplanes.
3.4.3 ATPL(A) - Airline Transport Pilot Licence Aeroplanes modular course
Approved CPL(A) modular (or integrated) courses lead to an ATPL(A) after the necessary flying experience has been
achieved. Before being granted an ATPL (A), the applicant needs to have passed all the ATPL theoretical knowledge
exams and have logged 1500 flying hours, including a specified number of cross-country, instrument and night flying
hours, details of which are obtainable from the Licensing Authority. The applicant must also hold an Instrument Rating
on a Multi engine type rated aircraft.
3.4.4

CPL(H) - Commercial Pilot Licence modular course

Prior to commencing a modular CPL(H) course, the holder of a PPL(H) must have completed 155 hours as pilot of a
helicopter, including 50 hours flying as pilot in command (PIC), of which 10 hours must be cross-country flying. The
theoretical examinations can be attempted before reaching 150 hours of flying experience required to enter the CPL(H)
modular course of flying training. The CPL(H) modular course for the holder of a PPL(H) requires 500 hours of technical
instruction and a minimum 30 more hours of dual flying training, including 10 hours of instrument flying
instruction and 5 hours of instrument flying practice in a flight simulator. An additional 5 hours of night flying is
necessary if the PPL(H) holder does not have a “night rating”. At least 185 flying hours are required for the issue of a
Modular Route CPL(H) after all tests are satisfactorily completed.
An applicant for a modular IR(H) course shall be the holder of a PPL(H) with a night qualification or a CPL(H). Prior to
commencing the IR(H) course, the applicant shall be the holder of the helicopter type rating used for the IR(H) skill test,
or have completed approved type rating training on that type. In addition, applicants must hold a Flight Radiotelephony
Operator’s Licence. When applying for the issue of an IR(H), applicants must produce evidence of having 50 hours
cross-country flight time as PIC, in aeroplanes or helicopters, of which at least 10 hours must be in helicopters. An
applicant must also undertake EASA FCL IR(H) theoretical knowledge instruction as determined by the Head of Training
of an approved training provider and pass all the theoretical knowledge exams at IR level. Applicants who wish to
attempt the ATPL(H) examinations must undertake the full 650 hour course of approved theoretical knowledge
instruction and pass all ATPL(H) examinations.
3.4.5

IR(H) - Instrument Rating Helicopters modular course

Flying Training for IR restricted to Single-Engine (SE) helicopters: 50 hours instrument time under instruction of
which may include 20 hours (maximum) may be instrument ground time in a FNPT I (H) or (A). These 20 hours
instruction time in FNPT I (H) or (A) may be substituted by 20 hours instruction time for IR(H) in an aeroplane, approved
for this course, or 35 hours (maximum) may be instrument ground time in a helicopter FNPT II/III or FS. The instrument
flight instruction shall include at least 10 hours in an IFR certificated helicopter.
Flying Training for Multi-Engine (ME) helicopter: 55 hours instrument time under instruction which may include 20
hours (maximum) may be instrument ground time in a FNPT I (H) or (A). These 20 hours instruction time in FNPT I (H)
or (A) may be substituted by 20 hours instruction time for IR(H) in an aeroplane approved for this course, or 40 hours
(maximum) may be instrument ground time in a helicopter FNPT II/III or FS and must include at least 10 hours in an IFR
certificated multi-engine helicopter.
3.4.6 ATPL(H) - Airline Transport Pilot Licence Helicopters modular course
An approved CPL(H) modular course leads to an ATPL (H) after the necessary flying experience has been achieved. For
an ATPL(H), applicants need 1000 flying hours, of which up to 100 hours can be on a flight simulator. At least 350 hours
must be in multi pilot helicopters flown under Instrument Flight Rules (IFR). Certain other requirements, the details of
which may be obtained from the licensing authority, also pertain. In addition, applicants must hold a CPL(H), a multiengine instrument rating and have received instruction in MCC (Multi Crew Co-operation). Passing a flight test in a multi
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engine helicopter under IFR is also necessary.
3.4.7

Summary of minimum Modular ‘upgrade’ training requirements for PPL holders

1.

Hours shown in bold are minimum totals required. Any shortfall may be flown as PIC, SPIC or Under
Instruction. Credits are available for holders of PPL licences and for Qualified Service Pilots (QSP)

2.

Cross-country flying as PIC is included in PIC minimum total (shown in brackets). A/R =As Required

3.

Night flying for a PPL is not a requirement. A night flying rating may be added as can an Instrument Rating or a
twin-engine rating.

4.

After completing the 650 hour ATPL technical knowledge course and then passing the technical exams, a CPL
module plus a ME/IR module plus the MCC module, together become a ‘Frozen’ ATPL. This means that when 1500
hours have been flown in the case of an ATPL(A) or 1000 hours are flown in the case of an ATPL(H), the holder is
issued with the appropriate ATPL.

3.5

PROFESSIONAL PILOT INTEGRATED TRAINING COURSES (AB INITIO)

3.5.1

Integrated courses (as opposed to modular courses)

Integrated courses are on a full-time basis at an ‘approved’ flying training school. The courses cover all the theoretical
knowledge and practical training to meet the requirements of the particular licence and are usually residential. Courses
combine the ground school and flight training for pilots. The ground school subjects leading to the necessary knowledge
for the Theoretical Knowledge examinations which must be completed prior to the final flight tests include: Aviation Law,
Aircraft General Knowledge, Principles of Flight, Navigation, Meteorology, Instruments, Communications, General
Operational Procedures, Flight Performance and Flight Planning. Human Performance and Limitations are also covered.
3.5.2

CPL(A) Integrated Course

The Commercial Pilot Licence 9 to 24 month course offers 150 hours of flying training including at least 80 hours dual,
of which 5 hours may be conducted in a synthetic flight trainer, plus 70 hours as pilot in command. Flying training leads
to the CPL(A) Skill Test conducted by a CAA approved examiner. The 300 hours ground school ends with the technical
knowledge examinations. This number of ground school training hours is reduced to 200 if a Private Pilot Licence (PPL)
is already held by the trainee pilot
3.5.3

CPL(I/R)(A) Integrated Course

The Commercial Pilot Licence course with Instrument Rating lasts 9 to 30 months. It requires 500 hours of ground school
leading to the theoretical knowledge exams. A flying training total of 180 hours includes at least 80 hours dual, of which
up to 40 hours may be flown in a synthetic flight trainer, plus 100 hours as pilot in command. The CPL(A) Skill Test is
conducted by a CAA approved examiner whereas the IR test is conducted by a CAA Staff Examiner.
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3.5.4

‘Frozen’ ATPL(A) Integrated Course

The Airline Transport Pilot Licence course lasts between 12 and 36 months. On completion, a multi-engine CPL/IR(A) is
issued (generally referred to as a “frozen ATPL”), until the necessary hours have been flown for the grant of an ATPL.
The course includes Multi Crew Co-operation (MCC) training and allows the holder to work as co-pilot in an airline while
building the flying experience required for the issue of an ATPL(A). There is no time limit within which a pilot must obtain
the necessary 1500 hours for the issue of the ATPL. It is the most comprehensive of all the available courses and requires
195 hours of flying training including at least 95 hours dual, of which up to 40 hours may be conducted in a synthetic
flight trainer and 100 hours as pilot in command. Flying training includes the CPL(A) Skill Test conducted by a CAA
approved examiner and the IR test that is conducted by a CAA Staff Examiner on a twin-engine aircraft. The 750 hours
Ground school leads to the theoretical knowledge exams.
3.5.5

MPL Integrated course

This is a full-time residential course although the training may be performed at up to three locations, depending upon
the actual approval given by EASA to the Flight Training Organisation holding such approval. The three possible locations
are an FTO, a TRTO and/or an airline with the required approval. The 240 hours of flying training is divided into four
phases. In Phase 1 the total number of actual flying is 70 hours and this is the only part of the course undertaken in an
aircraft. Phase 2 is to be undertaken in an FNPT 2 (MCC) Flight Training Device and Phases 3 and 4 in a Full Flight
Simulator. Phase 3 includes an initial Instrument Rating with both the training and the test conducted on the simulator.
Part 4 is the Type Rating which is required by the potential employer. Multi-pilot operational principles are applied
throughout the course. The 750 hours ground school curriculum is the same as for the Integrated Frozen ATPL(A) which
is taught over the first 3 phases with exams to be taken prior to ‘Phase 4’. MPL requirements are discussed in greater
depth in 3.8.
3.5.6

CPL(H) Integrated course

The Helicopter CPL course requires 135 hours of flying training of which 15 may be flown on a (fixed wing) aeroplane,
10 hours in a simulator and the remainder in helicopters. Attendance is also required for the 550 hour ground school
curriculum, reduced to 500 hours if a PPL(H) is held.
3.5.7

ATPL(H) Integrated course

195 hours of flying training are required for this course of which 35 may be instrument flying using a ground based
synthetic device. A technical subjects course of 750 hours accompanies flying training. If a PPL(H) is already held by the
trainee, the flying may be reduced by up to 45 hours. Training includes visual and instrument flying and the course on
Multi Crew Co-operation (MCC) for multi-crew helicopter operations.
3.5.8

Summary of Integrated Course main minimum requirements

1.

Hours shown in bold are minimum totals required. Shortfalls may be flown as PIC, SPIC or Under Instruction.
Credits are available for holders of PPL licences and for Qualified Service Pilots (QSP)

2.

Cross-country (x/c) PIC flying is included in PIC minimum total (shown in brackets). M/C = Multi-crew

3.

After completing the ATPL(A) technical knowledge course and then passing the technical exams, a CPL/IR(A)
flying course plus the MCC module, they together become a ‘Frozen’ ATPL. This means that when 1500 hours
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have been flown in the case of an ATPL(A) or 1000 hours are flown in the case of an ATPL(H), the holder is issued
with the appropriate ATPL.
4.

Credits may be given to holders of pilot licences such as a PPL and to Qualified Service Pilots.

5.

The IR/(H) syllabus is added to the CPL(H) Integrated course when required, subject to the technical knowledge
base being upgraded to 650 hours and the relevant test taken. However, if the ATPL(H) technical knowledge 750
hour course and exams are completed during the CPL(H) course, the licence can be upgraded to an ATPL(H) later,
after the necessary hours have been logged. An IR(H) forms part of the ATPL(H) integrated course at the end of
which a CPL/IR(H) is issued as a ‘frozen’ ATPL(H).

3.6

ENGLISH LANGUAGE REQUIREMENTS FOR HOLDERS OF EASA PILOT LICENCES

EASA has an obligation to meet new requirements for language proficiency mandated by the International Civil Aviation
Organisation (ICAO). Annex 1 has been amended to add a requirement for all aeroplane and helicopter pilots, flight
navigators, flight engineers and air traffic controllers to be assessed for their command of the language used for radio
communication. A scale of 1 to 6 has been devised, where native speakers would be assessed at Expert Level 6.
For those where the language is not the mother tongue, ICAO has set a minimum of Operational Level 4 for licence
issue. The new standard requires re-assessment at regular intervals but only gives recommendations on the periods that
should be used. ICAO does not specify the language but only “that used for radio communication”. For EASA and,
generally for other world-wide NAAs issuing licences that contain a Radio Licence, the required language is English for
international operations.
The requirement came into effect on 5 March 2008, from which time all those intending to operate or control
international flights had to have this new licence endorsement. This includes Private Pilots operating outside controlled
airspace.
3.6.1 The Levels: Level 6 is classified as expert level, which is not retested and that is valid for life. Levels 4 and 5 will
require a retest; level 4 at least every three years and Level 5 at least every six years. Levels 4 and 5 can attain Level
6 and therefore need no further testing. If a lower Level (1 to 3) is attained, the licence cannot be issued.
3.6.2 The licence: The language proficiency is an endorsement in all affected licences; the endorsement does not show
the level of proficiency or any expiry date. Language Proficiency is added as a ‘Remark’ in section XIII of the licence.
Please note that Language Proficiency only applies where a Flight Radio Telephony Operator Licence (FRTOL) is
held.
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3.7 EXPANDED PRESENTATION OF INTEGRATED PILOT LICENCE
(AEROPLANES) COURSES
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3.7.1 Flow-chart Colours and Acronyms decode

3.7.2 Type rating courses
The necessary flying exercises for a Type Rating course may be carried out in an Approved FFS (6-axis Full motion Flight
Simulator). A Zero Flight Time (ZFT) conversion course may be permissible for suitably qualified pilots though
conditions apply for the first few ‘route flying under supervision’ sectors operated after the course is completed and
the aircraft type is endorsed in the holder’s licence.
Pilots who do not qualify for a ZFT conversion course, must carry out a number of take-offs and landings during a
‘Base Training’ flying period to demonstrate their capability to carry-out successfully (and unaided), the specified
number of take-offs and landings to complete the conversion requirements, before the aircraft type rating is endorsed
in the holder’s licence.

3.7.3 Type Ratings
There is no EASA FCL limit to the number of ratings that may be held at one time. EASA OPS, however, may restrict
the number of ratings that can be exercised at any one time.

3.7.4 The Instrument Rating
The privileges of a holder of a multi-engine IR(A) are to pilot multi-engine and single-engine aeroplanes under IFR with
a minimum decision height of 200 feet (60 m). Decision heights lower than 200 feet (60 m) may be authorised by the
Authority after further training and testing in accordance with existing Legislation.
The holder of a single engine IR(A) shall be to pilot single-engine aeroplanes under IFR with a minimum decision
height of 200 feet (60 m).
An IR(A) is valid for one year from the date of issue or renewal, or from the expiry date of a current IR(A) if revalidated
in accordance current regulations. If the IR(A) is restricted for use in multi pilot operations only, the revalidation or
renewal shall be completed in multi-pilot operations.

3.7.5 Type-specific Instrument Ratings
A ‘Glass cockpit’ (EFIS) Type Rating includes a type-specific Instrument Rating which is generally not valid on other
aircraft

B707 ‘Classic Instruments’ Flight panel

Airbus A320 EFIS flight instrumentation
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3.8

THE GENERAL ICAO CIVILIAN PILOT LICENCE STRUCTURE
(With the new MPL appearing between the PPL & the CPL)

Illustrations (of ICAO source) are by courtesy of the New Zealand CAA
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3.9

THE MULTI-CREW PILOT LICENCE

Extract from EASA FCL - Section K [Multi-Crew Pilot Licence, MPL (Aeroplane)]

3.9.1 General Information
The aim of the MPL integrated course is to train pilots to the level of proficiency necessary to enable them to operate as
co-pilot of a multi-engine turbine-powered air transport aeroplane certificated for operation with a minimum crew of at
least two pilots under VFR and IFR and to obtain a MPL.
The requirements are established so as to satisfy the International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) “Requirements for
the Multi-Crew Pilot Licence (Aeroplane) - MPL”
Privileges : The privileges of the holder of a MPL are to
a.

Exercise all the privileges of the holder of a PPL(A), provided that the requirements for the PPL(A) are met.

b.

Exercise the privileges of a CPL(A), provided that the requirements for the CPL(A) are met.

c.

Exercise the privileges of the IR(A) in a single-pilot operation in aeroplanes, provided that the licence holder shall
have demonstrated an ability to act as pilot-in-command in a single-pilot operation exercised solely by reference
to instruments by completing specific training at the discretion of the Authority and meeting the requirements
as set out in EASA FCL. The Authority may be guided as to the credits to be granted on the basis of a
recommendation from a FTO;

d.

Exercise the privileges of the IR(A) in an aeroplane required to be operated with a co-pilot; and

e.

Act as co-pilot in an aeroplane required to be operated with a co-pilot.

Minimum Age : An applicant for an EASA FCL MPL shall be at least 18 years of age.
Licence Validity : An EASA FCL MPL will be issued with a maximum period of 5 years.

3.9.2 EASA FCL MPL Course
An EASA FCL MPL may be obtained by completing an approved Integrated Course of training.
The Integrated Course is a full time course of ground and flying training run by a Flying Training Organisation (FTO)
approved to conduct such a course.
The aim of this course is to train pilots to the level of proficiency necessary to enable them to operate as co-pilot of a
multi-engine turbine-powered air transport aeroplane, certificated for operation with a minimum crew of at least two
pilots under VFR and IFR and to obtain a MPL.
The level of competency expected from a MPL holder is defined in this section. In broad terms, the MPL holder is
expected to be able to complete airline operators conversion course in accordance with EASA OPS 1 Subpart N with a
high probability of success, and within the time frame normally allowed for this phase. It is equivalent to what is currently
expected from graduates of the ATPL(A) Integrated Course who have completed type rating training.
The general approach is to use the existing ATPL(A) Integrated Course as a reference and to implement progressively the
MPL Integrated training course and specifically transfer from actual flight to simulated flight.
The transfer shall be organised in a way that is similar to the approach used for ETOPS. Successive evolutions of the
training syllabus introduce progressively a higher level of simulated flight and a reduction of actual flight. Change from
one version to the next shall only take place after enough experience has been gained and once its results, including
those of airline operator conversion courses, have been analysed and taken into account.
Approval for a MPL training course shall only be given to a FTO of an EASA OPS operator or a FTO having a specific
approved arrangement with an EASA OPS operator. The licence shall be restricted to that specified operator until
completion of an airline operator’s conversion course in accordance with EASA OPS 1 Subpart N.
This course consists of a minimum of 240 hours (70 hours of aircraft flying & 170 hours on Simulators) of flying training
and 750 hours of theoretical knowledge instruction.
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3.9.3 Flying Training Course & Experience Requirements
Training Requirements of the course shall consist of:
•
•
•
•

Theoretical knowledge instruction to the ATPL(A) knowledge level;
Visual and instrument flying training;
Training in multi-crew co-operation (MCC) for the operation of multi-pilot aeroplanes;
Type rating training.

The successful completion of the theoretical knowledge examination(s) and of the demonstration of skill, fulfil the
theoretical knowledge and skill requirements for the issue of a MPL including a type rating for the aeroplane(s) used in
the test(s) and an IR(A) restricted to aeroplanes required to be operated with a co-pilot.
A graduate from an approved MPL Integrated Course must have completed not less than 240 hours as pilot flying and
pilot not flying of actual and simulated flight and cover the following 4 phases of training:
a.

Phase 1 – Core Flying Skills : Specific basic single pilot training in an aeroplane.

And in ICAO Type 1 (EASA FNPT I or BITD) E-training and part tasking devices with the following characteristics (approved
by the Regulatory Authority):
- involve accessories beyond those normally associated with desktop computers, such as functional replicas of a throttle
quadrant, a side-stick controller, or an FMS keypad; and
- involve psychomotor activity with appropriate application of force and timing of responses.
b.

Phase 2 – Basic : Introduction of multi-crew operations and instrument flight.

Using an ICAO Type 2 / FNPT II – MCC (FAA FTD Level 5 equivalent) Flight Simulator Training Device (FSTD), that
represents a generic multi-engine turbine powered aeroplane, with an ATC environment, desirably.
c.

Phase 3 – Intermediate : Application of multi-crew operations to a high performance multi-engine turbine
aeroplane.

Using an ICAO Type 3 Flight Simulator Training Device (FSTD) that represents a multi-engine turbine powered aeroplane
required to be operated with a co-pilot and qualified to an equivalent EASA Flight Simulator B+ level standard, including:
- An autopilot
- A daylight/twilight/night visual system continuous cross-cockpit minimum collimated visual field of view providing each
pilot with 180 degrees horizontal and 40 degrees vertical field of view, and
- ATC environment simulation
d.

Phase 4 – Advanced : Type rating training within an airline orientated environment.

Using an ICAO Type 4 Flight Simulator (FS) which is fully equivalent to EASA level C+ or level D Zero Flight Time standards
FS, with an enhanced daylight visual system, including ATC environment simulation.
MCC requirements shall be incorporated into the relevant phases above. The type rating training shall include the
relevant requirements of Appendix 1 and 2 to EASA FCL 1.240 & 1.295.
Each phase of training in the flight instruction syllabus shall be composed of both instruction in the underpinning
knowledge and in practical training segments. Training in the underpinning knowledge requirements for the MPL / IR (A)
shall therefore be fully integrated with the training of the skill requirements.
The training course shall include a continuous evaluation process of the training syllabus and a continuous assessment
of the students following the syllabus. Evaluation shall ensure that:
a.

the competencies and related assessment are relevant to the task of a co-pilot of a multi-pilot aeroplane; and

b.
the students acquire the necessary competencies in a progressive and satisfactory manner.
The training course shall include at least 12 take-offs and landings to ensure competency. These take-offs and landings
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shall be performed under the supervision of an instructor in an aeroplane for which the type rating shall be issued.
Flight experience in actual flight shall include all the experience requirements as set out in EASA FCL 1.120 and 1.125(b),
upset recovery training, night flying, flight solely by reference to instruments and to achieve the relevant airmanship.
In addition to this requirement the applicant shall have gained, in a multi-engine turbine-powered aeroplane certificated
for operation with a minimum crew of at least 2 pilots or in a FSTD, the experience necessary to achieve the advanced
level of competency defined in Appendix 1 to EASA FCL 1.520 /1.525, paragraph 16.
The experience required shall be completed before the skill test given in EASA FCL 1.530.
Training in asymmetric flight shall be given, either in an aeroplane or a flight simulator, in the appropriate phase.

3.9.4 Assessment Level
The applicant for the MPL in the aeroplane category shall have satisfactorily demonstrated performance in all the 9
competency units specified below, at the advanced level of competency defined as the level of competency required to
operate and interact as a co-pilot in a turbine- powered aeroplane, certificated for operation with a minimum crew of
at least two pilots, under visual and instrument conditions.
Assessment shall confirm that control of the aeroplane or situation is maintained at all times, in such a manner that the
successful outcome of a procedure or manoeuvre is assured. The applicant shall consistently demonstrate the knowledge,
skills and attitudes required for the safe operation of an applicable aeroplane type as specified in the performance
criteria.

3.9.5 Competency Units
The 9 competency units that an applicant has to demonstrate in accordance with EASA FCL 1.515(d) are :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Apply human performance principles, including principles of threat and error management
Perform aeroplane ground operations;
Perform take-off;
Perform climb;
Perform cruise;
Perform descent;
Perform approach
Perform landing; and
Perform after-landing and aeroplane post-flight operations.

3.8.6 EASA FCL Multi-crew Pilot Licence (MPL) & Theoretical ATPL(A) Knowledge
Examination
There is no MPL for helicopters. Applicants for an MPL are required to pass the fourteen EASA ATPL(A) Theoretical
Knowledge examinations in the following subjects:
The EASA ATPL(A) theoretical knowledge course shall comprise at least 750 hours of instruction that can include
classroom work, inter-active video, slide/tape presentation, learning carrels, computer based training, and other media as
approved by the Authority, in suitable proportions. The 750 hours of instruction, which is the same as for an integrated “frozen”
ATPL course, shall be divided in such a way that in each subject the minimum hours are:

The theoretical knowledge instruction for the type rating shall be in accordance with Appendix I to EASA-FCL 1.261(a).
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3.9.7 EASA FCL MPL (A) Skill Test Requirements
An applicant for the EASA FCL MPL shall have demonstrated the skills required for fulfilling all the competency units
specified as pilot flying and pilot not flying, to the level required to perform as a co-pilot of a multi-engine turbinepowered aeroplane, certificated for operation with a minimum crew of at least two pilots under VFR and IFR with a
degree of competency appropriate to the privileges granted to the holder of a MPL. An applicant shall take the skill test
as set-out in Appendices 1 and 2 to EASA FCL 1.240 & 1.295 in the aeroplane type used on the advances phase of the
MPL integrated training course. Progress of acquiring the skills specified above shall be continuously assessed and
documented.

3.9.8 Conversion of a Non-EASA MPL to an EASA FCL MPL
Conversion terms for a Non-EASA MPL to an EASA-FCL MPL have not yet been formulated

3.9.9 UK Flight Radiotelephony Operator’s Licence (FRTOL) Requirements
An applicant for a UK FRTOL is required to pass the radiotelephony written examination and practical test with an
authorised RTF Examiner. It should be noted that whilst radio Communication forms part of the EASA training syllabus,
the FRTOL remains a UK national licence. FRTOL requirements details, including credits available, may be found in section
B of the regulations.

3.9.10 EASA-FCL MPL Medical Requirements
An applicant for an EASA FCL MPL shall hold a valid EASA FCL Class 1 Medical Certificate.

3.9.11 Illustration of MPL Course Contents

The training is divided into four phases. In phase 1 the total number of flying hours is to be 70 hours (30 hours P1) and
this is the only part of the course undertaken in an aircraft. Phase 2 will be undertaken in an FNPT 2 (MCC) and Phases
3 and 4 in a Full Flight Simulator. Part 3 includes an initial Instrument Rating with both the training and the test
conducted on the simulator. Part 4 is the Type Rating which is required by the potential employer. Multi Crew Cooperation (MCC) principles and Threat & Error Management (TEM) skills and procedures are taught and applied
throughout the MPL and operations course. A technical knowledge ground school syllabus similar to that of the ATPL is
taught over the first 3 phases, with examinations being taken prior to ‘Phase 4’. The 750 hour ground school curriculum
is the same as for the Integrated Frozen ATPL. MPL requirements (with its integral Instrument Rating like for an ATPL) are
discussed in greater depth hereunder.

3.10

MPL TRAINING SYLLABUS IN GREATER DETAIL

The ICAO MPL syllabus has been adopted by EASA and other Regulatory Authorities. FTOs interpret the requirements
and develop courses with the agreement of, and in conjunction with, their Governing Regulatory Authority. To illustrate,
the MPL syllabus proposed for co-pilots’ training by John McKinlay, Manager Personnel Licensing of the Civil Aviation
Authority of New Zealand, is offered hereunder as a typical example of a full-time MPL course comprising a minimum
of 240 hours of flying training and 750 hours of theoretical knowledge instruction, as interpreted by one of the many
major Regulatory Authorities. Minor differences will inevitably occur as the MPL syllabus is developed in the light of
experience.
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3.10.1 750 hours Ground school – (5 Months)
Module one takes 12 weeks and will cover the following topics:
• Meteorology
• Mass and Balance
• Communications
• Human Performance
• General Navigation
• Flight Planning
• Flight Instruments
Module two will cover the following topics over 12 weeks:
• Aircraft General Knowledge
• Air Law
• Radio Navigation
• Principles of Flight
• Operations
• Performance

3.10.2 70 Hours Core Flying Skills Instruction – (2.5 Months)
This phase of the training is where cadets finally get to experience the joy of flight. Cadets will be required to complete
70 hours (40 hours dual & 30 hours PIC) in a single engine aircraft, learning the following skills:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Familiarisation with the Aircraft
Emergency Drills
Climbing & Descending
Circuits
General Handling
Precautionary Landing
Navigation
Instrument Flying
Night Flying

3.10.3 Basic Simulator Flying Instruction – (2 Months)
In class – 1 week
In 2-man fixed base trainer- 60 hours
This phase of the training will consolidate the skills learnt during the previous section and it will apply them using a
turbine powered flight simulator in a multi-crew environment. The in-class portion of the multi-crew co-operation
aspect will take one week, followed by 60 hours in a two-man crew, fixed base trainer. Areas that will be covered are
all based on instrument flying and include:
•
•
•
•

Handling a multi-crew jet
Approaches and ‘go-arounds’
Loss of communication
Evacuation

This training takes place in an FNTP II simulator where instructors and cadets also have pre and post simulation briefings
during this phase of training.
This phase of training combines all the learning that the cadets have received to date, with the use of Line Oriented Flight
Training (LOFT) to simulate line operations in a multi-crew environment. The training is spread over a period that could
be as short as one month.
The main objective of this phase of the training is to assess how a flight crew manages the operation of an aircraft during
a situation which would not be considered normal operations, but not an emergency situation.
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Cadets will be required to demonstrate how they process the information they have and manage the operational
environment with the ultimate goal of making a series of low risk and safe decisions resulting in a safe landing. Areas
that will be covered are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction to specific aircraft type (e.g., A320)
Airline SOPs
Departure, Approach & Landing
Consolidation scenario
Route change scenario
Ground operations scenario

This training will take place on campus in the simulator building where instructors and cadets will have pre and post
simulation briefings and then undertake the training in an FNTP II simulator with enhanced visuals.
Intermediate

3.10.4 Intermediate Simulator Flying Instruction – (1 Month)
This phase of the training will combine all the learning that the cadets have received to date, with the use of Line
Oriented Flight Training (LOFT) to simulate line operations in a multi-crew environment. The training will be spread over
one month.
The main objective of this phase of the training is to assess how a flight crew manages the operation of an aircraft during
a situation which would not be considered normal operations, but not an emergency situation.
Cadets will be required to demonstrate how they process the information they have and manage the operational
environment with the ultimate goal of making a series of low risk and safe decisions resulting in a safe landing. Areas
that will be covered are:
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Introduction to the specific aircraft type (A320)
Airline SOPs
Departure, Approach & Landing
Consolidation scenario
Route change scenario
Ground operations scenario

This training takes place in an FNTP II simulator with enhanced visuals where instructors and cadets have pre-simulation
flight briefings, then post flight de-briefings to discuss the flight after the training flight.

3.10.5 Advanced Simulator Flying Instruction – (6 Weeks)
This phase of the training is divided into two modules (ground school and flight
simulation) and is specific to a Particular Aircraft (A320). Flight simulation
comprises 60 hours of Simulator time plus additional time on Systems trainers
to familiarise the trainee on how to use specific system’s equipment as listed.
The ground school module uses computer based training and video
presentations followed by the use of a Flight Management Guidance System
(FMGS) trainer, a Cockpit Systems Trainer (CST) to practice programming and
procedures for a typical flight. The training is divided as follows:
• Four 11/2 hours FMGS exercises
• Five 2 hour CST exercises
• Four Electronic Centralised Aircraft Monitoring (ECAM) exercises
All of these exercises build and use the skills that have been taught throughout the course and continue to be based on
a multi-crew environment taking into account airline specific SOPs.
The flight simulation module is comprised of 15 four hour sessions in an A320 Level D full flight simulator; the most
accurate and realistic experience of flying an A320 that the cadet can have without flying it.
This simulator has an identical cockpit to that of an A320 Aircraft and the most advanced visuals. During these simulated
flights, cadets will experience a variety of emergency situations in a safe environment. Of the 60 hours spent in this
simulator, a significant amount of potential situations can be practiced, such as:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Non-precision approach
Rejected takeoff procedures
Takeoff on wet runway
Abnormal procedures/cautions/malfunctions
Recovery manoeuvres
Aircraft handling after engine failure
Landing with landing gear malfunction

This simulated training is the most advanced and realistic training available. Cadets will be well prepared to complete
their licence skill test at the end of this phase. Furthermore, when cadets complete the advanced simulation phase, they
can move on to the A320 Base training.

3.10.6 Base Training – (1 Day)
The final stage of training is comprised of 12 take-off and landings in the type specific aircraft upon which the course is
based. In this example, it is an Airbus A320 Aircraft. Although cadets are prepared for this event as a direct result of the
demanding classroom and simulation training they have completed, they will continue to be under the direct supervision
of the Chief Flight Instructor.

With thanks to the CAA of New Zealand for this illustration

3.11 CONVERSION OF THE EASA MPL TO A ‘TRADITIONAL’ PROFESSIONAL PILOT LICENCE.
The holder of a Multi-crew Pilot Licence (MPL) may find it difficult to get a job with a new employer in the event of a
redundancy, or should he/she want to move to another employer for whatever reason. This may be made more difficult
by the reluctance of certain employers to recruit MPL holders, which licence they might not favour through lack of
familiarity and possibly because of the re-training needs to the new company’s Standard Operating Procedure (SOP), on
the same aircraft for which an aircraft type-rating is held in the MPL or to convert to another aircraft type.
In accordance with current EASA FCL provisions, it is possible for the holder of an MPL who is limited to act as co-pilot
in a multi-crew aircraft, to apply for the conversion of his licence to a normal unrestricted CPL/IR of Frozen ATPL status.
Before this can be done there is a need for additional flying training, to satisfy the normal 150 hours minimum flying
experience requirement and to prepare for the single-pilot aircraft skill tests for a CPL/IR. Individual conversion
requirements for a particular pilot are established by the Licensing Authority and may vary depending upon experience
gained whilst flying as an MPL holding co-pilot.
This option to convert the MPL to a traditional licence entails gaining at least 30 or more, additional hours as pilot in
command and about 15 hours of flying training in a single engine aircraft such as a Piper Arrow, to prepare for the single
pilot skill test that the CPL/IR demands. On completion of the flying test, a single-engine type-rated CPL/IR will be issued.
It will be considered to be a ‘Frozen’ ATPL if the MPL holder has not got the requisite hours for the issue of an immediate
ATPL, with whatever multi-engine type rating endorsement was held in the MPL.
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At the time of writing, the UK CAA has not yet issued any Multi Pilot Licences but a training programme framework is
in place for future MPL candidates. MPL courses are being run elsewhere in Europe and a number of pilots have
successfully completed this course. They are now flying as MPL co- pilots in a number of European airlines. Australia is
another State with an ongoing MPL training programme with a first group of six pilots about to graduate from the
‘Boeing-Alteon’ FTO in Melbourne. The CAA of New Zealand is yet another Regulator about adopt the new licence,
which is recognised by ICAO.

3.11.1 Present Requirements for MPL holders wanting to convert to a Traditional CPL/IR
Before exercising the privileges of a CPL(A), the holder of a MPL shall have completed in aeroplane:
a.

70 hours, either as pilot-in-command, or made up by not less than 10 hours as pilot-in-command and the
necessary additional flight time as Pilot in Command Under Supervision (PICUS), of which 20 hours shall be of
VFR cross-country flight time as pilot-in-command, or cross-country time made up of not less than 10 hours as
pilot-in-command and 10 hours as pilot-in-command under supervision. This shall include a VFR cross-country
flight of not less than 540 km (300 NM) in the course of which full-stop landings at two different aerodromes
shall be flown as pilot-in-command; all in a single engine aircraft

b.

At least 25 hours of dual including 10 hours of flight instruction including 10 hours of instrument instruction of
which up to 5 hours may be instrument ground time in a FNTP I or II training device, or in a Flight Simulator. At
least 5 hours of the flight instruction shall be carried out in an aeroplane certificated for the carriage of at least 4
persons and have a variable pitch propeller and retractable undercarriage.

c.

On completion of the I/F instruction and relevant experience requirements, take the CPL(A) skill test on either a
single-engine or a multi-engine aeroplane.

Note that the Regulatory Authority may vary these requirements depending upon individual experience gained as copilot in the multi-crew aircraft type endorsed in the MPL, at the time of application for conversion. It is therefore
recommended that personal conditions of transfer be ascertained from the relevant Authority before any conversion
course is commenced, to allow the training syllabus to be tailored accordingly.
MPL course modules and the necessary conversion steps to obtain a single-engine CPL/IR thereafter, should that become
necessary before an ATPL has been gained, are illustrated in the following table.
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3.11.2 Multi Pilot Licence (MPL) Course & its Conversion to a Commercial Pilot Licence
(CPL/IR)
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4. EXEMPLAR OF AIRLINE SALARY SCALES & PENSION PROSPECTS
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4.4 HELICOPTER OPERATORS

The Salary Scales examples given as illustrations of their ranges are limited to airlines and FTOs with UK flight operations
bases. FTOs typically offer a basic salary together with incentive bonuses paid when flying hours exceed a set monthly
minimum. Flying Schools (generally training to the PPL level) tend to pay their instructors on an hourly flying rate or a
combination of a small salary together with an hourly flying rate giving and annual remuneration of perhaps £16,000.
The aviation sector in the UK also includes other types of aircraft owning companies and individuals; from the aircraft
operators of ‘Fractionally owned’ executive aircraft, such as NetJets which is based at Farnborough airport (Hampshire),
to operators like FR Aviation of Bournemouth that specialise in Services support contracts.
Privately owned General Aviation aircraft that must be flown by professional licence holders are potential ‘niche’
employers. Police and Air Ambulance or Air Sea Rescue services are other alternatives that could be considered by
entrants into the civilian sector, maybe on retirement from one of the Military flying disciplines.

4.6

CIVIL SECTOR PENSIONS OVERVIEW

Pensions Schemes that are open to all are of various types depending upon personal circumstances. In addition to the
Standard State Pension payable at age 65 for men and 60 for women (though Government intends to raise this threshold
to 65 after 2010) and any additional State Pension entitlement, there are Personal and Stakeholder Pension schemes
which are available from financial institutions like Banks, Building Societies and Life Insurance Companies. These can be
started by anyone; without limit on the number of such schemes that a person is permitted to set up. They are money
saving schemes mainly for the self-employed.
Company Occupational Pensions are set up by employers for their employees. In most cases, an employer makes
contributions to the scheme on the employee’s behalf and requires that the employee makes regular payments from
salary. Employees get tax-relief on their contributions to company pensions – up to an overall annual allowance. If
employees have the chance to join one, this is generally considered the best option because the employer picks up most,
if not all, of the cost of providing the scheme (in a private pension it is always the person paying-in who bears the costs).
There are two kinds of occupational pensions, Money Purchase with defined contributions and Final Salary with defined
benefits.
A Money Purchase/defined contribution scheme is one where fixed amounts of money are paid-in and invested, but
the return to individuals is entirely based on the total amount paid by the employee/employer into the pension pot and
any accumulated interest/dividend income associated with that amount. The benefits individuals receive depend heavily
on the general financial climate at the time he/she retires and, in the same way as holders of private pensions, he/she
may not know exactly how much is likely to be received until retirement-day draws near. Consequently, it can be difficult
for Money Purchase (and Private Pension) scheme members to predict accurately what income they can expect in
retirement.
With a Final Salary/defined benefits scheme, the pension is calculated as a percentage of the employee’s salary close to
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retirement time. The length of time spent working for the company is also taken into account. The amount paid out is
independent of the financial climate at the time and can usually be predicted in advance, reasonably accurately, by the
employee. The latter is therefore better able to plan for retirement.
A company pension may also offer a death benefit, which is paid to the employee’s partner if the former dies before the
latter. Employers may also provide a pension before the normal retirement age of the scheme if an employee needs to
retire early due to ill-health. In addition, some companies give employees the option of making an Additional Voluntary
Contribution (AVC), which boosts pension provision above the normal level of the company scheme. However, when
workers leave an employer, they are unlikely to be able to continue making payments into the pension scheme. Some
of the better schemes may offer the opportunity to carry-on working while drawing a company pension.
Final salary schemes were the basis of all Public Sector pensions – and were also the standard for Blue Chip companies.
However, in ‘tougher’ investment conditions these rely heavily on employers funding the schemes (contributing a lot
more than they usually do for Money Purchase schemes). As a result of both changes in investment climates and in the
demographic balance of the UK population (with more pensioners drawing pensions for longer), many schemes became
seriously under-funded over the last decade. In the Public Sector, this under-funding has to be covered by higher taxation
on the all the working population. In the Private Sector, the last decade has seen major changes in occupational pension
schemes because, in many cases, there has been a serious threat to company profitability. Companies have responded
to this crisis in a number of ways, including:
•
•
•
•

Closing Final Salary schemes to all new joiners, but preserving them for existing staff
Buying all existing staff out of Final Salary schemes with lump sum payments
Changing the formula by which Final Salary payments are calculated
Requiring higher contribution levels from staff.

Because of the current general financial situation, airline Final Salary pension schemes that are still available are being
closed to new entrants to reduce costs. Money Purchase schemes are being offered instead, as an economy for the
employer and are in the ascendancy. These less advantageous schemes are finding favour with accountants because they
are cheaper to run, but they are not as favourable for employees as were previous pension schemes. The bottom line is
that if you are looking for a final salary pension scheme to retire with, you must either carefully check the pension
scheme offered by prospective employers before you join, or forget civil flying as a career and become a Military pilot if
you can. A fully funded non-contributory pension is part of the benefits package available to serving personnel.
Alternatively, for a good salary and pension, become an MP or a Civil Servant, or aim for another job like medicine. There
are other less well paid careers still offering Final Salary schemes. Examples given in the tables that follow do not go to
age 65 which is now permissible in many cases. Pensions would then reflect pro rata, the added time served and
contributions made. Broad-brush examples illustrate core pensions in the tables that follow.

4.6.1 Example of expected pension in a Final Salary scheme where still open to employees

Note : The 55 year/52nds retirement point is given as an example of what was the best Final salary scheme for
comparison with the present situation. It is now only for pilots who joined that scheme before the airline discontinued
final salary pensions for new entrants, replacing it with a ‘money purchase’ scheme. New rules reflect the current
increased retirement age, made possible by changes in Aviation Law and State Legislation that now permit operations
up to age 65, with provisos. There are only two ‘final salary’ pensions known to be still available in UK airlines. The best
one of the remaining two is shown in the table.
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4.6.2 Comparative Pensions elsewhere (%of Final Salary - best of last 3 years)

Years of service multiplied by calculator = % of final salary earned as an annual pension.
Extra working years earn pro rata increases (added years multiplied by calculator).
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SUMMARY OF AVAILABLE FLYING SCHOLARSHIPS
‘Flight Training News’ publishes annually a document titled Flying Scholarships, Sponsorships & Bursaries ‘Where to
apply’ Guide. The very latest is the 2008 edition which can be downloaded from the home site at
http://www.ftnonline.co.uk then clicking on Sponsorship in the left hand block of the home page. If you then
click on Download FTN’s 2008 ‘Where to Apply Guide’ further down the page, in the centre column, a PDF copy
will be downloaded for you to save and read at leisure.
It contains an enormous amount of very useful information, including airline sponsors. It is quite impossible to reproduce
all of that information in this Appendix. However, a summary of the more important independent sources of financial
assistance for learning to fly is offered nonetheless, as an introduction to the subject.
The main grants of flying scholarships currently available in UK are administered by the Guild of Air Pilots & Air
Navigators (GAPAN) and the Air league Educational Trust. The RAF and RAFA also offer scholarships which are only given
to ATC cadets. There are others which you will find listed in the Flight Training News Guide.

GUILD OF AIR PILOTS AND AIR NAVIGATORS (GAPAN)
Grants may vary annually – Contact GAPAN for current details & requirements or visit the Guild website at
http://www.gapan.org/careers/scholarships/schols08.htm
Scholarships and Bursaries
• Private Pilot Licence training (A)
• Assistant Flying Instructor (A) & (H)
• Airline Transport Pilot Licence (A)
• Jet Orientation courses

6+ Annual Scholarships
3 Annual Scholarships *
1 Annual J N Somers Scholarship (Sponsor : Mrs P Somers)
2 Annual Scholarships in conjunction with ETPS (Holland)

*• Instrument Rating Instructor
*• Aerobatics Instructor
*• Multi-Engine Instructor

1 Bursary (up to £2,000)
1 Bursary (up to £1,250)
1 Bursary (up to £3,000)

One PPL scholarship funded by the Guild’s Benevolent Fund is given to “Flying Scholarships for the Disabled”, to award
and administer.

AIR LEAGUE EDUCATIONAL TRUST (ALET)
Data provided below was for the year 2008. Grants / Bursaries may vary annually. For current scholarship details go to
http://www.airleague.co.uk/scholarships.html (Contact the Air League direct for further details). Current
scholarships are as follows :
Private Pilot Licence (Balloons / Airships) (1)
1 Scholarship (Sponsor Breitling) - not awarded in 2008
The Prince Philip Flying Scholarship (1)
The scholarship provides funding to achieve a National Private Pilot’s Licence.
The scholarship is awarded each year to the flying scholar from the previous year (i.e. 2007) who is judged to have made
the most progress in their flying, is an exceptional Air Cadet and who has achieved a Duke of Edinburgh’s Award.
Flying Scholarships (40-50)
Flying scholarships offer 12 hours of flying training towards the award of a National Private Pilot’s Licence (NPPL).
Between 45 and 50 awards are made each year.
Flying Bursaries
The flying bursary programme offers 3-5 hours of advanced flying training to PPL holders.
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Gliding Scholarships
Gliding scholarships offer the opportunity for solo glider pilots or Air Cadets who have reached Gold Wings standard to
broaden their flying experience. Depending on experience, the following awards are available at civilian gliding schools:
• Aerobatic Training
• Cross-Country Training
• Self launching motor glider (SLMG) NPPL Training
(The course comprises of up to 32 hours flying depending on previous experience)
Engineering Scholarships
In conjunction with the J N Somers Charitable Will Trust and the Rhodes-Moorehouse VC Charitable Trust, ALET provides
an annual programme of engineering scholarships offering one- or two-week work placements with leading aerospace
companies or flying schools.

ROYAL NAVY
(For those with an interest in the Royal Navy, without any commitment to join)
In the absence of any current information, notwithstanding attempts to obtain guidance, the situation may still be as it
was when last researched.
• Gliding scholarships
• Two-week Flying Scholarships
• Flying opportunities when at University

Up to 30 scholarships annually
3 annually
For Members of the University Royal Naval Units
(At Easter Flying Camps)

ARMY
It is not known if the army offers any flying scholarships. Please look up the relevant web-site or contact your nearest
‘Armed Forces Careers Office‘

ROYAL AIR FORCE
(Air Cadets Scholarships)
A number of awards are made annually to members of the Air Training Corps and Combined Cadet Force. These
together make up the Air Cadet Pilot Scheme. Numbers of awards will vary (for example, a total of 190 places are
available for 2009) but will include courses of flying training at civilian flying clubs, as well as microlight courses and
others, held at the various Air Experience Flights around the country. Cadets receive flying training at no cost to
themselves, typically up to the standard required for a solo flight. Scholarships to be awarded in 2009 are
a. 125 Light Aircraft courses of 12 hours flying, leading to solo, (flown at Tayside Aviation, Dundee).
b. 40 Air Experience Flying courses of 10 hours flown on Tutor aircraft, at several locations.
c. 36 Air Cadet Pilot Navigation Training Courses of 10 hours on Tutor aircraft at an AEF.
Cadets who successfully complete an ACPS course will be entitled to wear the Air Cadet Pilot Brevet and Cadets who
successfully complete an ACPNTS course will be entitled to wear the Air Cadet Navigation Brevet.
Suitably qualified cadet applicants for an Air Cadet Pilot Scheme course should complete the application form available
from Squadron Commanders, or an application form can be downloaded from the ACO website: www.aircadets.org
I case of difficulties, contact EO Flying at HQ AC on 01400 267 614 for application forms.
University sponsorships are available from the RAF. Currently, it is an annual grant of £4000 towards tuition fees but
there is a return of service involved. Those joining as pilots will become members of a UAS and will receive free flying
tuition. Details can be found on the following link:
http://www.raf.mod.uk/careers/istherafforme/university.cfm
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THE RAF ASSOCIATION (RAFA)
Flying scholarship scheme for 2009 (5 scholarships)
Every year, the RAF Association (RAFA) Flying Scholarship scheme provides the winning candidate with a course of up to
35 hours flying training, and up to 12 hours for the four runners-up, in light aircraft primarily to encourage young people
of high calibre to obtain a National Private Pilots Licence. The scheme is open to male and female members of the Air
Training Corps. For more information visit the RAFA website at
http://www.rafa.org.uk/scholarshipsflyingscholarships.asp

FLYING SCHOLARSHIPS FOR THE DISABLED
The Royal International Air Tattoo (RIAT) Flying Scholarships for the Disabled (FSD), awards annually a number of flying
scholarships to disabled persons who want to fly.
PPL Full Scholarship
Each full scholarship student completes a 6-week residential course of training in South Africa, which includes 45 hours
of airborne tuition and ground school. Currently training for full scholarships takes place at 43 Air School, Port Alfred,
South Africa, which provides a complete residential service.
(1 scholarship sponsored by the GAPAN benevolent fund).
NPPL Scholarship
UK NPPL scholarship students complete a 4-week residential course which includes 35 hours of airborne tuition and
ground school.
Mini scholarship
A one-week residential course which consists of 10 hours of airborne tuition and ground school.
Training for the last two scholarships usually takes place at the Goodwood School of Flying, Chichester (West Sussex),
or at the British Disabled Flying Association (BDFA) base at Lasham Airfield, Alton (Hampshire), or at The Highland Flying
School, Inverness.
RIAT have sponsored a scholarship for the NPPL in the past and it is likely that, with the demise of that Licence, a similar
scholarship might be available for the new EASA LPL when this is introduced.”
Visit Flying Scholarships for the Disabled website on www.toreachforthesky.org.uk for more information.

AIRLINE SPONSORS
At the time of writing, Airlines in the United Kingdom including British Airways have discontinued any form of ‘ab initio’
pilot training sponsorship programmes, with one exception. FlyBe continue to fully sponsor a small number of cadets for
their ATPL in 2009.
FlyBe also run a ‘Mentored’ training programme for self-funded pilot trainees who, following a pre-selection procedure,
are guaranteed a job with the airline after graduation. This programme is run in conjunction with both Flight Training
Europe and the Oxford Aviation Academy.
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USEFUL ADDRESSES
Information Sources and General Flying
‘Grants & Scholarship’ providers
For telephone and fax calls made from overseas, dial the
local ‘Overseas Access’ code, then dial 44 (to access the UK
network) then dial the required number without the
leading digit (0) shown in the following listings of
numbers.

PROFESSIONAL BODIES AND FLYING
REGULATORS (Alphabetically)
For general advice & guidance
Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association (AOPA-UK)
(Information Source)
50a Cambridge Street
London, SW1V 4QQ UK
Telephone
020 7834 5631
Fax
020 7834 8623
E-Mail
info@aopa.co.uk
Web site
www.aopa.co.uk

(The) Air League Educational Trust
(Provider of General Flying Grants and Scholarships)
Broadway House, Tothill Street
London, SW1H 9NS UK
Telephone
020 7222 8463
Fax
020 7222 8462
E-Mail
flying@airleague.co.uk
Web site
www.airleague.co.uk

Armed Forces Careers Offices
(Information Source)
See local telephone directory for your area under ‘Royal
Navy’, ‘Army’ or ‘Royal Air Force’).

British Air Line Pilots Association (BALPA)
(UK Pilots’ Representative Union - Information Source)
BALPA House
5 Heathrow Boulevard
278 Bath Road
West Drayton, UB7 0DQ UK
Telephone
020 8746 4000
Fax
020 8476 4077
E-Mail
balpa@balpa.org.uk
Web site
www.balpa.org.uk

British Gliding Association
(Gliding Regulator)
Kimberley House
Vaughan Way
Leicester
Leicestershire, LE1 4SE UK
Telephone
0116 253 1051
Fax
0116 251 5939
E-Mail
bga@gliding.co.uk
Web site
www.gliding.co.uk

British Helicopter Advisory Board
(Information Source)
The Graham Suite
Fairoaks Airport
Chobham
Surrey, GU24 8HX UK
Telephone
01276 856 100
Fax
01276 856 126
E-Mail
info@bhab.org
Web site
www.bhab.org

Civil Aviation Authority
(UK National Regulatory Body and EASA Executive
Agency for the UK - Information Source)
Personnel Licensing Department
Aviation House
Gatwick Airport South
West Sussex, RH6 0YR UK
Telephone
01293 57 3700
Fax
01293 57 3996
E-Mail
(see web site for particular addresses)
Web site
www.caa.co.uk
Medical Department (Address as above)
Telephone
01293 57 3685
European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA)
The EU Aviation Regulator (Agency of the European Union)
Postal address for letters only
European Aviation Safety Agency
Postfach 10 12 53
D-50452 Koeln, Germany

Telephone
Fax
E-Mail
Web site

+49 221 8999 000
+49 221 8999 099
go to website & click Contacts in
‘Shortcuts’
www.easa.europa.eu

Visitors’ address
European Aviation Safety Agency
Ottoplatz, 1
D-50679 Koeln, Germany

To Download Documents, First go to
http://easa.europa.eu/ws_prod/g/g_about.php
then click on ‘Rulemaking or Regulations’,
then ‘navigate’ from there.
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APPENDIX F
Pilot Selection & Training (EPST) b.v.
(Airline pilot training provider & information source)
Westkanaaldijk 5-11
3542 DA Utrecht
The Netherlands
KvK 30144529
Telephone
+31-30-2383232
Fax
+31-30-2413354
E-Mail
Info@epst.com
Web site
www.epst.com
Flying Scholarships for the Disabled
(Information source)
Douglas Bader House
Horcott Hill
Fairford
Gloucestershire, GL7 4RB UK
Telephone
0870 800 1942
Facsimile
0870 800 1941
E-Mail
info@toreachforthesky.org.uk
http://www.toreachforthesky.org.uk/what.htm
Website

General Aviation Awareness Council
(Information Source)
RAeS House
4 Hamilton Place
London, W1J 7BQ UK
020 7670 4501
Telephone
Fax
020 7670 4309
E-Mail
info@gaac.org.uk
Web site
www.gaac.org.uk
Guild of Air Pilots and Air Navigators
(Provider of information and advice, also Flying Grants
and Scholarships)
Cobham House
9 Warwick Court
Gray’s Inn
London, WC1R 5DJ UK
Telephone
020 7404 4032
Fax
020 7404 4035
E-Mail
gapan@gapan.org
Web site
www.gapan.org
Independent Pilots Association (IPA)
(Pilot Representative Organisation - Information Source)
The Old Refectory
The Priory
Haywards Heath
West Sussex, RH16 3LB UK
Telephone
01444 441 149
Fax
01444 441 192
E-Mail
Office@ipapilot.com
Web site
www.ipapilot.com

IPA incorporates a sister organisation known as the IPF
which provides Union affiliation elements that are not
covered by IPA, for members who so wish it.
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The Royal Aeronautical Society
(Information available from ‘Careers Centre’)
4 Hamilton Place
London, W1J 7BQ UK
Telephone
020 7670 4300
Fax
020 7670 4309
E-Mail
careers@aerosociety.com
Web site
www.raes.org.uk/careers

UK CAA APPROVED FLYING
SCHOOLS
Integrated Flying Training Course providers – Also
providers of Modular and Short courses (Alphabetically)
A full listing of flying training establishments that provide
UK CAA approved Modular and other Courses in the UK
and overseas, may be obtained from the Civil Aviation
Authority Personnel (Flight Crew) Licensing Department
(FCL). Details may also be found on the UK CAA FCL
website.
Atlantic Flight Training Ltd
Flying School and Information Source - Aeroplanes (A)
Ayla House
Coventry Airport West
Coventry
CV8 3AZ UK
Telephone
0845 450 0530
Fax
0845 450 0531
E-Mail
enquiries@flyaft.com
Web site
www.atlanticflighttraining.com

Cabair College of Air Training
PPL, PPL/IR, CPL. CPL/IR, ATPL, MCC
Flying School and Information Source - Aeroplanes (A) &
Helicopters (H)
Cranfield Airport
Bedford
Bedfordshire, MK43 0JR UK
Telephone
01234 751 243
Fax
01234 751 363
E-Mail
cranfield@cabair.org.uk
Web site
www.ccat.org.uk
CTC Aviation Group Plc
(CTC Aviation Training – CTC Wings)
The CTC Wings programme incorporates the following :
CPL/IR, ATPL, MCC and Type Ratings.
Flight Training Organisation (FTO) and Type Rating Training
Organisation (TRTO) and Information Source - Aeroplanes (A)
Group Administration Centre
Mauretania Road
Nursling
Southampton
Hampshire, SO16 0YS UK
Telephone
023 8073 7567
Fax
023 8074 2400
E-Mail
karen.bath@ctcaviation.com
Web site
www.ctcaviation.com
www.ctcwings.com

APPENDIX F
Flight Training Europe - Jerez
PPL, PPL/IR, CPL, CPL/IR, ATPL, MCC
Flying School and Information Source - Aeroplanes (A)
Antigua Base Militar La Parra
Aeropuerto de Jerez
11401 Jerez de la Frontera
Cadiz
Spain
Telephone
+34 956 317 806
Fax
+34 956 182 433
E-Mail
info@flighttrainingeurope.com
Web site
www.flighttrainingeurope.com

Oxford Aviation Academy
PPL, PPL/IR, CPL. CPL/IR, ATPL, MCC,
Flying School and Information Source - Aeroplanes (A) &
Helicopters (H)
Oxford Airport
Kidlington
Oxford
Oxfordshire, OX5 1RA UK
Telephone
01865 844 200
Fax
01865 376 797
E-Mail
oatmktg@oxfordaviation.net
Web site
www.oaa.com

PILOT ASSESSMENT PROVIDERS
a. Independent Provider
GAPAN
Contact details in ‘Useful Addresses’ (this Appendix)

b. Commercial Flying School Providers
CTC

Castle Donington
Derbyshire, DE74 2SB UK
Telephone
01332 854 000
Fax
01332 854 662
E-Mail
(see web site for particulars)
Web site
www.personnel.flybmi.com
British Airways
(Direct Entry Pilot Scheme)
Recruitment
PO Box 59
Heathrow Airport
Hounslow
Middlesex, TW6 2SL UK
Telephone
0870 608 0747
Fax
None for correspondence
E-Mail
BARecruitment@ba.com
Web site
www.britishairwaysjobs.com
Head office:
The Rivers, Cranebank, Silver Jubilee Way,
off The Parkway, Cranford, Middlesex, UK
EasyJet Via CTC
FlyBe

Via Flight Training Europe & Cabair

Highland Airways
(Full sponsorships to ATPL for PPL holders)
Highland Airways Ltd
Sutherland House
Inverness Airport
Scotland IV2 7JB UK
Telephone
01667 461 044
Fax
01667 461 040
E-Mail
ystewart@highlandairways.co.uk
Web site
www.highlandairways.co.uk

Contact details in ‘Useful Addresses’ (this Appendix)

Flight Training Europe
Contact details in ‘Useful Addresses’ (this Appendix)

Oxford Aviation Academy
Contact details in ‘Useful Addresses’ (this Appendix)

UK OPERATORS KNOWN TO HAVE
SPONSORED PILOTS (Full or Part
Sponsorship)
Atlantic Airlines & Air Atlantique
(Full sponsorships to ATPL)
Hangar 5
Coventry Airport West
Coventry CV8 3AZ UK
Telephone
024 7688 2630
Fax
024 7630 7703
E-Mail
chartersales@atlanticairlines.co.uk
Web site
http://www.atlanticairlines.co.uk

Monarch Airlines
London Luton International Airport
Luton
Bedfordshire LU2 9NU UK
Telephone
01582 400 000
Fax
01582 486 365 (Chief pilot)
E-Mail
webmaster@monarch-airlines.com
(also see web site for other particulars)
Web site
www.monarch-airlines.com
My Travel
Parkway Three
Parkway Business Centre
300 Princess Road
Manchester, M14 7QU UK
Telephone
0161 232 6600
Fax
0161 232 6610
E-Mail
(see web site for particulars)
Web site
www.airtours.com

Thomas Cook Airlines Via CTC
bmi - British Midland
Donington Hall
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APPENDIX F
JOB OPPORTUNITIES FOR LOW
HOURS PILOTS
The following airlines have offered conditional
employment schemes through training courses monitored
by them at flight training organisations selected by such
airlines. These schemes often include sponsorship of the
required Jet Operations Course undertaken after
graduation:
British Airways City Express
through Flight Training Europe
FlyBe
through Flight Training Europe
Thomas Cook Airlines
through Oxford Aviation Training & CTC
Thomson Airways
recruiting may be resumed in the future
ThomsonFly and First Choice have amalgamated to
form a new airline to be known as Thomson
Airways. Until the merger has settled down, it is
expected that recruiting and any form of sponsoring
will be reduced due to downsizing of the operation
that has caused consequential redundancies.

OVERSEAS OPERATORS &
ORGANISATIONS KNOWN TO
HAVE SPONSORED PILOTS
(Full or Part Sponsorship)
Aer Lingus
Cathay Pacific (Nationality requirements)
Dragon Air (Nationality requirements)
Emirates Airline
European Pilot Selection & Training (EPST) - (European
candidates)
Gulf Air (Nationality requirements)
KLM
Lufthansa (Language requirements)
Malaysian (MAS) (Nationality requirements)
QANTAS (Self-sponsored route funded by student, to a
Second Officer position)
Singapore Airlines
Swiss (Nationality & language requirements)
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PUBLICATIONS
Civil Aviation Authority Publications
Current UK CAA publications may be downloaded from
the CAA web site at: www.caa.co.uk/publications
Civil Aviation Authority publications are made freely available in
an electronic format. In order to view the publications in
electronic format it is necessary to have Acrobat Reader software.
Further guidance can be found in the FAQs.
The revision status of the CAA publications can also be found
here. This web site is the authoritative source for this
information.
As well as free access to CAA publications, users of the web site
may request e-mail notification of new and amended
publications. This service is detailed in the Subscriptions section.
The CAA has arranged for printed copies of CAA publications to
be available. If you wish to purchase paper copies these can be
obtained from The Stationery Office. Their telephone number
is 0870 600 5522. All enquiries concerning the supply of printed
publications should be directed to The Stationery Office in the
first instance.

Documedia (Cheltenham Ltd)
The CAA Printing services
37 Windsor Street
Cheltenham
Gloucestershire, GL52 2DG UK
Telephone
01242 235 151
Telephone
01242 283 100 / 0870 887 1410
Fax
01242 283 131 / 0870 887 1411
ISDN
01242 283 140
Web site
www.documedia.co.uk
EASA Publications may be obtained from the EASA
web site.
First go to http://easa.europa.eu/ws_prod/g/g_about.php
Then click on Rulemaking or Regulations and go on from
there to find the document required for download in PDF
format; or documents may be obtained through
RAPIDOC
Willoughby Road
Bracknell
Berkshire, RG12 8FB UK
Telephone
01344 861 666
Fax
01344 714 440
E-Mail
rapidoc@techindex.co.uk
and/or emastore@ihs.com

APPENDIX F
USEFUL READING

USEFUL EVENTS

(UK Aviation publications that occasionally offer general
guidance for prospective pilots)

Flyer magazine holds an exhibition and seminars twice a
year (usually March and November) where all the above
named flight training organisations exhibit, along with
many other schools from around the world. The seminars
consist of informative non-commercial presentations and
briefings on recruitment by all the leading UK airlines. For
further information contact Flyer Magazine.

FLIGHT International
Quadrant House
The Quadrant
Sutton
Surrey, SM2 5AS UK
Telephone
020 8652 3842
Fax
020 8652 3840
E-Mail
flight.international@rbi.co.uk
Web sites
www.rati.com
and/or www.flightinternational.com
Back Issues :
ESCO Business Services
01371 810 433
Telephone
Fax
01371 811 065
FLYER
9, Riverside Court
Lower Bristol Road
Bath, BA2 3DZ UK
Telephone
01225 481440
Fax
01225 481262
E-mail
info@flyerclub.co.uk
Web site
www.flyer.co.uk
PILOT Magazine
The Clock House
28 Old Town
Clapham
London, SW4 0LB UK
Telephone
020 7498 2506
Fax
020 7498 6920
E-mail
pilotmagazine@compuserve.com
Web Site
www.pilotweb.co.uk

FLIGHT TRAINING NEWS
Publisher of the Web site www.ftnonline.co.uk
Sponsorships, Where to Apply Guide
The online resource for anyone learning to fly

USEFUL CONTACTS
British Airways are currently no longer sponsoring training
for ab initio pilots because the company can attract
sufficient suitable good quality direct-entry pilots, to satisfy
the airline’s needs. This route to a pilot’s licence is therefore
closed for the foreseeable future. However British Airways
work closely with Cabair, CTC, Flight Training Europe and
Oxford Aviation Academy to identify suitable students
reaching the required British Airways standards, before the
students actually graduate.
All other airlines have required some financial input from
students as a condition of employment. Regrettably, this
has now gone so far that students are paying for type
rating and line training. Employability is improved once this
stage is completed successfully. So there is a case for
debate regarding ‘buying oneself’ a job. The pros and cons
of this situation are contentious but reflect the tight
margins to which airlines need to operate.

FUNDING SOURCES
Should you need to consider borrowing money to fund a
licence or a type rating, heed the DOs and DON’Ts in the
opening pages of this Document.
If you live or intend to train in the UK you can apply for a
loan to improve your employment prospects. The
maximum loan available is £8,000. Details are available
from banks or from :
Career Development Loans
Telephone
0800 585 505
Freepost
Newcastle upon Tyne X
NE85 1BR
(UK)

PPruNe Fund
Some financial assistance is available through this
internet web-based ‘aviation news’ provider, with
Astraeus as the airline offering training and experience.
Go to www.PPruNe.org for more information.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY
LASORS
Licensing, Administration and Standardisation, Operating
Requirements and Safety. LASORS is a CAA advisory
document for the pilots of single and multi-pilot aircraft,
re-issued every January and updated either via the CAA
Personnel Licensing Department website or via e-mail to
those individuals who register with the CAA PLD for the
LASORS Free Update Service. It contains clear, accurate
answers to frequently asked questions on all aspects of
flight crew licensing and comprises two parts:
• LAS (Licensing, Administration and Standardisation)
supersedes the guidance material previously published in
CAP 53, CAP 54 and in General Information Documents.
• ORS (Operating Requirements and Safety) is a digest of
practical knowledge requirements and best practices
procedures for the single pilot operator, consisting
principally of extracts from Safety Sense leaflets and Pink
Aeronautical Information Circulars.
LASORS is a ready source of information for those who
are commencing or engaged in flight training, upgrading
flight crew licences, revalidating or renewing their ratings,
or seeking to add ratings to existing licences. It also puts
essential safety information into the pocket of those
whose philosophy is ‘Don’t assume, check’.
To download a free current ‘Bookmarked’ copy of this
most useful document, navigate to the CAA website
www.caa.co.uk then click on Publications in the Shortcuts
column to the right-of-centre on the page, then click on
Flight Operations and find, then save, a copy of LASORS
(listed alphabetically). Now read and absorb its contents
which hold excellent information and vital good
airmanship advice in ORS.
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EASA FCL - Flight Crew Licensing Requirement for
Aeroplanes, Helicopters & Medical standards
Contains detailed requirements for flight crew licensing of
Aeroplane and Helicopter pilots, inter alia, under EASA
regulation and it also holds the detailed Medical Standards
required for flight crew licensing. It covers all the
requirements for the issue and renewal of all the private
and professional pilot licenses and their ratings, including
those for instructor and examiner qualifications. The
Medical section covers requirements for the issue and
renewal of all medical certificates. This latter section is
essentially for Authorised Medical Examiners (AME) but
useful information on required health and medical
standards for pilots.
FLIGHT International - Careers in Aerospace
An annual ‘Supplement’ listing all the world airlines with
full contact details, is produced by the magazine FLIGHT
International (weekly). It appears over 3 issues. A
combined volume is available from the publisher.
Pilot’s Learn to Fly Guide
Published annually by Marketlink Publishing plc, of
Wendens, Ambo, Saffron Walden, Essex, in conjunction
with Pilot Magazine. Back numbers from The Clock House,
28 Old Town, Clapham, London, SW4 0LB – Telephone
020 7498 2506 & Fax 020 7498 6920) – E-mail
–
Web
Site
pilotmagazine@compuserve.com
www.pilotweb.co.uk
Describes in a certain amount of detail, the overall training
environment for civil EASA licensing purposes as well as
for British military aviation training, with listings of United
Kingdom flying schools and selected overseas ‘Approved’
flight tuition centres.
BALPA PUBLICATION
How to Become an Air Line Pilot
(A guidance document on the subject)

1. RATIONALE AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
This newly revised and expanded Guidance Document was
prepared to supplement and reinforce what information is
available for callers who contact the Royal Aeronautical
Society or the Guild of Air Pilots and Air Navigators for
advice on how to become a professional pilot.
The author and production co-ordinator of this newly
updated Flight Operations Group (FOG) specialist
document, would like to acknowledge the assistance and
suggestions for inclusion offered by the Guidance
Document Working Group members and for the
information supplied by other ‘outside’ organisations listed
in the introduction.

2. CREDITS
2.1 GUIDANCE DOCUMENTS PRODUCTION
WORKING GROUP
With my sincere thanks to the following members of the
Guild Education & Training Committee and the ‘FOG
Guidance Documents’ Editorial & Production Working
Group (Alphabetically):
Sqn Ldr Nicholas ‘Nick’ GOODWYN MA MRAeS RAF
Member of the RAeS Flight Operations Group
Committee, for his help in collating military information
Captain Richard ‘Dick’ K J HADLOW FRAeS
Past Chairman of the RAeS Flight Operations Group
Committee
GAPAN Liveryman and Member of the RAeS Flight
Operations Group Committee, Retired airline pilot,
RAF flying instructor and helicopter pilot, for his help
with FOG documents
Flt Lt Philip ‘Phil’ KEMP MRAeS RAF
RAF QFI CFS Examiner, Cranwell, Flight Operations
Group Secretary,
Member of the RAeS Flight Operations Group
Committee, FOG Honorary Secretary, for his help in
collating military information

Mr Peter MOXHAM FRAeS
Chairman of the RAeS Flight Operations Group Committee
& GAPAN Liveryman
His knowledge of Regulatory matters with particular
emphasis on EASA is appreciated and hereby
acknowledged. This Revised Document would have been
the poorer without his encyclopaedic input and exacting
proof reading. He was the prime negotiator with Printed
Solutions Ltd, for the publication of the new 2009 edition
of this Specialist Document So You Want to be a Pilot ? His
efforts are acknowledged accordingly, with thanks for all
the time he gave to this project notwithstanding a very
busy schedule.
SEO Peter G RICHARDS I.Eng FRAeS
Member of the RAeS Flight Operations Group Committee
& the FOG Flight Safety Committee gateway; retired
Senior Flight Engineer for help with proof reading.
Captain Philip H S SMITH MRAeS
Vice Chairman of the RAeS Flight Operations Group
Committee & Chairman Elect for 2009-12.
Member of the RAeS Flight Operations Group Committee,
for his help with the technicalities of computers during
preparation.
Captain David H THOMAS MSc FRAeS
GAPAN Liveryman and Member of the RAeS Flight
Operations Group Committee, RAF pilot /instructor (Ret).
FTO Training Director & EASA instructor & Examiner. For his
help with FTO training aspects
Captain Christopher ‘Chris’ N WHITE FRAeS
Member of the RAeS Flight Operations Group Committee
& retired BA B747 Training Captain & Examiner (IRE/TRE),
for help with proof reading
FINALE
With best wishes for a safe, happy and fulfilling flying
career to every reader who dreams of becoming a pilot.
The dream remains alive for many of us. Make it come
true for each one of you.

Captain Seamus J P LYTTLE Bsc C.Eng FCLIT FRAeS
Member of the RAeS Flight Operations Group
Committee, Retired Airline Operations Manger, Graduate
Engineer, Aviation Consultant
Captain Ronald MACDONALD FRAeS
Past Chairman of the RAeS Flight Operations Group
Committee.
Member of the RAeS Flight Operations Group
Committee, Retired airline pilot and qualified accident
investigator for his pointed inputs.
Captain David A J MARTIN FRAeS
Guild Liveryman and Assistant to the GAPAN Court
Member of the RAeS Flight Operations Group
Committee. Retired BA fleet training manager and
aviation consultant, for his guidance on Schools.

Captain Ralph KOHN FRAeS,
Liveryman of the Guild of Air Pilots and Air Navigators
Author and revision co-ordinator.
Immediate Past Chairman of the Royal Aeronautical
Society Flight Operations Group Committee.
Retiresd airline pilot instructor/examiner and Regulatory
Authority Training & Flight Operations inspector.
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Chris Janes
First Officer:
Thomson Airways
CTC Wings Cadet
of the Year: 2007
I have always had an interest in aviation from a young age
and, for my fifteenth birthday, I was fortunate enough to
be given a trial flying lesson. The trial lesson got me
hooked and by 17 I had completed my Private Pilots
License course. Once I had left school I continued to build
my hours whilst studying Aerospace Systems Engineering
at Coventry University.
After graduating from University I applied to CTC Wings,
along with many other companies offering sponsorship.
CTC had an outstanding reputation for offering a high
standard of training as well as placing its cadets with
reputable airlines at the end of their training. Raising the
funds for airline pilot training can also be difficult, but
CTC’s innovative finance arrangement will help those with
the attributes required to pass selection.
The selection experience itself can be quite daunting, but
in reality the selection team take a friendly and relaxed
approach. There are four stages to the selection process:
written application, aptitude and maths, interview and a
sim check. Some aspects you cannot prepare for but it’s a
good idea to brush up on your basic maths and interview
technique. Make sure you have done your research, know
the partner airlines and have examples to show you have
the attributes required to be an airline pilot. Do not worry
if you have little or no hours, each stage is tailored to your
previous experience so as long as you can demonstrate
you are motivated and have the right basic skills you will
pass!
New Zealand is the setting for the first year of the course
which is a fantastic experience and the standard of
instructors, accommodation and facilities is very high.
Flying in New Zealand is also very different from the UK –
except the weather! The good news is the scenery is
amazing and the sky is less crowded than in the UK,
making it ideal for training. There is also time for you to
explore the country on your days off.
The Type Rating normally takes place in the UK over a
period of about eight weeks; two weeks of ground
training and six weeks in the simulator. The ground
training can be quite intense as there is a lot to learn, but
the instruction is excellent and computer based training
ensures you cover everything you need to know. The
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simulator training gives you experience in handling the
aircraft in normal and abnormal situations – the reward at
the end is your all important Airbus or Boeing Type Rating.
The next stage is carried out with your partner airline.
Base training is a day practising takeoffs and landings until
you achieve a safe and consistent standard before being
unleashed to fly passengers.
With base training
completed line training begins; the last step before
becoming fully qualified. This consists of a number of
sectors flying with passengers under the supervision of a
Training Captain. This can be quite nerve racking initially,
especially using the PA for the first time, but after the first
few sectors the simulator training kicks in and you begin
to pick things up fairly quickly.
Like any job airline flying has its ups and downs. The peak
season can be very busy with early starts, long night flights
and long days out.. The negatives however are easily
outweighed by the benefits. It’s an incredible experience
flying a 70 tonne aircraft with a fantastic view and you get
to work with great people who are passionate about what
they do.
Motivation is the most important thing to have for anyone
looking at training to become an airline pilot. The courses
available are all quite intense and looking for sponsorship
and jobs can be hard work, but it is well worth the effort.
My best advice for those looking to start airline training is
not to give up, apply to every sponsorship offer that is on
the market and go into interviews and selections well
prepared.

FLIGHT TRAINING EUROPE (FTE)

ensuring the main focus is on providing serviceable aircraft
for training operations.

Flight Training Europe (FTE) is one of Europe´s leading
flight training organisations delivering Integrated Ab Initio
training to major airlines including British Airways Cityflyer,
Flybe, Cityjet, airBaltic and Middle East Airways (MEA). In
addition, GAPAN´s JN Somers Scholarship winner has
trained at FTE for the past five years.

All students live on site in private, single occupancy
accommodation with en-suite bathroom facilities. The
rooms are fully equipped with telephone, broadband
internet access, and are air-conditioned.

FTE will soon begin training the first UK CAA regulated
Multi-crew Pilot License (MPL) course in conjuction with
Flybe.
FTE is based in Jerez de la Frontera in Southern Spain. The
location provides an ideal climate, allowing excellent
continuity for flying training in a welcoming environment.
One of the biggest pluses of training at FTE is that all
training is conducted from the one site. In addition, full
board housing in comfortable en-suite accommodation is
located within the campus environment. There is no need
to relocate to another country or continent to undertake
any part of the FTE training program.
FTE´s aircraft and simulator fleet is ideal for the training
task. The college currently operates 20 PA28 Warrior
aircraft for single-engine training, eight PA34 Seneca III
aircraft for multi-engine training and one Slingsby T67
Firefly aerobatic aircraft for upset training.
All aircraft within each of the Warrior and Seneca fleets
have the same cockpit fit, which is also replicated by its
respective simulator.
MCC and Jet Orientation Courses (JOC) are delivered in a
Boeing 737NG simulator which has a Boeing data
package, collimated visuals and seat motion cueing. This
device will also form the basis for much of FTE´s future
MPL training programs.
A dedicated team of aircraft and simulator engineers
maintain our aircraft and simulators. Our engineering
centre, located within the college grounds, is EASA 145
approved, meaning that the standard of maintenance for
our aircraft is the highest possible. The engineering team
only performs maintenance for FTE´s fleet, thereby
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There are also many social and recreational facilities on
campus such as tennis and beach volleyball courts,
football pitch, swimming pool and fully equipped
gymnasium. The social club includes a bar, table tennis,
billiard table, darts and other facilities.
In order to begin a course, all students must first
successfully complete FTE´s Airline Pilot Aptitude
Assessment tests. These tests assess potential in all of the
key skill areas required to successfully complete training,
and most importantly, be competitive for an airline pilot
position.
The tests are delivered by a highly predictive computerbased program together with pencil and paper tests, the
process being completed by an airline style interview, and
overall debriefing. The debriefing represents the final
collation and decision making about whether the results
indicate success or not, and can only be conducted by
FTE´s most senior managers.
This assessment process is fundamental to the success of
completion of training, as well as subsequent employment
with an airline.
In recognition of the high quality of training delivered at
Jerez,

FTE

is

authorised

to

make

employment

recommendations for well performed graduates to a wide
range of airlines including British Airways, BA Cityflyer,
Cityjet, Flybe, and airBaltic.

Graduates recommended in

this way are subsequently given preference to undertake
the airline´s selection tests.

